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Abstract 
This thesis examines how images of the national is conveyed to visitors 

in the art historical museum exhibitions “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum, 

Stockholm, and “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini, Rome. To examine 

which images that is conveyed, theory about the national and art 

historical, and the narrative and the comparative is applied to the 

exhibitions. Based on an exhibition analyses, it is discussed how the 

different images of the national in these exhibitions are created as either 

one master narrative consisting of many episodical stories, or as many 

episodical stories that together create an image of the national. 

 

Sammendrag 
Denne masteroppgaven undersøker hvordan bilder på det nasjonale 

formidles til besøkende på kunstmuseum gjennom en komparativ 

analyse av utstillingene «Tidslinjen» ved Nasjonalmuseum, Stockholm, 

og «Pinacoteca» på  Musei Capitolini, Roma. Dette gjøres ved å anvende 

teori om det nasjonale og det kunsthistoriske, og det komparative og det 

narrative for å analysere hvilke bilder på det nasjonale som presenteres 

på de ulike utstillingene. Basert på utstillingsanalysene diskuteres det 

hvordan bildet på det nasjonale i disse utstillingene enten oppstår som et 

nasjonalt narrativ bestående av mange episodiske fortellinger, eller som 

mange episodiske fortellinger som til sammen utgjør et helhetlig bilde på 

det nasjonale.  
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1. Introduction 
Inspiration and choosing a theme 
During the autumn semester of 2021 I was studying at The Norwegian 

institute in Rome. My subject there was about the cultural, political and 

religious development of Rome from antiquity to modernity, focusing on 

the city as a symbol through different times.1 There was also an 

additional focus on architecture and art, and how images of previous 

historic and cultural periods are displayed and talked about today. Our 

lecturers nuanced this focus by contributing different perspectives, 

accompanying our excursions while we were discussing the cultural 

heritage of Rome. Studying in Rome offered many interesting discussions 

with lecturers, fellow students, and researchers at the institute, about 

how both heritage and nationalism are conveyed during our many 

excursions through the city landscape, different museums, as well as in 

literature. The discussions were both frustrating and really interesting, 

providing me with a great opportunity to apply knowledge I have 

acquired through my studies in heritage studies and art history. It also 

inspired reflection on different approaches to history, heritage, and 

nationalism, and how those different approaches provide different 

outcomes to how they are perceived by audiences.  

My stay in Rome provided the opportunity to look closer at how 

national monuments, the selection of national heritage and its 

presentation to the public is connected to the contemporary image of the 

nation. For example, the history of Rome and how it is conveyed today, is 

very much focused on the heritage of antiquity and ties the modern city 

of Rome, after the unification of Italy, closely together with antique 

monuments visible in the city.2 The image of Rome as the center of both 

the roman empire and the modern Italy is visible to both locals and 

tourists when visiting the city, while also very focused on displaying 

antiquity as the “genuine” Rome.3 Understanding how the city of Rome 

emphasizes some parts of their heritage and fitting it into an image of 

the city where ancient Rome corresponds with the views of the modern 

city of Rome is an interesting example of how an image of cultural 

heritage is presented to an audience. It also demonstrates how politics, 

as well as both conscious and unconscious decisions on historic 

 
1 Roma- Sted og Symbol 
2 Statement from archaeologist Chris Siwicki during a lecture in ROMA2020, Palatine Hill, 

Rome, 29.9.2021 
3 Observation by author, October 2021 
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narratives help to enhance and shape the context of the perceived image 

of cultural heritage.  

The following semester, in the spring of 2022, I had an internship at 

The Nordic Centre of Heritage Learning and Creativity (NCK) in 

Östersund. There I followed guided tours at the cultural museum Jamtli, 

and in the Östersund department of Nationalmuseum. One of my 

experiences and memories from the internship was a conversation with a 

guide at the Nationalmuseum where we talked about how the art in 

museum exhibitions can create different visitor experiences based on 

how it is conveyed through text, guides, and layout. In the exhibition in 

question, “Nordiska myter”4, the different approaches to the content of 

pedagogic tools resulted in either a focus on Norse mythology interpreted 

and understood from a Scandinavian perspective as an image of our 

heritage, or as an example of an art historic development within classical 

art, spanning from Sweden to Rome during the nineteenth and twentieth 

century. One of my insights was that the way the exhibition was 

conveyed to the visitor, with either a focus on Norse mythology or art 

historic influences and neo classicism, defined the image which the 

visitor was left with, and therefore also how the visitor remember the 

theme the next time they encounters it. This illustrates the importance of 

how a theme is narrated in the museum, depending on the desired 

visitor learning outcome.  

 

Theme, purpose, and relevance 
My experiences in Rome and Östersund made me want to look closer into 

the theme of how cultural and national heritage is conveyed at museums, 

and how themes that touch on nationality are conveyed to visitors 

without a local identity and extensive prior knowledge. With this project I 

aim to investigate how national heritage and different parts of it is 

presented to an audience at museums.   

In this thesis I wish to examine how museums choose to show and 

convey themes with a national significance and value, specifically 

museums which already have a special focus on the representation of art 

and art history, and therefore address the subject of national heritage in 

their presentations. I have chosen to do a comparative analysis of the 

museums Nationalmuseum in Stockholm, Sweden, and Musei Capitolini 

in Rome, Italy, with focus on their permanent exhibitions “Tidslinjen”5 

 
4 Norse mythology, themporary exhibition at Nationalmuseum Östersund may 18th 
2021- April 18th 2022. 
5 The timeline 
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and “Pinacoteca”6, and how they convey different images of national 

heritage to the audience to accomplish this.  

In the chosen museums and permanent art exhibitions, I look at how 

images of the national is represented, included, and problematized. The 

goal is not to examine which parts of the exhibitions are national, but 

rather how the theme of nationality is incorporated into other themes 

within the local or national heritage scope of the museum.  

Other similar research projects include the “European National 

Museums” (EuNaMus) project (2010-2013) which explore the creation 

and power of European national museums towards Europe and its states 

in today’s contemporary society. The goal of that project was to 

investigate how different European countries approach national museums 

as a representative of national values and realities, and how this 

correspond with the creation and contest of national and political 

identities.7 Then there is the book Civilizing rituals (1995) by art 

historian Carol Duncan that discusses art museums and how they are 

perceived by the public in different museums and countries, and the 

differences between public and private museums around the world, but 

with a focus on USA.8 Both of these are used in theory and background 

to establish the relevance and theoretical framework for this thesis.  

The exhibitions themselves do not just determine if a national heritage 

is represented, but also how it is conveyed. In my thesis I will thus 

investigate how certain museums shape the national heritage through 

production and reproductions of the national. As I will show, the 

museums do not just mirror the existing image of the national but are 

active contributors to the current image that exists.  

Based on the outlines of my research, I have created the following 

research questions: 

 

How does Musei Capitolini in Rome and Nationalmuseum in Stockholm 

produce and convey images of the national in their exhibitions to 

visitors? 

Do Musei Capitolini and Nationalmuseum problematize the notions on the 

national? 

 
6 The picture gallery 
7 Aronsson 2011. 
8 Duncan 1995 
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Concepts 

The National in museums consists of symbols of national identity within a 

state, conveyed through a museum’s exhibitions. It is historically a result 

of the creation of nation states in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, 

during which time, private collections were made into public museums.9 

“The national” is created in museums today based on the conditions of 

the museum and create and contest national and political identities 

within the nation. Different nations approach the theme of the national in 

museums differently, based on the nation’s values and realities of each 

nation.10 Both “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini in Rome and “Tidslinjen” 

at Nationalmuseum in Stockholm is built upon the idea of making private 

collections with national values available to a public. The image of the 

national is created and presented based on an interpretation of historical 

events and is not random. Important research on the theme of The 

National in museums is the EuNamus project, historian Peter Aronsson’s 

“Vad är et nationalmuseum?” and Civilizing Rituals by Carol Duncan.11  

The Art Historical is about two things: art history as it is presented 

through art museums in a contemporary setting, and the concept and 

understanding of art history as an academic genre. The idea of modern 

art history was introduced by Giorgio Vasari in the sixteenth century, 

creating a system of technical qualities, geographical differences, and 

artistic progress to separate art into historic categories.12 “Pinacoteca” 

and “Tidslinjen” both display and describe art within the concept of art 

history in the setting of the museum, but with different approaches to 

how the idea of the art historical is merged into other themes of the 

exhibition. Relevant research includes Civilizing Rituals by Carol Duncan 

on art history in museums, the chapters 13, 14 and 20-26 in Gardner’s 

Art through the Ages, and Museum Revolutions by museologist Simon 

Knell.13  

 

Limitations  
How national heritage is problematized and conveyed in museums is a 

very large subject, and to limit the scope I have narrowed down the 

subject to something manageable for a master’s thesis. I have chosen to 

limit the choice of exhibitions to the following: two permanent art 

 
9 Duncan 1995 
10 Aronsson 2011  
11 Aronsson 2010, EuNaMus 2010, Duncan 1995 
12 Vasari 1568 
13 Duncan 1995, Kleiner 2015, Knell 2007 
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exhibitions at public museums with English resources available, with 

themes related to national heritage and art, and which also focus on the 

period of the fifteenth to the eighteenth century. 

To find museums that provide resources in English, I focused on 

museums that targets an international audience and therefore provide 

museum resources in English. The chosen museums should also have 

collections related to national heritage and art. With these limitations in 

mind, my choice fell on Nationalmuseum in Stockholm, Sweden, and 

Musei Capitolini in Rome, Italy, and I will, among others, use their visitor 

materials available in English as source material.  

When choosing exhibitions, firstly, I prioritized permanent exhibitions 

as these are created to exist for years, and are therefore more available, 

as well as targeting a larger audience with a more thorough pedagogic 

work.14 Based on these criteria, the most relevant exhibitions at each 

museum are the permanent exhibitions “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini 

in Rome, and “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum in Stockholm. The chosen 

museums and exhibitions contain art that is collected by the museum, 

where much of the first museum collections were donated by the royal 

family in Sweden and the papacy in Italy, in periods which are still 

considered important and relevant to the development of today’s national 

identities.15 Secondly, to further limit the thesis, I chose a time period 

displayed in both exhibitions by focusing on the fifteenth through the 

eighteenth century, based on a common time period of two exhibitions. 

“Pinacoteca” exhibits art from the fifteenth to the eighteenth century, 

while “Tidslinjen” is categorized chronologically spanning from the 

fifteenth century up until the 1960s. Practically, this means the entire 

“Pinacoteca” exhibition and the second floor of “Tidslinjen” which spans 

from the fifteenth century to eighteen hundred.  

Within the two exhibitions there are some objects and themes which 

are offered more attention in this thesis. This selection is based on 

several criteria. Firstly, the selection made in this thesis is based upon 

the highlights of the exhibitions as they are presented by the museums. 

Secondly, repeating themes or people in the exhibition, and the objects 

focused on in the texts, audio guide or guided tours are given more 

consideration when examples and focus points of the exhibition have 

been chosen. These are presented more thoroughly, which makes them 

interesting in terms of how they are presented and why they are 

considered more important to display. Thirdly, objects and themes which 

seems to be of importance to the national and art historical through 

 
14 Strandgaard 2004, p.10 
15 ReOpen (Nationalmuseum). Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023 
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either motive, content in text or audio guide, or by context are also 

included. A list of themes and objects that have been given increased 

attention in this thesis, with a very brief explanation, can be found in the 

appendix.   

 

Disposition 
The thesis is divided into six chapters: The first chapter covers the 

introduction of the theme and background followed by the research 

question, and the limitations to the thesis. It also introduces the overall 

concepts of the theory with the national and the art historical. Then, the 

methodology with exhibition analysis, interviews and participating 

observation as methods, and source material which consists of the 

exhibitions, transcribed interviews, participating observation, guided 

tours and audio guides, and museum publications, is accounted for.  

The second chapter provides the theory for the thesis and is divided 

into “earlier research” and “theoretical perspectives”. “Earlier research” 

covers research on museology, art history, and nation, and “theoretical 

perspectives” explain the narrative and comparative as theories.  

The third chapter is divided into two parts. These consist of an 

examination of “Tidslinjen” and “Pinacoteca” based on the source 

material, with the agenda of discovering which images of the national 

heritage is displayed in each exhibition through an exhibition analysis of 

the nine galleries of the “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini and the three 

main galleries and nineteen cabinets in the second floor of “Tidslinjen” at 

Nationalmuseum.  

The fourth chapter will be a comparative analysis and a discussion 

based on the previous results, and the theory, and my own thoughts on 

the subject; where the two exhibition analyses are compared and 

discussed. Based on the analysis from chapter three and the general 

discussion, I will conclude with which images of the national are 

presented in a museum exhibition and why. 

Chapter five consists the literature list, and references.  

In addition, there is an appendix consisting of data sets and exhibition 

schematics from both museums, themes of the Nationalmuseum 

cabinets, and the interview guide with consent form.  

 

Methods and source material 

In order to discuss my research questions, I will be analyzing the source 

material from each of the museum exhibitions before I do a comparative 

analysis of the results. The methods used to answer the research 

question are exhibition analysis, interviews of museum employees, and 
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participating observation of guided tours. A comparative analysis will also 

be conducted based on the findings from the beforementioned methods.  

The source material consists of 1) the museum exhibits “Pinacoteca” 

and “Tidslinjen” with museum objects and text available to the museum 

visitors inside the exhibitions, 2) transcribed interviews of museum 

employees, 3) notes from guided tours, and 4) relevant publications 

done by, or about, Musei Capitolini and Nationalmuseum and the chosen 

eexhibitions.  

The collected data and following analyses will be the subject of a 

further analysis and discussion of how the museum work with themes 

that include national images and art historical contexts, what these 

images are, and how they are conveyed to the public. This will be done in 

both museums independently before the comparative analysis is 

conducted, based on the relation between the narrative, the 

comparative, the art historical and the national described under 

“theoretical perspectives” in chapter two. 
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Methods 

Exhibition analysis 

The exhibition analysis will be based on the exhibitions “Tidslinjen” in 

Nationalmuseum and “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini, with its content of 

art, objects, texts, and the physical framework of the museum. Within 

the chosen exhibitions and limitations, each exhibition consists of several 

galleries. The analysis will be conducted on each gallery as well as on the 

whole of the exhibitions with the goal to discover which stories and 

images of nationality are being told and how they work together. The 

interviews and guided tours will be used to further discuss how 

representatives of the museum think of and influence the images of 

national heritage displayed through the permanent parts of the 

exhibition. The content of the exhibitions will be analysed based on an 

understanding of the exhibitions as art collections from the sixteenth to 

the eighteenth century, in a contemporary museum setting both in each 

gallery, and in the complete exhibitions. 

An exhibition analysis takes the physical room into account and 

considers how the visitor interacts with it as a landscape consisting of 

opportunities of movement, fixed points of attention, and the visitor’s 

opportunities to interact with the exhibition and its objects and texts.16 

The exhibition and its objects are a visual medium. According to Hege 

Huseby objects standing alone in an exhibition are not considered 

interesting to the visitor as they do not provide a context or fit into a 

narrative that is readable to the visitor.17 How aspects of the exhibition 

are created to have a purpose, and convey a coherent story that 

manages to keep the attention of the visitor, is also an important task of 

the exhibition which influences the visitor experience, as stated by 

museologist Kerstin Smeds. 18  

The British philosopher Beth Lord points out that the museum is not 

just about the objects themselves, but about the representation, 

interpretation and production of objects and themes.19 If the exhibition is 

analysed as a text, the original purpose of the objects is disregarded in 

favour of an interpretation where they are tools to communicate one 

narrative. If the exhibition instead is analysed as a discussion between 

the visitor and the content of the exhibition within the setting of a 

museum, every aspect of the exhibition enhances the quality of this 

 
16 Smeds 2017, p. 13 
17 Huseby 2017, p. 49 
18 Smeds 2017, p. 18-20  
19 Lord, quoted by Eriksen 2009, p. 119 
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discussion. Due to this, an analysis should also consider how the 

different elements of the exhibition together increase the visitors’ 

opportunity to explore the theme of the exhibition.20 

The goal of the exhibition analysis is to understand which national 

images that is presented to the visitor. While analysing the themes of the 

exhibition created with objects, the overall goal is to determine how this 

is created into a narrative that the visitor can comprehend. The different 

objects and aspects of the exhibition can be considered as parts of this 

discussion individually and will be discussed as pieces to a puzzle to 

discover how they together create an entire image for the visitor to read, 

explore and understand.  

A museum exhibition can be read as a document and analysed as 

such with text, narrative and content, construction, and images. The 

exhibition conveys knowledge about a theme, and this is the sum of all 

the elements of the exhibition combined into a comprehensive theme by 

combining the museum’s collections and text. To analyse how the 

content of the exhibition work together I will be applying aspects of 

document analysis to supplement the exhibition analysis. Historian 

Kristin Asdal defines a document as something that has been created 

with a specific purpose, to connect things outside of the document.21 The 

document is usually a written text created to be a part of a series of 

documents in a conversation between connected objects. When analysing 

a document, it is suggested by Asdal that the document should be looked 

at as a landscape, consisting of layers and diversity.22 Afterwards, as with 

a document, you can view the museum exhibition in a larger context 

based on how it interacts with culture, academic research, other themes, 

and the purpose and context of the exhibition. This means that the 

exhibition should be viewed both independently and based on how it is 

created, presented, and narrated in a greater social context between the 

museum and the society. 23 

 

The exhibition room 
The physical appearance of the exhibition room in the museum is 

discussed by archaeologist Stephanie Moser.24 The environment in the 

museum and the exhibition galleries influence how exhibitions are 

experienced by visitors. As Moser points out this includes the museum 

 
20 Smeds 2017, p. 34 
21 Asdal, Reinertsen 2021, p.2-5 
22 Asdal Reinertsen 2021, p 2-5 
23 Asdal, Reinertsen 2021, p. 2-5 
24 Moser 2010, p. 25  
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building, gallery interiors and design choices in the exhibition. In the 

gallery, the physical size of the rooms affects how the exhibition appear 

to the visitor, with larger galleries appearing grander and more 

authoritative than smaller ones. In contrast a smaller gallery would 

provide a less intellectually intimidating and more intimate viewing, 

offering a more personal experience. If an exhibition covers several 

rooms, Moser continues, the difference in size between the rooms also 

create a hierarchy between the smaller rooms, often containing more 

questioning themes of the exhibition, and the large rooms that often 

present grand, authoritative accounts on a larger scale.25 

According to Moser removable walls offer the opportunity to create 

restricted spaces within a larger gallery.26 By providing physical barriers 

between parts of the exhibition gallery, the museum can counter a 

feeling of detachment that larger rooms easily instil in the visitor. Narrow 

rooms with objects along the walls appear more formal and parade-like, 

while a less systematic approach to the placement of objects combined 

with a smaller circular-appearing room encourage a less detached and 

more connected impression of the exhibition theme.27 

Museologist Kali Tzortzi have developed a model that explain how 

the visitor move in an exhibition, based on the variables of the physical 

layout and visitor experience.28 In this model Tzortzi connect that more 

choices of movement that is possible, the more will the visitors choose 

different paths through an exhibition, and the more interference there is 

from visitor resources through the galleries, the easier it is for the visitor 

to follow the narrative of the exhibition.29  

Moser also mentions that he choice of colour used in an exhibition can 

stipulate an unwritten meaning or context to an exhibition or theme, and 

thus enhancing the visitor experience.30 The colour palette used can for 

example be based on historical periods, have a symbolic value, or to 

enhance the objects on display in one way or another. Similar to the use 

of colour, the use of light can also be used to subtly create a hierarchy 

between objects or themes displayed, elevating some objects above 

other and providing visual clues about the exhibition based on light 

direction, type of light and intensity.31 

 
25 Moser 2010, p. 25 
26 Moser 2010, p. 25 
27 Moser 2010, p. 25-26 
28 Tzortzi 2015, p. 113 
29 Tzortzi 2015, p.113 
30 Moser 2010, p. 25-26 
31 Moser 2010, p. 25-26 
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As shown in my analysis the physical features of the exhibition room 

play a role in how the narrative of the exhibition interacts with the visitor. 

The use of removable walls, lightning and the size of the rooms guides 

the visitor around the room, suggesting which objects that are a part of 

the same theme and what they should focus on and therefore which 

narratives that are being promoted to the visitor.  

As art historian Andrew McClellan argues, classifications and structure 

of objects within an exhibition provide displays with meaning and 

coherence.32 A theme is expressed through collected and categorized 

objects, whom again are based on cultural or personal preference, and 

based on this, the theme is conveyed. What, how, when and by who, 

something is collected, and how it is displayed, depend on cultural and 

historical interest. Expressions on how collective values and aspirations 

have developed over time can be observed in public museums based on 

the collected and displayed objects.33 Moser points out that within an 

exhibition, chronological displays show the development of culture, with 

decline and prosperous times. A thematic manner of setup on the other 

hand emphasizes levels of cultural attainments of a culture as a 

narrative.34 These choices are made to affect the visitor experience and 

the information the visitor gains about the theme of the exhibition. 

Presenting the theme chronologically or thematically has been critically 

discussed by museologist Andrea Witcomb, who discusses the advantage 

of providing the visitor with a combined narrative which encourages the 

visitor to interpret and take part of subjectively interesting parts of the 

exhibition instead of being presented with a singular narrative.35 

Since exhibitions can be presented both thematic and chronological, 

affecting what and how the exhibition is presented to the visitor, the use 

of narratives must be considered in the analysis. The theories by 

McClellan and Witcomb points out how cultural preferences influences 

how an exhibition is categorized and conveyed. This is relevant when 

analysing which narratives and images the exhibition conveys, as to how 

different narratives are presented to the visitor to reflect over. The use of 

different narratives and how these are presented to the visitor 

determines which, if any, national images the visitor learns about and 

can interpret.  

 

 
32 McClellan 2008, p. 111 
33 McClellan 2008, p.111 
34 Moser 2010, p. 25 
35 Witcomb 2003 p. 128, McClellan 2008 p. 111 
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Text in the exhibition 
Ida Bennike presents the text of the exhibition consists of all use of 

words, both written and oral, within the exhibition.36 Texts control how 

the objects are understood together in the new context of the exhibition. 

Placement, information, and layout affect if and how they are read, and 

in which context. They also affect how an exhibition is perceived and 

experienced by visitors. The experience of museum exhibitions is the 

understanding that happens between the objects and the texts that give 

them context and explanation. To understand how an exhibition interacts 

with the visitor, one must consider the value and content of the provided 

texts.37 

 My chosen museum exhibitions consist of objects and text, and 

this text accompanies and provide information and context to the 

exhibitions, themes and objects presented. These texts are many, and 

with different types of content. To clarify how the different texts are 

comparable and influence the exhibitions, Bennike has created a 

suggestion for how to view, use and discuss different types of text in the 

exhibition. This categorisation will be the foundation for how texts are 

spoken about, separated and compared in the thesis.  

Bennike divides museum texts into four categories of content. The 

content is divided into introduction texts, thematic texts, group texts and 

object texts, that are all a part of a hierarchy of museum texts, from the 

most general introductions to details on each object. For textual displays, 

they are divided into scenographic, mobile and digital texts. 38  

The intro text is the first introduction to a grander theme in the 

museum exhibition and creates the foundation for what the visitor 

expects for the visit, as well as working as an introduction to a theme or 

subject the visitor will experience more about during its visit.39  

The thematic text introduces each theme or room in the exhibition. 

While it does not discuss any objects in particular; it enlightens a theme, 

history or red thread that connects a set of objects to one another.40  

The group text speak of a collection of objects, often in a class 

cabinet. The group text is specific enough about the theme of the objects 

to refer to each object in the group while not going into detail about the 

objects, but rather tying several objects together through a common 

 
36 Bennike 2017, p. 188-189 
37 Bennike 2017, p. 192 
38 Bennike 2017, p. 195 
39 Bennike 2017, p. 196 
40 Bennike 2017, p. 196 
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theme within the exhibition that have placed the objects together 

physically and implicitly.41 

The object text is only about a single object and is often placed next 

to the object in question. Object texts can be either factual or 

interpreting. A factual text can consist of motive, material, use, and 

factual knowledge about the object. The interpretive object text is about 

more than the simple facts, and tell a story with interpretations, historic 

details, origin, or digressions that together tells a story with the object as 

a focal point.42 

Digital texts consist of information available on your own smartphone, 

tablets to borrow, and interactive or informational screens in the 

museum. They have in common that they can make large amounts of 

additional information available to the visitors, supplementing the 

permanent texts of the scenographic displays.43 Digital texts include 

recorded sound and video. Digital, mobile screens can be used similar to 

scenographic texts, smartphones, and tablets, and provides a whole set 

of new opportunities to how the museum is experienced, providing more 

flexibility to the visitor experience.44 According to Bennicke all digital 

texts should still refer to the physical aspects of the exhibition, 

facilitating the museum experience rather than being a distraction to the 

physical in-person visit.45  

 

The analysis of each gallery and exhibition will be based on the following 

criteria: 

The physical aspects of the exhibition. This includes physical features of 

the room, text, layout and encouraged movement patterns as discussed 

by museologist Kerstin Smeds,46 and the application of art historic 

displays that, according to Kali Tzortzi, provide a visual and art historical 

backdrop.47 As stated by Huseby, the physical backdrop facilitates and 

guide the visitor’s opportunities to interact with the exhibition and its 

objects and texts.48 

The textual content. The exhibition texts determine in which context 

the objects are perceived and understood by the visitor.49 Ida Bennike 

 
41 Bennike 2017, p. 197 
42 Bennike 2017, p. 197-198 
43 Huseby 2017 
44 Bennicke 2017, p.201 
45 Bennicke 2017, p.203 
46 Smeds 2017, s. 14 
47 Tzortzi 2015, p. 43 
48 Huseby 2017, p. 49 
49 Bennike 2017, p.203 
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states that the understanding of a museum exhibition happens between 

the object and the text, depending on how they are presented together.50 

The social context and references of the exhibition. This is about 

viewing the exhibition within a larger context of culture, academic 

research and the purpose of the exhibition, assuming that the exhibition 

holds two purposes. This means to consider the exhibition itself, but to 

also examine the greater social and cultural context in which it is 

narrated, as suggested by Asdal, Reinertsen. 51 The goal of this is to 

understand how art historical and national contexts, are a part of the 

dialogue created by the exhibition. This means that the exhibition should 

be viewed both independently and based on how it is created, presented, 

and narrated in a greater social context between the museum and the 

society.  

The qualities, discussions, and purpose of the elements, individually 

and together. An argument made by Hege Huseby is that a collection of 

museum objects by themselves are not interesting to the visitor since 

they do not provide a context or a narrative available to the visitor. 52 

This causes the exhibition to need a coherent story to guide the visitor 

through the exhibition.  

  

 
50 Bennike 2017 
51 Asdal, Reinertsen 2021, p. 2-3 
52 Huseby 2017, p. 49 
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Interview 
I have interviewed four museum employees for my thesis. These 

interviews were done to get a comprehensive understanding of how the 

museums have created narratives within the exhibitions, and which 

considerations that are done to convey these narratives to the visitor. 

The interviews included information about the selection of objects, 

themes and text in the exhibition, the general image presented at the 

museum, how this work was conducted, and how the employees as 

museum curators considered the presentation of different cultural images 

and themes to be successful.  

Interviews are often used as a method for collecting qualitative 

research data. One of the types of qualitative interviews are in depth 

interviews.53 Sociologist Aksel Tjora explains how it is beneficial to start 

qualitative interviews with small talk to create a more relaxed interview 

and making the informant more comfortable being interviewed.54 It is 

also important for the researcher to acknowledge that the answers 

provided during the interview is a result of what the informant thinks the 

researcher wants. An in-depth interview is best accomplished in a 

relaxed setting within a context created by the researcher. One challenge 

with this type of interview is that information can be under 

communicated or contexts misunderstood by the researcher. According 

to Tjora, another challenge can be how the informant think they should 

answer, either to help the researcher, or to provide a positive image of 

the theme or themselves, which is relevant for the informant’s 

credibility.55 For a qualitive interview to be successful the structure of the 

questions in the interview guide is of importance, where questions that 

can be answered with a simple “yes” or “no” stunts the possibility for 

reflection from the informant.56  

AS Tjora puts forward in depth interviews are conversation where the 

theme decided in advance by the interviewer.57 The interviewer uses 

open questions where the informant can share as much information as 

they would like, including digressions. This can result in new, but 

relevant information that the informant considers important. An in-depth 

interview can be divided into three parts: warmup, reflection and 

ending.58 The warmup part contains simple, practical questions that does 

 
53 Tjora 2010, p. 90 
54 Tjora 2010, p. 92 
55 Tjora 2010, p. 93 
56 Tjora 2010, chapter 3 
57 Tjora 2010, p. 90-92 
58 Tjora 2010, p. 90 
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not require much reflection. This is followed by the main part of the 

interview where the questions are designed to make the informant talk in 

depth about the chosen theme(s). The ending questions are questions 

created with the purpose of distracting the informant from the reflective 

questions, and therefore normalizing the situation with questions and 

information regarding the research project as well as thanking the 

informant for their time. Tjora explains that three to six in depth 

questions with follow up questions is reasonable within a one-hour 

interview. Short interviews can be beneficial where there is a small 

theme, or the interview does not touch in on very personal subjects. This 

type of interviews is used when the researcher wishes to obtain 

information about the informants’ personal opinions and experiences. In 

depth interviews is also beneficial if the researcher has little knowledge 

about the theme in question by allowing the informant to make more 

elaborate answers.59  

Tjora discuss how an interview guide helps structure the interview and 

should be based on the interview being divided into the three parts warm 

up, reflection and ending.60 This is helpful when conducting the 

interviews, but also to narrow down the theme beforehand. In the 

situation of an interview, no matter how informal the setting, there is an 

expectation of how an interview should be conducted with the researcher 

taking the lead and asking questions. To have an interview guide with 

questions that allow for elaborate answers, encouraging the informant to 

speak freely is important. The framework of an interview with well 

formulated questions and a lead role from the researcher combined with 

informal follow up questions and comments can facilitate a good 

interview for both the researcher and informant.61 

On occasions, Tjora emphasizes how the use of phone or email to 

conduct interviews can be necessary due to practical or financial 

reasons.62 In depth interviews are not possible when using these 

methods, and nonverbal communication such as body language cannot 

be used as a resource. It is also more difficult to digress from the 

interview guide. For interviews done through email, Tjora explains, that 

the informant is provided with the questions in writing, where they can 

use time to respond, giving them the time to formulate a response. This 

removes the opportunity of spontaneous answers, but often leads to 

 
59 Tjora 2010, p. 91-99 
60 Tjora 2010, chapter 3 
61 Tjora 2010, chapter 3 
62 Tjora 2010, p. 96 
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more extensively and elaborate answers.63 Since interviews done by 

phone or email is less personal, it is easier to both recruit and conduct if 

the informants are interested in the subject.64  

With one interview was done through email due to language barriers 

in my thesis, the points Tjora make about email interviews creating more 

well formulated, more thought through answers. The lack of personal 

connection and spontaneity became obvious in how extensive and closed 

the answers were in their reply, expecting the replies to answer and 

elaborate on the right details, leaving little room for follow up questions 

to the interview guide.  

As Tjora explain, the use of sound recordings and transcriptions when 

conducting interviews is an important tool to keep a record of the 

interview and statements made, for later use in research. The informant 

must always be asked about, and consent, to the use of a sound 

recorder.65 The use of sound recordings decreases the focus the 

interviewer needs to use on making notes, and therefore increasing the 

quality of the interview and communication with the informant. A small 

and easy to use Dictaphone is preferable as this draws less attention 

from the interview. If a sound recorder cannot be used, either for 

practical reasons or the lack of consent, the use of written notes is 

especially important. Interviews done without a sound recorder can be 

used as data, but quotes are more difficult to use, and the interviewer 

must pay more attention to documenting the interview than he would 

otherwise. On the other hand, some informants can be less forthcoming 

when using a recorder.66  

In my interviews for the data collection, the Swedish participants were 

used to the semi formal structure of the interview and spoke of different 

aspects of their work without having much care for the recording. The 

Italian curator interviewed on the other hand, became careful in her 

answers when the recorder was on, considering her replies carefully.  

When transcribing recorded interviews, Tjora remarks that nonverbal 

communication is not included. This removes some of the context, and 

additional notes can be beneficial to make up for the nonverbal 

communication.67 Choices and challenges regarding the transcription 

includes the level of detail included in the transcription, where Tjora 

suggests that these are done in such a way that they are beneficial to 

 
63 Tjora 2009, in Tjora 2010 
64 Tjora 2010, chapter 3.8 
65 Tjora 2010, p. 119-120 
66 Tjora 2010, chapter 3.6 
67 Tjora 2010, p. 126-127 
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the research, but to a greater level of detail than the researcher thinks 

he needs. The use of dialects or language can also be kept in the 

transcripts, or translated into a written language, including symbols and 

paragraphs.68  When using recorded and transcribed interviews in 

research, the content of the interview only needs further clarification if 

there seems to be misunderstandings or the need for fact checking. 

Respecting the informant is especially important if they cannot remain 

completely anonymous the informant can be recognized through the 

research, checking quotes or provided information before publication, is 

important to avoid that the informant is seen in a bad lighting.69  

The greatest challenge with conducting the interviews was, perhaps, 

language. This challenge occasionally arose during the interviews, but 

became more apparent when I embarked onto the transcriptions, and it 

resulted in the following question: how to transcribe a written dialogue 

made up of three languages, with dialects and gesticulations to make up 

for language barriers? The remarks made by Tjora to transcribe the 

interview to a greater level of detail than needed, but also writing 

everything into the same language became a good solution. 

 

Participating observation 
Nationalmuseum and Musei Capitolini offer guided tours of the different 

exhibitions. While collecting data for my thesis I tried to get the 

opportunity to observe guided tours. This proved to be possible at 

Nationalmuseum, and as an additional source of information about how 

“Tidslinjen” is conveyed to visitors. As a result I followed the guided tour 

“Introduction to Nationalmuseum” where the history of the museum and 

its permanent exhibitions were conveyed and discussed with the group.  

As Tjora shows, participating observation is a research method often 

used in qualitative research where the researcher participates and 

observe a situation to gain information.70 One important tool of 

observation as research method is the creation of field notes based on 

observations and reflections on these. Creating good field notes can be 

challenging due to several reasons: It is not always appropriate to do 

notes in the situation, and the notes can be incomplete due to many 

impressions and the need to do fast decisions on which information to 

include. It can also be difficult to capture a situation and following 

 
68 Tjora 2010, chapter 3.9 
69 Tjora 2010, chapter 3.11 
70 Tjora 2010, p. 45 
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impressions in writing.71 Field notes about situations can be done in ten 

ways: naïve descriptions, generalising, interpretations, speculations, 

explanations, quantification, drama, experimenting, reflection, and 

consideration, and these are often combined.72   

For the participating observation of guided tours, naïve descriptions, 

generalising, reflections, and considerations were combined to highlight 

which parts of the exhibitions that were covered and to what degree, 

while using the content of the tour to note details to the guiding and how 

certain parts were highlighted, including how this corresponds with the 

content of the written texts about the same objects and themes.  

According to Tjora the researcher’s role in an observation study must 

be of such a character that it seems natural in each situation.73 This can 

be accomplished either by the researcher posing as a participant with or 

without the other participants knowing that the researcher is a 

researcher, the researcher can tag along in the role of a researcher, or 

the researcher can observe the situation by for example seeing the 

situation in a video or observing remotely.74  

While observations can be chosen as a main method in a research 

project, it can also be carried out because it possible to conduct. Even 

small amounts of observations can provide much input as source 

material as it can create a connection between theory and practice; or 

provide additional information about themes discussed in interviews 

without the theme or situation being interpreted by the informant first.75 

The suggestion of using participating observation if it is possibly 

caused me to use it as a method. To do the observation I followed a 

guided tour as it was performed on a weekly basis, with the guide and 

visitors being aware of my purpose of the observation as a researcher, as 

suggested by Tjora. The guided tours are a resource that is made 

available to the visitors, and the possibility to observe how the content of 

the guided tour corresponds with the visual and written content of the 

exhibition as a visitor resource instead of simply being told in the 

interviews how the guided tours were conducted in “Tidslinjen”.   

 
71 Tjora 2010, chapter 2.3 
72 Tjora 2010, p. 36-66 
73 Tjora 2010, p. 48 
74 Tjora 2010, chapter 2.3 
75 Tjora 2010, p.39 
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Source materials 

Exhibitions 
The larger part of the data collecting was to observe and analyze the 

chosen museum exhibitions, using the resources available to visitors. All 

photographs are by author unless otherwise stated. In total, the 

“Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini (opened in 1751, altered at various 

times) is put together by nine galleries.76 “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum 

(opened in 2018) consist of three main galleries, eighteen smaller 

cabinets and one large cabinet.  

In addition to spending one week at Nationalmuseum and 

“Tidslinjen”77, and several visits at Musei Capitolini and “Pinacoteca”78, 

the objects and texts of each gallery and cabinet in the exhibitions have 

all been thoroughly documented through notes and photographs during 

this time. Based on this documentation, two excel data sets have been 

created; one for each exhibition. These contain information about all 

objects and texts on display in “Tidslinjen” and “Pinacoteca” as an 

addition to the notes and photographs taken at the museums. These can 

be found in the appendix.79  

 

Transcribed interviews 
I chose to interview two museum employees per museum who worked 

with the exhibitions.80 The employees were all involved in both exhibition 

making and pedagogic work. The reason for only choosing to interview 

four people came down to the time limit during my data collection visits 

at Musei Capitolini and Nationalmuseum, and availability both in general 

and during the public summer holidays. Three of the four interviews were 

done in person at the museum, and the last was done through email.  

The two employees interviewed at Nationalmuseum are a part of the 

pedagogy team, as well as being long time employees at the museum 

and therefore seeing both the old and the new exhibitions. They were 

also involved in the guides done at the museum and able to discuss how 

they chose perspectives to convey to visitors and audiences. At Musei 

 
76 Musei Capitolini guidebook 
77 25.7-30.7.2022 
78 Autumn 2021, April 2022, 1.8-4.8.2022  
79 “Data set ‘Pinacoteca’” and “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” 
80 Lena Eriksson, Head of Education, Nationalmuseum, 28.07.22.  

Jeanette Rangner Jacobsen, Museumspedagog, Nationalmuseum, 29.07.22.  

Isabella Serafini, Head of Education, Musei Capitolini, 03.08.2022 

Federica Maria Papi, Scientific Technical Officer, Musei Capitolini, 07.04.2023 
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Capitolini, the employees had much to do and were therefore less 

available to interviews and conversations, and I interviewed the person 

in charge of pedagogic activities within the museum, as well as the 

employee which is responsible for the “Pinacoteca” exhibition today. Due 

to language barriers, one of the interviews was done through an email 

exchange. All informants consented to the interviews being recorded and 

quoted, and the interviews have been transcribed.  

The interview guide contained questions about work tasks and their 

work in regard to the exhibitions, as well as about the value of national 

images. All informants were provided a copy of the interview guide to 

look at a little time before the interview seeing as the questions were 

comprehensive, leaving more time to do follow up questions and making 

the informants more relaxed. The interview guide and consent form are 

available in the appendix. 

 

Guided tours and audio guides 
Following guided tours turned out to be the most challenging part of the 

data collection. Both museums had apps with digital tours and resources 

available to visitors81, but physical tours were difficult to attend, even 

when planning months in advance. This led to me not being able to 

follow guided tours in Rome as communication between the museum and 

the cooperation conducting the guided tours (ZETEMA group) was 

insufficient. While there were several tours conducted at 

Nationalmuseum, only “introduction to Nationalmuseum” included 

“Tidslinjen”. At Nationalmuseum I followed the guided tour once. Due to 

these challenges the audio guides have been a more important source of 

how national images is conveyed to the visitor.82  

Both museums relied on audio guides in their pedagogy. In Stockholm 

the digital tour dedicated to “Tidslinjen” has been removed due to 

changes in the exhibition since its creation. The audio guide that, today, 

use objects from “Tidslinjen” is “Introduction to Nationalmuseum”.  In 

Rome the “Pinacoteca” collection is included in more general tours 

spanning across the museum. The audio guides are available through the 

museum app’s, which also made them available after my visit.83  

 
81 The digital resources are the apps “Nationalmuseum visitor Guide”, released 
October 2018, at Nationalmuseum, and “Musei Capitolini”, released January 2019, at 
Musei Capitolini 
82 The audio guide for “Tidslinjen” is “Introduction to Nationalmuseum”, and for 
“Pinacoteca” the audio guides are “History and Myths”, “The Capitoline Museum 
Collections”, “Gods and men”, and “Weapons and Power” 
83 Nationalmuseum app 
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Museum publications 
Both the Museo Capitolini and Nationalmuseum make publications about 

their work. This includes museum catalogues and articles as well as 

publications by third parties who discuss the museum, its exhibitions, or 

its collections, either by themselves or in relation to a theme or other 

museums.84 The literature available to me is provided and suggested 

from different sources. It consists of the literature collection at the 

Nationalmuseum, from after the renovation of the museum in 2018, any 

publications available at the NTNU university library and online, and the 

library at The Norwegian institute in Rome who has collections of 

publications relevant to, or by, Museo Capitolini spanning back to the 

1960s.  These publications provide both historical and contemporary 

insight into how the museum addresses, and have addressed, their 

exhibitions as a reflection and creator of cultural values in the society. 

While publications addressing the exhibitions as they stand today are 

most relevant to the theme of the thesis, it is still relevant to trace large 

changes to the exhibitions and objects in it as this reflects how the 

museum has viewed the exhibition over time.85  

In connection to the re-launch of Nationalmuseum several publications 

have been done. These include museum catalogues and articles written 

by employees of the pedagogy department in the museum, raising 

different questions and perspectives related to the museum’s work and 

the renewed exhibitions.86  

The publications used are the museum catalogue The Capitoline 

museums guide, “ReOpen”, a magazine about the newly renovated 

Nationalmuseum in 2018. 

 

  

 
84 Bjurström, P., (1992), Nationalmuseum : 1792-1992, Stockholm 
Petterson, S. (2018), “Vi öppnar upp!” in ReOpen, Nationalmuseum; Stockholm.  
Nationalmuseum, (2018), ReOpen. Nationalmuseum; Stockholm.  
The Capitoline Museums Guide (2006) 
EuNaMus (2011-2013) 
85 Musei Capitolini 2006 
86 Nationalmuseum 2018, Petterson 2018 
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2. Theory 
My thesis compares two art historic exhibitions with national and art 

historical themes, based on how the exhibitions today present national 

heritage in its display. The museum exhibitions used in this thesis span 

across centuries in both content and presentation, as well as evolving 

around Swedish and Italian heritage. The theory needed is divided into 

two categories: earlier research and theoretical perspectives. Earlier 

research will focus on museology, as well as the concepts nation and art 

history in relation to museums. The theories necessary to answer my 

research questions are the comparative and the narrative as theories to 

examine the images of national heritage presented in the exhibitions 

through the themes of art history and nation. I will in addition to 

discussing the theoretic material, also use this to create a framework 

based on the concepts nation and art history, as well as the comparative 

and the narrative. This will be used to conduct a final analysis of each 

exhibition and the following discussion and comparison of the two 

exhibitions. 

 

Earlier research 
Earlier research consists of theories about what museums convey in their 

exhibitons. The themes investigated in this thesis is the creation of 

national and art historical perspectives in museum exhibitions. Both 

“Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen” presents images of the national and art 

historical to the visitor. These images are created based on a selectin of 

stories and museum objects to convey images to the visitor. To 

investigate how the national and art historical is presented I want to 

establish how the national and art historical is presented in other cases 

in museums, as this will help to establish the context of how it is 

presented and conveyed in the analyses of “Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen”. 

To do so the theory of nation and art history in museums is important to 

establish. This chapter will present museum and the national in 

museums, the concepts of art history and artistic displays, and a short 

presentation of art history from the fourteenth century to 1800.  

Museums 
The world’s first museum was the Capitoline Museum in Rome, built in 

1471. While private collections were common, especially among nobility, 

the creation of national museums escalated after the French revolution 

when the royal collection of the Louvre was made available to the 
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public.87 The development of private art collections into museums is 

discussed by art historian Carol Duncan in Civilizing Rituals. There, she 

clarifies how royal art collections across Europe were made available to 

the public with the creation of nation states and became a symbol of 

national identity as a national heritage symbolizing the nation state.88 

The initiative to create national museums usually derived from the public 

itself, and was argued for in the national assembly, as it was in Sweden 

in 1792.89 During the nineteenth century the pressure to make national 

art collections available increased, and between 1792 and 1824 the 

leading nations of Europe created national art museums to accommodate 

this pressure from their population.90 Displaying the national art 

collections was solved in a number of ways, from converting the Louvre 

castle into a museum, to building new and monumental museum 

buildings that suited the needs of a newly created nation states, as done 

with the Swedish Nationalmuseum in 1866. The buildings especially 

created for their purpose as museums in the nineteenth century helped 

create national narratives and became symbols of democracy and power 

to the people, as well as being monuments of power themselves- often 

placed in a location of power.91  

The idea of museum practice changed in the 1970s when museums 

were accused of being elitist, as well as distanced from the real world 

with the museum practice creating narratives and exhibitions that was 

not in touch with the local communities.92 New museology sought to 

distinguish the cultural elitist status and safe keeping of culture, as the 

museums were accused of doing. As a result, new museology moved the 

focus of museum collections from exhibitions where people were invited 

to visit and observe, to interactive arenas which encouraged participation 

between the exhibition and the viewer, partaking in the community.93 

Museums also have a historic dimension. Historian Anne Eriksen argue 

that while museums convey history to visitors based on their mission and 

museum collections, the museums themselves also contain a historic 

dimension as permanent, historic institutions within the society.94 The 

museums’ collections reflect their role through time, including the history 

of the museum as well as changes in the surrounding society through 

 
87 Eriksen 2009 
88 Duncan 1995, p. 41 
89 Duncan 1995, p. 41 
90 Duncan 1995, p. 37.  
91 Duncan 1995, p. 32-33 
92 McCall, Gray 2013, p. 2 
93 McCall, Gray 2013, p. 2-4 
94 Eriksen 2009, p. 13 
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time. Because of this, museum collections will contain strange objects 

that may seem meaningless in a contemporary setting, while lacking 

objects in other categories that are deemed important to the heritage 

conveyed in museums today.95 While museums work continuously to fill 

in the gaps in their collections, they also must rely on their existing 

collections when creating museum exhibitions. How museums display 

objects in their exhibitions and how they convey it is therefore a choice, 

but it is also based on the premiss of the objects they have available.96  

A museum is a not-for-profit, permanent institution in the service 

of society that does research, collects, conserves, interprets and 

exhibits tangible and intangible heritage. Open to the public, 

accessible and inclusive, museums foster diversity and 

sustainability. They operate and communicate ethically, 

professionally and with the participation of communities, offering 

varied experiences for education, enjoyment, reflection, and 

knowledge sharing.97 

The International Council of Museums (ICOM) is an organization 

established in 1946 to promote and protect natural and cultural heritage. 

Today it serves as a glocal network of museum professionals. According 

to ICOM, a museum is a non-commercial institution created to collect 

and conserve objects for the future, do research and exhibit heritage 

based on these objects, to an audience.98 The museum acts as an 

important keeper of knowledge through being accessible and offering 

knowledge, education, and reflection to the visitor. The definition of 

museums, as provided by ICOM, contains a variety of solutions to how a 

museum is created and what it contains.99 A more recent expectation 

incorporated into the new ICOM definition of museum in 2022 is that the 

museums also contain an aspect of entertainment in their work towards 

the public100. Local culture and different historic events affect the 

collections and the content of the museum exhibitions.101  

The National in Museums 

This chapter defines how the national is viewed and used in museums, 

ranging from how the national manifests in the museum to how it is 

accomplished with the use of theory from museologist Peter Aronsson, 

 
95 Eriksen 2009, p. 13-15 
96 Eriksen 2009, p. 13-15  
97 ICOM 2022 
98 ICOM 2022 
99 Duncan 1995, p.3 
100 ICOM 2022 
101 Duncan 1995, p.3 
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art historian Carol Duncan and the European National Museum project. 

The national in museum range from the choice of histories presented, to 

how these are conveyed and help shape the cultural history presented by 

the museum. In my thesis, this theory will be used to examine the 

chosen museum exhibitions and whether they create narratives of the 

national for the visitor.  

A national museum is defined by museologist Peter Aronsson as 

“[museums] representing dominant national values, myths and reality”, 

meaning that they present high values, culture and national pride as well 

as being an expression of a nations golden age and legitimate past, as it 

is understood.102 This type of  museum was also created on a need for 

recognition and international visibility of a nation and its heritage, being 

a tool to acquire acceptance as a part of a national history.103 

A national heritage is a representation of history and the nation based 

on individual stories put into a single, coherent narrative that is made 

available as a chosen interpretation into an “unfolding ‘national 

story’…called ‘Tradition’”.104 The selection of history relevant to the nation 

that have been chosen and displayed is not necessarily something that 

the nation itself is. The created image of nationality consists of the 

stories deemed important to the nation; convalesced into a national 

story. Aronsson argue the image of “the national” displayed in museums 

consists of history structured around existing images and interpretations 

of nationality, conveyed through objects, and as a meta reflection on the 

perceived national image.105 This image affects the museums’ choices of 

objects and written and oral presentations in their exhibitions. Cultural 

heritage is not objective; it is a part of an active ever-evolving dialogue 

of what the cultural heritage is and how it should be discussed.106 

Aronsson clarifies three museum stereotypes: museums based on 

heroic individuals, an ideologic nationalistic construct, or materialistic 

focus based on enlightenment ideas.107 He argues that how national 

museum fill their role as conveyers of national heritage varies based on 

the age of the nation, and therefore the power of nationalistic feelings. 

The national museum provides in all cases high levels of investment from 

authorities, no matter what national image they wish to convey.108 
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According to Aronsson, the role of national museums can be viewed as 

a negotiator of national presentation through the contribution to the 

national by presenting it in the museum. Further, through this process, 

the museum contributes to shape the socio- political community by 

defining the national heritage.109 The National can therefore be seen as a 

combination of history, collective memory, and myths of a nation’s past – 

in the present – created for the future.  

The Art historical in museums 

This chapter is divided into “the art historical” which is how the discipline 

of art history has developed and how this is displayed in museums at 

different times. This theory will be used in the analysis of each museum 

to examine the use of art history displays in the exhibitions, and later in 

the general discussion to discuss the historical use of art history in 

museum exhibitions.  

 

The Art Historical 
Both the art historical theories of Vasari and Wölfllin have been used in 

displaying art in museums. For art from the fifteenth to the eighteenth 

century, the use of aesthetical and technical thematization is the 

foundation for how art history is divided into categories. This periodic 

categorization is displayed in art historic categories today, and in art 

museum displays with thematical, aesthetical or national categories of 

art.110  

By 1550 Georgio Vasari wrote Le vite de’piu eccellenti pittori, scultori, 

e architettori111 which became the most influential work regarding 

classical art, which was used as a guide for all artists reviving antiquity in 

their art. The result of the revival of classical art and Vasari was periods 

of art history that emphasized naturalistic expressions, and new 

discoveries of technical artistic improvements such as perspective and art 

medias.112 Art historian Wölfllin later developed a method of art historical 

classification from the renaissance to neo classicism based on 

observation of formal qualities of individual works of art. Observable 

qualities that can help determine the period of a painting are form and 

volume, use of classicism and primitiveness, as displayed with archaic 

forms,  pictorial form after the high renaissance, and detailed historical 

information. Art also develops, chronologically, from linear shapes and 
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visuals, to intangible and limitless, from two dimensional to illusions of 

depth, from many single focus points to a creation of a whole, and from 

focus on the subject enhanced by light and colour, to the all-embracing 

painting.113  

 

Art history in museums 

Museums provide people with firsthand encounters of art history, and art 

museums are their own genre within museums. Duncan argues that their 

essence is to display art, and this role provides them with an authority of 

conveying objective, and rational knowledge.114 By conveying art to the 

public, art museums convey very international subject, and art museums 

are created within the framework of national politics, but is also 

influenced by other art museums, historically Italian and French, with 

international art collections and international visibility.115  All art 

museums can be divided into aesthetical and educational art museums, 

or somewhere in between those two.116 MacCall argues that the ones 

with focus on education are often considered more democratic and 

inclusive than the ones with an aesthetic viewpoint, as an aesthetical 

focus is associated with art galleries and money, making them elitist.117 

The aesthetical and educational art museum are two extremes in how art 

museums are viewed, considering that most museums have both an 

educational output and an aesthetical focus, placing them somewhere in 

between the two extremes. The purely aesthetical versus the educational 

art museum is still relevant in terms of museology as this contrast is 

central in the discussion of old museology versus new museology.118  

As museologist Simon Knell states, specialized art museums have 

changed how they display art. Art museums debate the placement of art 

within the exhibition, about the display of objects by theme, whether 

artefacts and art should be separated, or presented chronologically or 

thematically. Whether presentations of paintings as examples of different 

art school directions or geographical areas, with different styles should 

be either separated or placed against one another for the visitor to 

compare, caused debate among art historians.119 How museums present 

and convey the content of their exhibitions is a result of interpretations 
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and selections done. These selections are again based on historical, 

political and ideological perspectives.120  

In Museumsutstillinger, historian Hege Huseby argues that museum 

exhibits are a representation of the real world outside of the museum, 

done through a selection of themes and time periods.121 Based on the 

previous arguments of how art and museum theory is present in 

museums, my understanding is that art exhibition can be considered a 

representation of art made by categorizing, selecting and excluding 

different themes, time periods, and schools within art to create a fictive 

world of art based on a selection from the real world, and thus creating a 

new context for the chosen art.  

The museum building is the backdrop of the museum and its displayed 

collections. The neoclassical museum building was a symbol of the 

creation of nation states in the nineteenth century, and public museums 

founded in Europe during that time became symbols of state power, 

nationhood, and cultural dominance. Today, old museum buildings are 

associated with tradition and history, symbolizing the continuity of the 

nation.122 Their placement within the cityscape, as well as their 

appearance and history, are important to the visitor and the museum on 

how the architecture of the museum relate and emphasize the historical 

and cultural aspects of the exhibitions.123 

 

Art historical displays 

How art is displayed has changed during the centuries, up until today. 124 

To provide a context to the art historical presentations of the exhibitions 

“Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen”, the historical use of visual displays of art. 

These classifications will be used to discuss and analyze how the visual 

displays influence the exhibitions.  

From the first public art collections there has been a development in 

how objects are displayed in art museums. Displayed art collections 

started with the salon hang which was a trend from the renaissance, and 

this way of displaying art collections became popular the salons in the 

seventeenth century.125 It consists of artworks being densely arranged on 

the walls, often from floor to ceiling to maximize the number of art works 
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on display. The display is cluttered and makes the objects out to be 

curiosities focusing on the quantity of art on display.126 

The connoisseur’s hang is a way of displaying art in museums from 

the late eighteenth century where the artworks are aligned horizontally 

in the display, and this is still done in some art exhibitions today.127 The 

connoisseur’s hang corresponds with art history presentations from the 

renaissance to the nineteenth century. The chosen paintings were often 

art schools of sixteenth and seventeenth century Italian, Flemish, Dutch, 

and French paintings. When displayed, the different schools and 

directions could either be placed thematically to enhance various masters 

from the same school, or with opposing examples and schools hung 

together to display the particular qualities of each school.128  

The connoisseur hang was replaced as a fashion towards the end of 

the eighteenth century by art historical arrangements based on historical 

lines of development, artists, and schools. This type of display 

encouraged the educated elite to be able to recognize the identities of 

master artists and styles. National art also gained popularity, and by the 

twentieth century different schools were treated equally, emphasizing the 

unique aspects of national schools and their promotion of national 

identity.129 

The White Cube display emerged in the twentieth century as a 

response to the previously cluttered art displays in museums. Art 

galleries developed a minimalistic approach to displaying objects and the 

physical exhibition room. The display is named after the white, 

minimalistic walls of the exhibition gallery. In these displays each object 

is presented as aesthetic icons and powerful symbols of cultural 

identity.130  

Period rooms are used in museums to recreate a typical appearance of 

interiors of different times and places. These displays are common in 

European stately homes and palaces open to the public but can also be 

found in larger museums. Period rooms provide insight into changes in 

fashion. In museums, less famous paintings are often used to exemplify 

contemporary displays.131  
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The History of art 

Gardner’s art through the ages is used as a encyclopedia within art 

history, providing an extensive overview of the history of art that is of 

relevance to this thesis.132 Being that this thesis is written in museology, 

there is no need for a further art historical examination of the exhibition 

than the one needed to understand the museological of the exhibition. To 

do this, Art through the ages is a good source to the development of art 

history. The use of art history in the analyses of the exhibitions helps 

understand how the museum objects are placed in a historical and art 

historical context to one another. While both exhibitions cover the time-

period of the fifteenth century to the eighteenth century, they display 

and discuss both similar and different themes within the time-period. 

Each part of the art history that is presented in the theory is directly 

applicable to at least one part of one of the exhibitions, as I will clarify 

for each art historical period used.  

Until the eighteenth-century Vasari’s model for art historical categories 

was used as a model for Italian development of art through the medieval 

and renaissance. The categorization of antique sculpture by Winkelmann 

in History of the art of Antiquity (1764) argued that there was an 

aesthetical as well as historical aspect to the development of art.133 With 

his work, Winkelmann invented a new paradigm for antique art and 

subsequently for the definition of classicism and the ideal in, then 

modern, art up until neo classicism, art history and visual arts.134  

Art history is a system created to make sense of the diversity of 

human culture presented through art.135 The reference to different art 

schools as geographical differences within art is based on physical art 

schools located to certain regions of Italy. The direction of art within a 

geographical area was defined based on the art schools in said area with 

common pictorial characteristics, each with defining and influential 

masters of art, as defined by Walter Pater in 1873.136 The importance of 

Italian art and art exhibitions as an inspiration to other European nations 

is highlighted by Duncan with “ as everyone knew, Italy was the supreme 

source for a proper, publicly minded art collection”. 137 
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Art historical periods 

The exhibitions used in this thesis cover themes of Italian and European 

art history from the late fourteenth century to the early nineteenth 

century. In this time period, the most prominent art historical periods are 

late medieval Italian art, renaissance, Baroque, mannerism and 

neoclassicism in northern and southern Europe, as well as defining 

different Italian art school directions through the same time periods. In 

art history, the importance of Italian art throughout the ages is relevant 

for the development of both Swedish and Italian art, and thus how 

different images of national heritage and culture is depicted through time 

up until today. Italian art is an inclusive category of all Italian 

acknowledged art schools and genres. From the beginning of art history 

as an academic genre, Italian art has been considered an important 

influence on art in the rest of Europe.138 

The periods presented in this chapter are presented chronological and 

geographical.  

Late medieval and early renaissance art in Italy is displayed in “Sala I” in 

“Pinacoteca”. While the art made still hade biblical motives, in the period 

of late medieval Italian art, between 1200 and 1400, the figures are 

composted of gestures and expressions that convey the biblical scene 

more subtle than previous interpretations. Light, colour and shadow as 

technical features also starts to resemble the natural style of the 

oncoming renaissance. Among the most famous styles of the period are 

Sienese and Florentine art with spatial illusionism, which removed itself 

from the byzantine inspired art of the previous centuries, and instead 

looked towards the Roman Empire and Rome for inspiration.139 

Art from late medieval and early renaissance in Northern Europe is 

displayed in the fifteen century gallery in “Tidslinjen”. In Northern Europe 

during the fourteenth to sixteenth century, late medieval and early 

renaissance art developed differently than in Southern Europe with far 

more lay patrons than religious commissioned art. Christian scenes with 

motives like the annunciation was popular prior to The reformation, and 

secular themes depicts everyday scenes as well as celebrations. The 

regions of northern Europe used oil paints and created a more natural 

expression in both religious and secular art than the south of Europe. 

Flemish art during the fifteenth century, with artists like Jan van Eyck 
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achieved great renown throughout Europe in their contemporary time, 

expanding their influence on Venice and northern Italy.140  

The renaissance is displayed in the first three galleries at “Pinacoteca”, 

but is also relevant in cabinets and the fifteen century gallery in 

“Tidslinjen”. Classical art has had several rebirths and became especially 

popular in Italian art and culture from the 1300 to the 1600. The revival 

of antiquity and classical style in the Renaissance came as early as the 

1300 with Florentine painter Giotto di Bondone who has been celebrated 

as an artist “who had restored naturalistic life to the ‘dead’ art of 

painting.”141 The absence of a single sovereign ruling in Italy caused the 

development of independent city states, and within these courts art 

acted as a symbol of culture and sophistication with designated court 

painters.142 Florence held a large level of patronage with families like the 

Medici, resulting in a prospering artistic circle during the renaissance.143 

The ancient art of portraiture revealing wealth and courtly manners 

through the motive was particularly popular in Florence. Within Rome 

and the papal states, the papacy and patronage resulted in significant art 

commissions. The region of Urbino, southeast of Florence is another 

region which became important for renaissance art, commissioning art 

from both local artists and Flemish painters.144  

Sixteenth century Italian art is presented in the galleries “sala II”, 

“Sala III” and “Sala IV”. Sixteenth century Italian art shifted to an 

increasingly devotion towards secular citizens’ lives, rather than the 

religious focus of earlier art.145 The renaissance can be divided into early, 

high, and late renaissance. Despite the inclusive term of renaissance art, 

Italy during the sixteenth century did not embrace one artistic style, but 

had regional differences between the city states. The differences were 

particularly prominent between the regions of Rome, Florence and Venice 

with significant different expressions and influences in their art, with 

each region developing distinct styles of art. Despite the difference in 

artistic style, there are common denominators such as humanist and 

classical influence, the beginning experimentation with perspective 

through linear creations, and an increased interest in human anatomy 

during the late renaissance, which are visible in paintings of the time.146 

Many artists also travelled between cities and commissions. 
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Mannerism is a theme of “Sala I” and “Sala II” in “Pinacoteca”. 

Alongside the development of the Renaissance, the Mannerism developed 

as a direction within Italian art during the sixteenth century. This style is 

characterized by an elegant manner in the motives, straying from the 

natural presentations of the renaissance and exaggerating the natural 

features in the motives to present a more cultured or elegant, yet 

unnatural expression across all genres of art.147 Although there are 

differences in the execution and interpretations of the art historic 

periods, the characteristics of the Renaissance and Mannerism is similar 

across western Europe.148 The greatest difference is the reformation 

shaping the religious art of northern Europe to discard visual images in 

religion as they considered this idol worshiping. While artists from 

northern Europe developed their local art characteristics, it also became 

popular during the sixteenth century to travel to Italy to study Italian 

renaissance artists.149  

The Baroque in art is thoroughly exhibited in both “Pinacoteca” and 

“Tidslinjen” with “Sala IV” and “Sala V” in Pinacoteca and the 

seventeenth century gallery in “Tidslinjen”. From mannerism, the 

Baroque developed in the late sixteenth century and lasted until the end 

of the seventeenth century. In the Baroque, the natural and soft 

characteristics of the renaissance was replaced by voluminous art with 

theatrical compositions and paintings with great contrasts and 

chiaroscuro in motives and technical features. The classical landscape 

where nature appears ordered became popular in both pastoral, religious 

and antique motives based on ideal or constructed landscapes. Patrons 

and art collectors in the Baroque expanded to include the upper and 

middle class of the society, resulting in paintings produced for an 

anonymous market and not only commissioned work, except for 

portraiture, which was still commissioned.150 Within the Baroque it also 

submerged different art directions with deviant characteristics based on 

their inspirational source. The high Baroque can be divided into the 

directions of high Baroque classicists with a lighter palette and even 

lightning in their paintings, inspired by artists like Reni and the Emilian 

school of art, as an opposition to the Baroque individualist movement, 

also called the neo-caravaggisti with its strong use of chiaroscuro and 

surprising colour contrasts.151 
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“Sala VI” and “Sala di Cortona” in “Pinacoteca” display Illusionism. 

The Baroque continues into illusionistic art in both secular and religious 

motives.152 Guido Reni was an artist trained in Bologna and later resided 

in Rome. He was an inspiration for Italian Baroque artists both in Rome 

and Bologna, drawing inspiration from renaissance artists like Raphael 

and artists of the Carracci family in Bologna. Pietro Cortona from Tuscany 

was another artists who moved to Rome and became known for his 

Baroque and illusionistic paintings. His paintings are often influenced by 

Venetian and northern Italian art in both color, motives and composition, 

and during his career he made paintings that were consistent with both 

mannerism, Baroque and high Baroque.153 

The seventeenth century gallery in “Tidslinjen” and “sala di Petronilla” 

in “Pinacoteca” display northern European Baroque. The Baroque in 

northern Europe developed differently from Italy and southern Europe 

with secular paintings being the main art commissioned.154 Northern 

Europe was also transformed from France and The Holy Roman empire to 

smaller city states at the treaty of Westphalia in 1648 after the Thirty 

Year’ war. The Baroque art of Northern Europe developed an interest in 

still life painting, secular motives and portraits displaying unique objects, 

garments and local culture made available through trade and travel. 

While still maintaining spectacle of Italian Baroque art, northern 

European Baroque also developed the Genre Scenes displaying everyday 

life. The greatest artist of northern Europe Baroque is Peter Paul Rubens 

from Flanders who drew inspiration from many masters and manners, 

like Caravaggio, Michelangelo, Carracci and Titian, gaining international 

influence within European royal courts. Other artists of influence were 

Frans Hals, Rembrandt van Rijn and Judith Leyster from the Netherlands. 

Rembrandt is known for his use of gradations of light and shadow in his 

paintings and became well known in his contemporary time in 

Amsterdam for his portraitures.155 

“Pinacoteca” is based on the creation of the papal art academy, and 

cabinets in “Tidslinjen” discuss the importance of art academies. From 

the seventeenth century European royal households founded Royal 

Academies of Art.156 Prior to this, the papal academy of fine arts in Rome 

was founded in 1593 in connection to Musei Capitolini. These academies 
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taught students in the classical arts based ancient statues, male nude 

models, and modern masterpieces of painting based on art as a universal 

project based on the theories of Vasari.157 

 The art historical periods of Rococo and Neoclassicism is displayed 

in the 1770-1800 cabinet in “Tidslinjen” and Sala Cini in “Pinacoteca. The 

Rococo and Neoclassicism periods illustrate a gradual transition from 

Baroque with artists like Poussin and Lorrain, whom often painted 

landscape paintings, and their softer style of displaying antique 

architecture in their paintings.158 King Louis XIV and the building of 

Louvre and Versailles in the sixteen sixties with Italian classical elements 

became a symbol of French Baroque, and classical elements became 

more prominent and less theatrical than previously during the Baroque. 

The art of the eighteenth century mirrors the critical thinking and 

enlightenment in the science of the era, and its popularity is linked to a 

playful and elegant expression using organic forms.159 The Rococo style 

came with an accentuation of the softening of the architecture, and was 

embraced by the aristocracy as art patrons and their preferences in art. 

In art the rococo displayed itself with softer brush strokes, an eye for 

details and a lighter colour palette.160  

The industrial revolution challenged how rococo depicted the world, 

creating a demand for more natural art as a contrast to the frivolous and 

romanticized art of the rococo.161 This demand for the more natural in 

rococo art, together with a renewed admiration of antiquity with the 

excavations of Pompeii, evolved into a new direction of art; 

neoclassicism. The interest in neoclassicism was spurred on by The 

Grand tour and educational travels in Europe among the aristocracy, 

increased admiration for antiquity, democracy, and rationality.162  

 

Theoretical perspectives  

The chapter “theoretical perspectives” present research about the 

narrative and the comparative and how these are used in museums to 

create exhibitions with selected stories and themes. A summary of the 

narrative in history writing is that narratives are never neutral, but 

instead carefully crafted storylines based on the entirety of events, or a 

theme created based on a selection of viewpoints. The goal of a narrative 
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is to create understandings of a theme, although in practice these are 

often simplified into stories of self-promotion. Comparativism can be 

summarized as patterns of change present in in social structures, for 

example a museum, where common themes or differences is used to 

highlight the chosen theme or story. 

These theories are frameworks in the creation of museum exhibitions 

and will be applied in the analysis of the exhibitions used in this thesis to 

uncover and understand which images that are presented, and which are 

not. 

 

The Narrative 
The connection between the exhibition consisting of individual objects, 

and the objects placed together into a story for the visitor to “read” is, 

according to museologist Kerstin Smeds, something that must be 

established.163 The narrative used to create this storyline is based on a 

selection of objects and the social and cultural environment of the 

exhibition. Smeds states that the perceived environment of the exhibition 

is a social and cultural product, constructed through the use of objects 

and texts.164 It is therefore my understanding that the image presented 

in an exhibition is created in the interaction between museum objects, 

text and cultural and social context, as these are perceived together by 

the visitor.  

Narrative theory is about how remembering can be enhanced by 

different narratives. All history writing is made from the same model; a 

plot with heroes and villains, dramatical moments and a grand finale. In 

regard to the creation of narratives in the museum, museologist Peter 

Aronsson state that “Narrative writing is the careful structuring of 

memory.”.165 Furthermore he argue that use of memory can influence 

stories and themes, based on how they are presented.166  Two types of 

memory that are used in museum narration are episodic memory and 

semantic memory. Episodic memory is used to narrate history, where the 

story is presented together in a sequence of tightly related events. This 

type of storytelling is often used in museums where exhibitions are 

situated around an event or small theme. Semantic memory can be used 

for larger, less tangible ideas, such as the idea of a nation. A semantic 

narrative of a nation can be enhanced by narratives based on episodic 
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memory, working as a context to influence how an exhibition is 

viewed.167 

National narratives and semantic memory functions as a framework 

for the narratives presented at museums, and a narrative can enhance or 

lessen the construct of a national identity within this framework.168 

Museum exhibitions can emphasize perspectives on heritage and history 

through their choice of objects, available resources and displays. Art 

museums can critically analyze the stories of the nation based on the 

content of the museum collections and select objects that help articulate 

the narrative that is chosen for the exhibition.169 In national museums 

the narratives that are communicated promote visions of nationhood.170 

The collective national memory reflects how society sees and presents 

itself. The master narrative is a coherent narrative that provide a cultural 

identity between social groups that differentiate people. National 

narratives can be divided into master national narratives that either 

address the nations role in an international world, narratives that 

enhance the narrative of a nation’s internal values, and counter national 

narratives that contest, rebuke or intervene in the master national 

narrative, challenging the current narrative.171 These are all reflections 

on how different memories and histories are presented into narratives 

that are used to create museum exhibitions.172 

Museums present many narratives, and not only the ones that are 

carefully crafted into exhibitions. The museum as a narrative can be read 

in several ways; it can be read as histories by the museum, presented as 

collections and exhibitions, as stories.173 This narrative is created by the 

museum itself, by museum curators, based on the museum’s purpose 

and agenda. Another way of looking at the museum as a narrative is to 

consider the museum as a cultural process. This narrative is created by 

the museum itself, but also by the government and visitors through 

expectations and cultural policies, all affecting how the museum works 

within society.174  
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Authorized heritage discourse 

The emergence of the heritage discourse within the context of nineteenth 

century nationalism has meant that the primary form of identity often 

associated with heritage is that of the nation.175 As Smith argues, the 

authorized heritage discourse is tied to nation building, expert 

judgement, and social consensus, and it considers heritage something 

tangible and observable that does not encourage a dialogue with its 

observers. It stands as a contrast to viewing cultural heritage as a 

process of constant change, shaped by the contemporary interaction with 

it.176  

The idea of heritage as a fixed phenomena is the opposition of viewing 

heritage as a constant of its contemporality and heritage as a process of 

constant change that is passed down and adapted through histories, 

rituals, and tradition. Smith states that by approaching cultural heritage 

as something in constant change through human activity, the public will 

have an increased feeling of ownership to it, and thus continue to 

develop it through interaction. When heritage is defined by experts and 

kept in stasis, it is forgotten by the people who the heritage belonged 

to.177 The heritage in question moves on from being a tradition people 

relate to and pass on through generations, to being history conveyed as 

a story without the use of rituals and memory. The selection of heritage, 

done by experts, is often situated around physical objects.178 The 

disadvantage with cultural heritage created by an authorized heritage 

discourse is that it limits how people that partake in it, makes the 

heritage into a token. According to Smith the two ways cultural heritage 

can develop is either as an authorized heritage discourse through expert 

involvement, or through participation and memory.179  

Smith applies the theory of an authorized heritage discourse to 

memory sites and local, outdoor museums in her examples, but it is also 

relevant to how national heritage is conveyed in museums as the 

national heritage displayed in museums is the result of a carefully 

created product by museum employees, based on national and 

international guidelines for how and what a museum should contain. 180 

 
175 Smith p.30 
176 Smith 2006, p. 31 
177 Smith 2006, p. 36 
178 Smith 2006, p. 11 
179 Smith 2006 
180 ICOM 2022, Smith 2006 
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The comparative 
The theory of Comparativism, created by Bloch in 1928 has later been 

modified to suit different academic genres. While the theory developed 

by Bloch considers that the divide examined by comparativism is based 

on nationalistic or geographical differences, later critique argue that the 

comparative can also be cultural or the lack of connectivity in the 

discussed contemporality.181 

The comparative is the contextualizing of themes and objects in a 

narrative. By enhancing some information while ignoring other, the 

comparative can be hidden behind a dominant narrative.182 A 

comparative method is a counterpart to history as a phenomenon that 

explains the relationship between objects and can be used to explore 

themes within a subject to analyze what images is being produced and 

which are being ignored.183 A comparative method investigates the 

validity of the explanations used to connect two or more phenomena or 

objects. This can be done to explain hypotheses, to discover differences 

and uniqueness to societies, or to formulate historical research problems, 

all with a common logic of testing hypotheses and their validity. The 

comparative method provides an explanation to why something is or is 

not created within the same framework, and makes it possible to detect 

errors, inadequacies, uniqueness, problems or explanations within one 

context or theme.184 

Objects involved in a comparative context have both connectivity and 

lack of it, depending on the moment of observation. If there is 

foundation for a comparative analysis, there must be both a reason to 

compare it to something else, a connection, and the lack of such in 

another realm, ushering a comparison. The connection can be social, 

historical, anthropological, or a shared history, culture or ritual that 

connects the objects.185 This comparative can be found through 

information regarding place, function, and origin, and then used to 

discover which meanings that are being created individually, together 

and as a comparative in the objects with both presented and forgotten 

narratives.186  

In each case, the comparative can be found in the context of the 

objects. A series of objects can have both a common narrative and a 

 
181 Weinryb 2017, p.88-90 
182 Weinryb 2017, p. 87 
183 Sewell 1967 
184 Sewell 1967 p. 209-211 
185 Sewell 1967 
186 Weinryb 2017, p. 86-87 
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comparative narrative, depending on which stories or information 

emerges as background. The comparative can take many forms: it can 

amongst other be a contrast in purpose, origin, ideology, or difference in 

interpretation between paradigms.187  

A history of a single nation can be comparative history if comparison 

is used in formatting problems and if explanations of developments in 

that nation are tested by the comparative method. The comparisons will 

sometimes be between different regions of the nation, sometimes 

between different institutions, sometimes between that nation and 

others, sometimes between yet other social systems, depending on the 

explanatory problem.188  

As historian William Sewell states, the framework for discovering the 

comparative in a social construction must be flexible, and not only rely 

on a straightforward comparison of one single subject. To understand the 

foundation needed to conduct a comparative analysis, but it might also 

be relevant to use a different comparative framework for each case. Such 

a comparison and framework can be one single case where a 

development is tested by a comparative method, or by another social 

construction, similar or different. 189  

You choose from one or several social situations, two or more 

phenomena which appear at first sight to offer certain analogies between 

them; then to trace their line of evolution, to note the likenesses and 

differences, and as far as possible explain them.190 

Sewell explains that the comparison of the comparative works on 

social systems, meaning anything related to human interactions, from 

comparing nations, institutions, families, cities, or civilizations, and these 

can be compared to one another.191 Sewell uses social structures as a 

concept, and considering museums as a social structure, I argue that the 

comparative can thus be applied to museums and museum exhibitions as 

social structures conveying history. Themes discovered in an exhibition 

can be traced back to their origin. In my opinion, by observing how they 

are conveyed and what stories they entail, a comparative analysis can be 

conducted both within one theme as well as between themes, depending 

on the hypothesis and problems discovered.  

In my thesis I argue that displaying something in a comparative light 

is in itself a comparison. This comparison can be between different 

 
187 Weinryb 2017 
188 Sewell 1967, p.214  
189 Sewell 1967, p. 214 
190 Sewell 1967, p. 214 
191 Sewell 1967, p. 213 
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schools of art, displaying them all as national as an opposition to their 

local origin or vice versa, but it can also be as a contrast between details 

within the broader theme of an exhibition.  I will show that the 

comparative within a museum exhibition is present because the museum 

is created, inaugurated, collected, and presented at different moments 

through time. The purpose and idea behind each of these important 

moments are different, hence being contrasts to one another. Hence, I 

argue that any exhibition can therefore contain a comparative approach, 

through existing or non-existing contrasts in the objects displayed.  
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3. The exhibitions 
This chapter consists of three parts; first, the examination, analysis and 

discussion about the exhibition “Pinacoteca” (opened in 1748 and 

thereafter rebuilt in various ways, last in 2000) at Musei Capitolini, 

thereafter doing the same for “Tidslinjen” (opened in 2018) at 

Nationalmuseum.192 Last, I will compare and discuss the previous two 

parts based on the narratives that is presented in each of the exhibitions 

to try and answer my research questions.  

To answer my research questions, I am examining two art historical 

museum exhibitions that I argue have a national theme. The chosen 

exhibitions are “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini in Rome, Italy, and 

“Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum in Stockholm, Sweden. To examine these 

exhibitions, all the galleries at “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini, and the 

galleries “the fifteenth century”, “the sixteenth century” and “the 

seventeenth century”, with adjoining cabinets, at Nationalmuseum has 

been documented through photographs and handwritten notes. In 

addition to the interviews done of museum employees and the 

participation in a guided tour at Nationalmuseum.  

The examination of the galleries and exhibitions, as well as the 

exhibition analyses of each museum will be presented in a similar 

matter. The gathered data will all be used to conduct an exhibition 

analysis of each gallery. Then I will use the results from these analyses 

together with the relevant theory to do an exhibition analysis of the 

entire exhibition to examine how the comparative, narrative, national 

and art historical is present in each of the exhibitions.   

 
192 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023 
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“Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini in Rome, Italy 

Background 
Musei Capitolini is located at the Capitoline Hill in Rome. It is situated 

between Forum Romanum, the church Santa Maria in Arracoeli and the 

monument of Vittorio Emmanuele, on the location of the old senate 

building on Capitoline Hill. The museum was founded in 1471 on a 

donation from pope Sixtus IV containing bronze sculptures, and is the 

oldest museum in the world, today still operating as a local 

archaeological museum in Rome.  

In 1748, the picture gallery was built on top of the already existing 

museum.193 The “Pinacoteca” collections are based on the collections of 

the Cardinal Sacchetti and the noble family Pio di Savoia who had to sell 

their collections due to debt.194 The collections were sold to Pope 

Benedict XIV as a resource for the students of the Academia del Mundo 

as a didactic resource who gifted them to the museum, seeing as it 

lacked art to study and draw as a part of a classical education. This way 

the collections of Italian masterpieces stayed in Italy, as the pope 

wanted.195 During the centuries the museum has added additional pieces 

and collections to their art collection, including the Cini Collection and 

single art works to fill in missing gaps to cover the theme of Italian art 

history which the gallery displays.   

Despite its history and extensive collections Musei Capitolini is a local 

museum and not considered a national museum, as illustrated in 

EuNaMus description of national museums in Europe.196 Musei Capitolini 

is still mentioned as a museum with “national value” within the same 

project. Despite not being a national museum or a museum with a 

distinct national heritage, historian and museologist Peter Aronsson 

introduces Musei Capitolini in his guidebook as “the world’s first national 

museum”.197 The “Picacoteca” exhibition at the Musei Capitolini is based 

on collections of different Italian art schools and areas.198 The collections 

are also exhibited in groups based on geographical areas and art school 

directions in today’s exhibition.199 These art schools represent Italian art 

from the fifteen to the eighteen century and is representative both in a 

 
193 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023 
194 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 159 
195 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 159 
196 EUNAMUS project 
197 Aronsson MC guide book.  
198 Mailtråd, MC, data book, museum Capitolini catalogue 
199 Mailtråd, MC, MC catalogue 
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national art context as well as in an European art historical one. In the 

context of my thesis, which is to look at how images of national heritage 

are conveyed through art exhibitions, the exhibition “Pinacoteca” at 

Musei Capitolini can be considered as part of a display of national Italian 

art, and therefore presents one image of Italian national heritage.  

 

The “Pinacoteca” 

General information 

The “Pinacoteca”, “the picture gallery”, at the Musei Capitolini consists of 

nine galleries with art works dated from 1376 to 1748, either donated by 

the papacy before the papacy kept their collections in the Vatican 

Museums or acquired on later dates. Each room is centered around a 

theme, person, or collection. The galleries can be viewed in a somewhat 

random order by roaming the exhibition with or without an audio guide, 

as there is no clear path to follow through the exhibition. In this chapter 

the galleries will be described in chronological order from Sala I to VI, 

and then the galleries of Cini, Cortona and Petronilla. Many of the 

motives display mythology and motives related to Rome, including 

catholic rituals and symbolism, as well as Rome as an antique city.200 

When it was built, the “Pinacoteca” was created for educational purposes, 

completing the collection needed to give a classical education, providing 

access to art as well as the already existing classical sculpture 

collections, to allow students to practice, copy and educate themselves 

on art and classical art.201  

All furniture in the “Pinacoteca” are decorative objects with the 

seatings covered with a safety string. Despite the obvious decorative 

element, there is no information available about most of the furniture in 

the exhibition, and nothing about the sofas and chairs that are evenly 

distributed throughout the galleries. The furniture will therefore not be 

included as anything more than an aspect of the physical rooms that 

house the gallery. 

Visitor resources available are object texts on all paintings and 

cabinets, thematic texts in some of the galleries, and the audio guide and 

guided tours. The thematic texts are dual sided with English text on one 

side and Italian on the other. The object text include title, an 

approximately year of creation, and an artist where that is known as well 

as a descriptive text. The theme of the text varies from information 

 
200 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023 
201 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 159 
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about an art school or art historic period to an interpretation of the 

motive or an explanation to how the painting is relevant to Rome.  

The audio guides are available through an app and tablet to rent at 

the ticket office.202 The museum is divided into four audio guided tours: 

“The Capitoline museum Collections”, “History and myth”, “Gods and 

men” and “weapons and power” with each one spanning across the 

entire museum.203 Information about the audio tracks is available at the 

thematic texts and on the object texts at selected objects with audio 

guide tracks, as well as from the guided tour in the app. As for audio 

tracks, there is an introduction and two paintings from Sala I204, two 

paintings from Sala II205, three from Sala III206, one from Sala IV207, 

none from Sala V, two from Sala VI208, five from Sala di Petronilla209, one 

from Sala di Corona210, and one track about the painter Anton van Dyck 

and one about the two collections of tapestries and porcelain figurines in 

Sala Cini211. The audio tracks, each talking about one painting or theme, 

lasts on average two minutes.  

There is no information about guided tours at the museum, but the 

website provides information about buying guided tours, which are 

arranged through an independent business called the Zetema Group. 

These tours are offered in many languages on request, but are rarely 

used, and then mostly by Italian school classes.212  

 

 
202 Costs money (5-10Euro) 
203 Museum app named “Musei Capitolini” 
204 Museum app code 48-50 
205 Museum app code 51-52 
206 Museum app code 53-55 
207 Museum app code 56 
208Museum app code 57-58 
209 Museum app code 59-63 
210 Museum app code 64 
211 Museum app code 65-66 
212 Website, interview dr. 
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Sala I 

 
Artworks in Sala I, depicting Christian medieval motives. The oldest paintings in the 

exhibition. 

 

The first gallery, “Sala I” one enters through the sliding doors from the 

main hall, accessing the “Pinacoteca”, is a relatively small gallery with 

many paintings. This first gallery contains religious images from the 

fourteenth to early sixteenth century.213 The theme of the gallery is 

Middle Ages and Renaissance in Central Italy.214 Most of the paintings can 

be traced back to late medieval paintings from Florence.215 The only 

other exit leads into Sala II. The written text available consists of object 

texts of each painting. There is no written thematic text that introduces 

the room to the visitor.  
The paintings are an art historic presentation of Christian art from the 

fourteenth and fifteenth century.216 Many of the artists are listed as 

unknown in the object texts, but with either an art direction or 

geographical location listed. Viewing this art historically, this places the 

paintings as late medieval or early renaissance. This is the room 

containing the oldest paintings in the “Pinacoteca”, where the oldest one 

 
213 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
214 The capitoline Museum guide, p. 158-159 
215 Museum catalogue 
216 Mail correspondance 
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is dated to 1376.217 All the paintings in the room depicts popular 

Christian motives of the time, with Madonna with child in different 

versions, biblical scenes and allegories, and saints distributed around the 

room. In the room there are also three wooden coffins placed on each 

short wall, beneath the paintings.  

The motive of Madonna with child is recurring in the room, being the 

motive of three paintings from the Italian regions or Marche, Lucca and 

Alba, dated from the early fifteenth century to 1513.The two Madonna’s 

from 1496 and 1513 are put next to one another.  The object texts 

explain the popularity of the motive in Italian painting.  

There are three audio guide tracks in this room. The first audio track 

provides a summary of the entire “Pinacoteca” starting with the initiative 

of Pope Benedict XIV of saving two collections of Roamn art in 1748 from 

the papal families Pio and Sacchetti. The audio track also tells the story 

of Academia del Mundo, a papal project for aspiring artists, and mentions 

the presence of the artists Titian, Caravaggio, Guerchino, Pietro da 

Cortona and Rubens in the exhibition.218 The second audio track is about 

the painting Death and assumption of Mary and is described as a 

masterpiece about Mary after her death, before an explanation of the 

motive is done.219 The third audio track of Sala I is about the painting 

Presentation of Jesus at the temple and is about the story of Saint Anna 

in the book of Luke, and how she along with Jesus is the center of this 

scene.220 How the painting was finished by two artists and added 

alterations is also discussed. All three of the audio tracks are included in 

the audio guided tour “the Capitoline Museum collection”, and Death and 

assumption of Mary is also included in “men and gods”. 

 

Analysis  

The first gallery is the first analysis you get of the exhibition. It has a 

clear theme of Christian art and saints, and the paintings to the left with 

triptychs draw attention due to being smaller and placed closely 

together. It also provides a different aesthetic than later art, which 

makes the paintings interesting.  

There is little information about what kind of art, period, or geography 

this gallery contains. Its layout does not suggest a movement pattern 

through the room or introduces the gallery or exhibition with a thematic 

 
217 The infancy of christ, the annunciation, the Nativity, the presentation to the temple, 
the flight into Egypt, massacre of the innocents, from Siena/Umbria region. 1376 
218 Audio guide track 48 
219 Audio guide track 49, MC-1-13 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
220 Audio guide track 50, MC-1-15 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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or introductory text, as museologist Kerstin Smeds states is important to 

encourage the visitor to navigate the physical and visual landscape of the 

exhibition.221 With the museum app, there is a short introduction about 

the room, but this only speaks of the “Pinacoteca” in general. The object 

texts consist of a combination of details about the motives and the 

stories behind the paintings, either figuratively or in a historic narrative. 

Comparing information about titles, year and geographic origin on the 

object texts provide more context to the theme of the gallery than any 

other information available, resulting in the knowledge that a common 

theme is also the time-period from 1350 to 1500. The lack of thematic 

texts and group texts explaining a theme, puts more focus on the visual 

aspects of the gallery. Information about how these paintings is made by 

famous Italian painters, or examples of Italian and catholic art of the 

period is not needed to appreciate the paintings. 

 

Sala II 

Upon entering the second gallery, “Sala II”, you can either move forward 

into gallery one, three or five. The second gallery contains paintings from 

the sixteenth century either from, or influenced by, the region of Emilia-

Romagna and Ferrara in northern Italy, and with central Italian or 

Venetian influence.222 There is no thematic text about the gallery.223  

There are twenty-eight paintings in this gallery, all with Christian 

motives. If you enter from Sala I and tour the room clockwise, the 

paintings are almost chronological dated from the 1520s to the left, to 

1590 on the right. The object texts shares information about the 

geographical era of the painting and its inspirational source and provide 

additional information about the motive.224 

From the entrance from the first gallery the visitor is most likely to be 

drawn to the large painting of The holy family or The annunciation, 

located on either side of the entrance to gallery III.225 Both of these 

paintings have audio guide tracks, thus also being focus points if you use 

the museum app through the exhibition. From here, you can either 

choose to walk around the room to see the paintings up close and read 

 
221 Smeds 2017, p. 14, 29-30 
222 The Capitolini Museum Guide, p. 160-161 
223 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
224 Ie. “the adoration of magi”(107), the flight into Egypt (108), “inspired by 
Raphael”(92), “ venezian influence”(87,96,102,106), by the studio of Filippi, Ferrara. 
Venezian influence”(93)..  
225 MC-2-13, MC-2-14 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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the belonging texts, or you can simply continue straight forward into the 

next gallery without surveying the rest of the gallery.226   

Two of the paintings in the room are used in the audioguide.227 The 

Annunciation have its own audio track.228 The audio track describes the 

motive of the painting and explains references in the paintings typical for 

the period of medieval themes.229 The object text explains how the artist 

Garofalo was an Emilian artist. The Holy Family audio track also 

describes the motive, and how the artist displays manneristic manners in 

his execution of the painting, with similarities to Rafael, and that the 

motive, painted in Ferrara, must have hung in an important church in 

Ferrara.230 The object text focuses on the Venetian influence in the 

painting. 

 

Analysis 

Leading from the first gallery, you enter another, very similar room with 

more large paintings of Christian motives. Just as in the first gallery 

there is no thematic text or introduction for the visitor to read. The 

descriptive part of the object texts does not reference a common theme. 

The theme of the room can be discovered by reading all the information 

about the paintings on all the object texts. The art works are from the 

area of Bologna, with many other artistic influences mentioned in the 

object texts. An example is “References to early xiv century venetian 

painting and to Roman classicism of Raphael’s mileau”.231 They are 

displayed chronologically clockwise through the gallery.232 The common 

reference to Bologna and the region of Emilian is described as either one 

of the two, making it difficult for visitors to connect the dots. The visual 

experience is in focus in this gallery as well, and it is just as spectacular 

as in the first gallery with aesthetic and vibrant colours and contrasts on 

Christian motives.  

 

Sala III 

The third gallery, “Sala III”, is similar in some respects to the first two 

galleries in execution and is accessible from Sala II and Sala IV. In this 

gallery, the paintings are all Venetian origin from the late sixteenth to the 

 
226 Conversation about experience at the exhibition with a visitor 
227 MC-2-13, MC-2-14 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
228 Audio guide track 95 
229 Audio track 51 
230 Audio track 52 
231 MC-2-14 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
232 Also confirmed by the MC guide book 
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early seventeenth century.233 All paintings in this room were also 

required by the museum between 1748 and 1750, making it a part of the 

purchases made when the “Pinacoteca” was built. There is no thematic 

text available. 

Three of the paintings are included in the audioguide.234 In Tizian’s 

Baptism of Christ the motive, its typical iconographic layout and famous 

colour scheme of Tizian is described in the audio guide track.235 The 

object text describes this painting as a typical early painting by Tizian. 

The Rape of Europa by Paolo Veronese’ audio track tells the myth behind 

the motive, describes the motive interpreted by Veronese, and explains 

how this painting is a copy of the painting situated in the ducal palace in 

Venezia.236  

The object text conveys how this painting is a copy of the painting by 

Veronese to Palazzo Ducale in Venezia.237  

 

Analysis 

The arches between the first three galleries are lined up, making it easy 

to walk straight through the galleries. Some of the paintings are pendent 

to one another and hang together. The theme of Venetian paintings is 

easier to spot in this gallery due to the paintings looking similar. The 

information in the object texts confirms the Venetian influence in the 

paintings.  The audio guide tracks, and the object texts contain similar 

narratives about the history behind the motives. The audio guide tracks 

are also creative and describing mythological events and symbolism. 

Another detail available in the object texts is that all the paintings were 

catalogued by the museum between 1748 and 1750, making them a part 

of the original collection of “Pinacoteca”.  

 

 
233 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22. The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 162-163 
234 MC-3-11, MC-3-13, MC-3-17 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
235 Audio track 53 
236 Audio track 54 
237 Object text 
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Sala IV 

 
The fourth gallery, located in a passageway between Sala Cortona, Sala Petronilla (straight 

forward), Sala Cini and sala III 

 

The gallery contains thirteen paintings. One of these paintings are 

defined as classism, and the rest of the paintings are described as 

Baroque by their belonging object texts.238 The paintings are from the 

seventeenth century and are centered around Rome and Paris and are 

Roman Baroque art.239   
On the object text next to each painting, the information is about the 

origin and inspiration of the paintings in an art historical setting. 

Examples of information are how Francois Perrier introduced roman 

Baroque to France, or how Giovanni Lanfranco, a Rome-based artist, was 

clearly inspired by Caravaggio in his paintings.  

For visitor information in the gallery there is no thematic text. In this 

room the object texts are a bit harder accessible due to a combination of 

the small plaques with low placements, and chairs blocking the visitor 

from stepping all the way up to the paintings. The only audio guide track 

for Sala IV is about Diana and Endymion, which introduces the myth of 

Diana the moon goddess who fell in love with the shepherd Endymion 

 
238 128, the innocence by Giovanni franscesco Romanelli, 1650 
239 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22. The Capitolini Museum Guide, p. 174-175 
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and its popularity in literature and renaissance and Baroque painting with 

its romantic sentimentalism.240 

 

Analysis 

The fourth gallery is small and has entrances to four of the other 

galleries and, being an intersection between other galleries, it appears 

chaotic. The paintings are dramatical and cover most of the walls and are 

typical of Baroque art with a combination of biblical and mythological 

scenes. The entrances into the other galleries are distractions from the 

paintings of the fourth gallery. 

There is no thematic text available. The objects texts convey details of 

each painting, and all but one descriptive text describe its painting as 

“Baroque”. The origin of the paintings are central Italy and Paris in the 

seventeenth century, creating a consistent theme. The paintings have 

typical Baroque motives, and combined with the object texts, the visitor 

is provided with an example of roman Baroque art. Why the gallery with 

an otherwise consistent central Italian theme contain three paintings of 

French origin is explained in their object texts as paintings displaying the 

influence Italian Baroque had on French painting. This provides a context 

of the importance of these paintings in a European art historic setting to 

the visitor. The choice of referring to a Baroque artwork as “roman 

classicism” is more difficult to understand based on the information 

available in the gallery. Given the motive of the painting and context of 

the gallery with Baroque paintings, an explanation to the sudden change 

of theme could be that by “classicism” the text does not intend to 

reference the classicism of renaissance, but rather high Baroque 

classicism as an opposition to the Baroque individualists that the rest of 

the gallery seem to be closer to in style. This reference is not explained 

to the visitor, which makes the gallery more difficult to read and 

understand.  

 

 
240 Audio track 56, MC-4-4 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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Sala V 

 
Sala V is a long hallway, located as a passage between Sala II and Sala VI. It is long and 

narrow without any natural lighting.  

 

The fifth gallery, “Sala V”, is a long and narrow hallway. It is accessible 

from Sala II and Sala VI.  One long wall filled with paintings, and the 

other with access doors to amenities like an elevator and a public 

bathroom, with paintings put into every available space. In total there 

are twenty-one paintings in this gallery.  

The paintings in this room range from the early sixteenth century 

Emilian paintings to seventeenth century Roman paintings. 241 According 

to The Capitoline Museum Guide they are sixteenth and seventeenth 

century comissioned paintings from Roma and Emilia.242 Several of the 

paintings are described as copies of earlier paintings done by other 

painters or schools, in the object texts, with unknown painters according 

to the object texts.243 Art historically the paintings reach from 

renaissance to mannerism and Baroque. All the paintings have in 

common that they were collected by the museum between 1748 and 

1750.  

 
241 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
242 The Capitoline Museum guide, p. 164-165 
243 145,146- “copy of Emilian fourteenth century painting” 
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There is no thematic text about the room, and no audio guide tracks 

linked to any content of the gallery. The object texts lack detailed 

knowledge about specific years and painters, and instead focuses on art 

historical characteristics, and connections between paintings and schools 

across regions and borders, how different regions were influenced by 

another, and even influenced international painters.244 One of the object 

texts state the general, albeit vague, art historic information:  

 

“this picture is a sketch for the painting that the Emilian artist 

[Prospero Fontana] made in 1551 […], he had just gotten back to 

Bologna after a stay in Rome: this work shows the artists’s debt 

to the principal pictorial proposal of Roman Mannerism”.245 

 

Analysis 

The gallery is a corridor with a great number of paintings on the wallsThe 

easiest access point to this gallery is by going to the Petronilla gallery 

from Sala IV, and from there to Sala VI, where the only gallery left to 

visit is Sala V.  

There is no thematic text highlighting a theme in the gallery, and the 

object texts contain very little information. Many artists are listed as 

“unknown” and the origins are listed as decades and general 

geographical areas. The descriptive texts describe the art historic 

inspiration of each painting, often adding speculations about who the 

artist was or where it was created. This presents the visitor with many 

art-historical analyses as a genre. 

Many of the paintings are also copies. The paintings are from the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century and belong to different art schools 

within Italy. Due to the lack of concrete information, it is difficult to grasp 

one theme within the gallery. Based on the paintings and text available a 

suggested theme can be paintings from the original Pinacoteca collection, 

with paintings collected for the gallery’s opening in 1750 as all the 

paintings are collected by the museum in either 1748 or 1750. One can 

therefore assume that they were a part of the educational collection of 

iconic Italian artists to help educate art students of the time, as the 

museum was used for.  

 

 
244 153 
245 149 
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Sala VI 

 
Blessed Soul by Guido Reni 

 

The sixth gallery, “Sala VI”, is situated between the Petronilla gallery and 

gallery five. The gallery consists mainly of classical paintings from the 

Emilian school in Bologna, and the artist Guido Reni is the artist of twelve 

paintings and mentioned as inspiration or possible artist on another three 

object texts, out of the twenty-six paintings in the gallery.246 There is no 

thematic text about the gallery.247 

When entering the gallery, you look straight at the painting Blessed 

Soul by Guido Reni.248 A sketch of the same painting hangs to the left. 

The painting is in blue colours, and of a man with wings standing with his 

hands outstretched below a divine sky with golden light, and the object 

 
246 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 170-171 
247 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
248 MC-6-20 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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texts describes the motive. The audio guide track explains how the 

painting is a reflection of the painter’s interior process in the late period 

of his life.249 It also states that it is easily recognizable in the gallery and 

suggests the visitor to try “the augmented reality function for a more in-

depth experience”.250 The audio track is included in the audio guided 

tours “the Capitoline museum collection” and “history and myth”. 

Another artist presented in this gallery is Ludovico Carracci, one of the 

artists Guido Reni drew inspiration from in his paintings according to the 

object texts. He is represented with five paintings, of which four depicts 

Christian saints.251 The painting Allegory of Providence is included in the 

audio guide.252 The audio guide track draws attention to the painting 

being an oil painting on copper, and describes the motive in detail before 

an interpretation of a complex allegory of the motive is conducted. The 

audio track is included in the audio guided tours “the Capitoline museum 

collection” and “history and myth”. 

  

Analysis 

In the gallery, Blessed Soul is visible from the entrance from Sala 

Petronilla, and can be considered the focus point of the gallery.253 This 

painting does also have an audio guide track. Other paintings in the 

gallery are by different artists, but a sketch of the main painting and 

several others by the same artist Guido Reni is also displayed. Guido Reni 

is also named an inspirational source for other paintings in the gallery in 

the object texts. Guido Reni is famous for his illusionistic Baroque 

paintings, drawing inspiration from the renaissance.254 By putting him 

into an art historical context, the exhibition address how art history 

develops by influencing other artists.  

There is no thematic text, making the object texts the only written 

information available to the visitor. The object texts describe some of the 

paintings as “classical” in a reference to the art historic period. Without 

reading the object texts, the theme seems to be related to Blessed soul, 

and after reading the object texts, a visitor will be left with the same 

analysis, with a bit more detail. Geographically and art historically all the 

 
249 Audio guide track 57 
250 This did not work during my visit, and no members of staff were able to offer 
assistance.  
251 MC-6-10, MC-6-12, MC-6-13, MC-6-14, MC-6-16 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in 
appendix 
252 Audio guide track 58, MC-6-13 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
253 MC-6-20 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
254 Witkower 1999, p. 145-148 
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paintings in the gallery are of the Emilian school in Bologna. The gallery 

has an easily detectable theme in Guido Reni and the influence of the 

Emilian school as a genre in Italian art.  

 

Sala Petronilla 

 
Overview of Sala Petronilla, with the glass mural displayed in the middle of the 

gallery. 

 

The gallery “Sala Petronilla” can be entered from Sala IV and Sala V. The 

most used entrance is from Sala IV.255 According to The Capitoline 

Museum Guide the gallery display Great seventeenth century Roman 

Paintings.256 The gallery displays the huge alter piece The burial of saint 

Petronilla.257 When arriving from Sala IV this glass mural is the first thing 

you see. Other paintings displayed in the room are Romulus and Remus 

by Rubens, and a few paintings of Caravaggio’s, amongst other European 

artists presented.258 There is a thematic text about the room and a 

description of some of its artworks by the entrance. The gallery has a 

large object text plaque that describes the importance of the glass mural 

The burial of Saint Petronilla to the visitor at the entrance as well.  

 
255 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
256The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 166-169 
257 MC-P-14 in “Data set ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix   
258 MC-P-9 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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The main attraction in the room, in the center of attention, and almost 

the size of the short wall, is the altarpiece which the room is named 

after. The Burial of Saint Petronilla was according to the originally made 

to be installed in church of Saint Peter, but it was moved to the Qurinale 

Palace. During the Napoleon War the altar piece was taken to the Louvre 

along with many other sculptures and paintings as war trophies. The 

altar piece was returned in 1818 and put on display in the “Pinacoteca”. 

This information is available through a large object text on a glass plaque 

behind the glass mural.  

The thematic text at the entrance from Sala IV explains the history of 

the gallery in four paragraphs, introduces the Petronilla altar piece, 

highlights the importance of the room as a part of the Capitoline 

Museums today, and tells the story of two tables displayed in the room. 

The audio guide track tells the same story of Saint Petronilla as the 

thematic text. 

 

Analysis 

The gallery is situated around the glass mural The burial of saint 

Petronilla which the gallery is named after.259 Paintings by art historically 

important artists Caravaggio, Velazques and Rubens are also displayed in 

the gallery, but are paid very little attention in the texts available.  

This gallery has a thematic text by the entrance. The text highlights 

the importance of the gallery as a part of the Capitoline picture gallery 

and tells a story of the glass mural of saint Petronilla and how it came to 

be in the gallery. The image of the glass mural as an important piece of 

cultural heritage, presenting several events in Roman and Italian history 

is highlighted. The object texts in the gallery contain very different 

information in their description. These texts do not appear to have any 

common theme, but rather communicate information that is related to 

each painting. The object text for the glass mural of St. Petronilla stands 

out by being a plaque similar to the thematic texts, containing three 

paragraphs of history of the glass mural. The Sala Petronilla is the gallery 

in the “Pinacoteca” containing the greatest art historic paintings, but the 

gallery is centred around the glass mural, making the otherwise great 

examples of art by very famous artists seem unimportant. The gallery 

consists of many great art works but does not connect the displayed 

paintings through one theme or narrative to the visitor.  

 
259 MC-P-14 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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Galleria Cini 

The three collections of the Cini gallery displayed together without interacting with each 

other.  

 

The gallery “Galleria Cini” consists of three exhibited collections all 

associated with the Roman Count Francesco Cini.260 These three 

collections consist of one collection of porcelain figurines, one collection 

of tapestries, and a collection of paintings.261 The paintings are scattered 

across the entire gallery while the two other collections are limited to 

smaller parts. These collections have different origin, time of collection 

and when the collections were displayed and does not interact with one 

another.262  

The gallery can be entered from the main hall, Sala IV or Sala Pietro 

da Cortona. It is long and fairly narrow with a short staircase in the 

middle. The middle part of the gallery is partly enclosed by marble 

columns with pediments on top.  

There is one thematic text in the gallery placed close to the middle of 

the gallery, and the gallery is decorated with furniture and sculptures 

that are without information. The thematic text in the middle of the room 

contains information about two of the three collections displayed in the 

 
260 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 176-179 
261 Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22 
262 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023  
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gallery. The two exhibitions are the porcelain figurine collection and the 

tapestry collection. The tapestries are an independent collection acquired 

later than the porcelain collection. The porcelain was according to the 

thematic text bestowed the City of Rome by Cardinal Cini together with a 

collection of furniture and paintings. The painting collection is also 

displayed in this gallery but is not described in the thematic text.  

Amongst the paintings are a copy of Romulus and Remus by Rubens, 

two Madonnna motives and a painting of pope Pio IV.263 According to the 

object text belonging to the painting Portrait of Cardinal Silvio Valenti 

Gorganza the cardinal is the founder of the Pinacoteca.264 There is also a 

series of landscape paintings of ancient ruins of Rome. 

The porcelain figurines fill three large, floor standing class cabinets in 

the middle of the room, and the tapestries are on the walls on either 

side. The paintings cover the rest of the available wall space between the 

tapestries, arches and windows. The paintings at one end of the gallery 

have mixed origin between Italy and the Netherlands. This far end of the 

gallery is beyond the entrances to Sala IV and Sala Pietro da Cortona. 

The four paintings placed here have, according to the object texts, 

unknown artists and are dated based on art historic characteristics, but 

are assumed to be from the seventeenth century Flemish art.265 

The audio guide contains two tracks for Gallery Cini; one about the 

collection of tapestries and porcelain, and one about Anton van Dyck. 

The first provides information about the content of the Cini collection 

with furniture, porcelain, art works and tapestries.266 The second audio 

guide track is about how the Antwerp artist Anton van Dyck and his 

arrival in Rome to study among other European artists, with details 

about a portrait of the artist in the Cini gallery, which the narrator says 

to be inspired by Rafael.267 

 

Analysis 

The Cini gallery consist of a very long room divided into two parts by a 

short staircase. The gallery has three collections on display, with 

paintings in one part and paintings, tapestries, and porcelain in the 

other. 

The porcelain figurines stand out in the “Pinacoteca” as they are 

something different. They are also the only objects which are not 

 
263 MC-Ci-15, MC-Ci-5 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
264 MC-Ci-3 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
265 MC-Ci-55 to MC-Ci-58 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
266 Audio guide track 66 
267 Audio guide track 65. Data sheet MC-Ci-19 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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paintings that are dedicated any textual information. While the center of 

attention for the porcelain collection are the three glass cabinets in the 

third part of the room, some of the white ones are displayed in smaller 

cabinets in the column part of the room, creating a visual balance 

between the furniture, paintings and architectonical elements, despite 

the three collections being independent from one another. 

The tapestries seem like an exhibition of their own, merely hanging on 

the walls next to one another. The paintings have a theme in who 

collected the paintings, making them an interesting case of what a 

person of power collected in art in the seventeenth century.  

The paintings themselves are also interesting, both with Rome, Italy 

and art history in mind, but are without consistency to location, theme or 

time period, even if reading the object texts. Information about objects 

in the gallery is conveyed to the visitor in both the object texts and the 

audio guide, along with information about art historic genres, historical 

contexts and inspirational sources, such as “appointed painter to Cardinal 

Pio di Savioa […] the picture illustrates […] the Genesis (21,8-14)  that 

describe how […]”.268 The three collections seem mostly like three 

independent exhibitions within the same room, without a coherent 

theme. This makes it easy to ignore some parts, for example the 

tapestries, while the porcelain figurines become curiosities if you 

approach the “Pinacoteca” as the picture gallery it is.  

 

 
268 MC-Ci-34 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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Sala Pietro da Cortona 

The Cortona gallery, seen from Sala IV, with the conference hall.  

 

The Cortona Hall doubles as a conference hall and art gallery. The room 

display the Baroque artworks of Pietro da Cortona from the seventeenth 

century, with paintings like The Rape of the Sabine women, The Sacrifice 

of Polyxena and Portrait of Pope Urban VIII showing of Roman Baroque 

paintings by Cortona and his students.269 This is communicated through 

the thematic text at the entrance from Sala IV.  

According to the thematic text the room was built to install the 180 

paintings bought in 1748 from the Sacchetti collection and was built with 

the purpose of being an art gallery.270 The purpose was to create a place 

of study of the master painters for young artists, supplementing the 

already existing sculpture and antique collections in the education of 

artists.  

Today the gallery displays paintings from the art studio of Pietro da 

Cortona, done for the Sacchetti family in the 1620s and 1630s.271 The 

series of large paintings by Cortona, painted for the Sacchetti family 

 
269 Thematic text Sala Pietro da Cortona. MC-Co-17, MC-Co-7, MC-Co-10 in “Dataset 
‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix. Personal visit 1.8-4.8.22. The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 
172-173 
270 The Capitoline museum Guide, p. 172-173 
271 Thematic text Sala Pietro da Cortona.  
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illustrates mythology and ancient history.272 The rape of the Sabine 

Women is one of Cortona’s earlier works, painted for the Sacchetti 

family. The paintings depict an antique scene of the rape of the Sabine 

women as accounted for by Cicero and was a popular motive in the 

Baroque. This is accounted for in the thematic text. This scene form 

roman mythology has been recreated in many ways since its 

beginning.273 According to the object texts the painting is pendent to 

Sacrifice of Polyxena which also hangs in the Cortona gallery. The Rape 

of the Sabine women is the only painting in the gallery to be included in 

the audio guide. The audioguide describes the painting as a Baroque 

painting and tells the mythological story of the motive, with origin from 

the roman empire, and an art historical reference to Bernini.  

Giovanni Francesco Romanelli was a student of Cortona and two of his 

paintings are presented alongside Cortona’s works. The works exhibited 

are The abduction of Helen and David, and the paintings are described in 

their text plaques as a painting made in collaboration with Cortona and 

the other, inspired by Cortona, Reni and Raphael. In the object text of 

The abduction of Helen it is also emphasized that Romanelli is dependent 

on Cortona in his artistic expression, which, according to the text is 

“clearly shown if we compare his [Romanelli’s] work to The rape of the 

Sabine women hanging in this hall”274. 

 

Analysis 

The gallery is a beautifully decorated conference hall. To move around 

the room, you can walk down the middle of the room, around the debate 

table, or along the walls. The paintings in this gallery are very large, 

which means that they should be admired in a distance to see the entire 

painting.  

By admiring the paintings at a good distance, you cannot read the 

object text which are located on the small plaques next to the paintings 

but standing straight in front of the object texts reading the descriptions 

and interpretations of the paintings, you cannot really see what you are 

reading about. Based on the layout of the gallery and text, it seems that 

the visual aesthetic of the large paintings is more important than the 

context provided by an object text. The audio guide track in this room 

provides the opportunity to both hear the text and observe the paintings 

at the same time which makes it a great visitor resource. The gallery 

 
272 Witkower 1999, p. 87 
273 Wittkower 1999, p. 87 
274 MC-Ci-26 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix, 192 
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displays the works of Cortona and his students, providing a good 

opportunity to examine and understand how Baroque in Rome can be 

recognized through many paintings and motives, and several painters. 

While this gallery shows an example of how Italian Baroque painting can 

be, it is complemented by Sala Petronilla with its Caravaggio’s Baroque 

from northern Italy and Sala VI with Guido Reni which was an 

inspirational source to Baroque in Rome.  
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Exhibition analysis, complete exhibition 

Physical aspects 

While also being the world’s oldest museum, Musei Capitolini is situated 

in the heart of the historical city center in Rome, at Capitoline Hill which 

history is spanning back to the Roman Republic. The picture gallery is 

built later than the rest of the museum, with the purpose of being a tool 

for a classical education. This makes the museum important to both the 

city, art historically, and as a museum. 

 
The exhibition schematics of “Pinacoteca”.  

 

In “Pinacoteca”, all the galleries are painted in the same colour, with 

arches of marble and high ceilings. This provides a homogenous look to 
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the galleries.275 The nine rooms the exhibition consists of, hold different 

physical shapes and qualities. 

With the large differences in physical layout, the galleries provide 

different benefits and challenges to the exhibition. Sala I, II and III are 

placed in such a manner that they are easy to just pass through without 

walking around the rooms to look at the art in great detail. The same 

goes for Sala IV, but the many people that pass through makes it even 

more difficult to stop and view the art displayed. In sala VI the art is in 

such a fashion that the visitor is drawn towards the centre painting, 

passing the other art works, making the room suited to display one small 

theme. Museologist Kerstin Smeds argue that “The visitor should be able 

to se the “landscape” of the gallery”.276 In all the previous galleries this 

has been possible, as the “landscape” is constructed of paintings and 

open space. 

In Sala Pietro di Cortona the paintings are downplayed by the modern 

furniture, making the room into an aesthetically pleasing room, but albeit 

an unpractical one for art displays. Sala Cini is the most versatile room in 

the exhibition with plenty of daylight, with a great size and architecture 

as a backdrop for the visitor to experience many artworks within the 

theme of the gallery. 

The only works of art that are highlighted with either physical 

placement or light in the exhibition is the alter piece The burial of saint 

Petronilla which is exhibited in the middle of Sala Petronilla, and Blessed 

Soul by Guido Reni in Sala VI which is opposite the entrance from Sala 

Petronilla. All other paintings in the exhibition are placed together like 

pearls on a string, covering every surface evenly, displaying an example 

of the connoisseur hang with its art historic and thematic presentation.277  

 

Textual content 

Text in “Pinacoteca” includes the thematic texts, object texts, as well as 

the audio guide available to the visitor. 

The lack of thematic texts leaves little information to the visitor, who 

must read the object texts to discover what they are looking at and if 

there is a general theme the museum convey. Visually the thematic texts 

are easy to discover and read with their large size next to an entrance in 

the few galleries that they are present. The creation of a narrative within 

an exhibition is done through the combination of objects displayed, 

 
275 Bennike 2017 
276 Smeds 2017, p. 18 
277 Duncan 1995 
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written text and the context in which they are presented and connected. 

The levels of text combined with the content of the object texts make the 

combination of visual clues and art historical thematic displays a more 

important tool in identifying the national narratives that are conveyed by 

the museum. 

The audio guide at Capitolini consists of a number of audio tracks, and 

in “Pinacoteca” there is mostly one audio track to each room explaining 

singular pieces of art displayed. The information is also not the same as 

the texts physically available in the exhibition and does not narrate a 

common theme or information to the visitor. Ida Bennike states that text 

in an exhibition should seek to clarify the exhibition to the visitor.278 

Based on this, and exemplified by the selection of digital texts that are 

only available through the audio guide, I argue that the lack of generic 

texts makes the images and themes conveyed in the exhibition more 

difficult to comprehend. 

Bennike states that “texts are mediators between the museum visitor 

and the objects. They steer the interpretations [by the visitor] in one 

direction; affecting the museum visitors’ gaze on the objects”.279 In 

“Pinacoteca”, there are no thematic texts to provide an executive theme 

or context of each gallery to the visitor. The texts of an exhibition need 

to be created within the same framework.280 The texts of “Pinacoteca”, 

the physical layout of each object text is similar, but the contents of the 

text vary between each individual object with some provide an account of 

the technical features of a painting, some describe the mythological story 

or theme depicted, and others account for general trends of art history, 

or the biography of the artist. Based on the statement from Bennike and 

the textual resources in “Pinacoteca”, I argue that there is no coherency 

in the texts to help navigate the narrative of the exhibitin to the visitor, 

and therefore, the narratives conveyed in the exhibition are in bits and 

pieces, varying between the galleries. I also argue that the lack of 

thematic texts and visitor resources to guide the visitor through the 

galleries give the visitor much freedom to explore the exhibition as they 

see suited, but with the downside that the visitor unknowingly miss out 

on one or more galleries. My claim about visitors choosing more varied 

paths through an exhibition is supported by the spatial morphology 

model by Tzortzi.281 

 

 
278 Bennike 2017, p. 190 
279 Bennike 2017, p. 190 
280 Bennike 2017, p. 195 
281 Tzortzi 2015, p.113 
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Social references and contexts 

The context of each gallery and the exhibition as one story consists of 

many small themes and independent narratives. The themes of each 

gallery are not easily distinguishable, and so the greater theme of the 

exhibition is also vague. The themes of all the galleries are, however, 

presented as art historical.  

 
Geographic origin of paintings in the “Pinacoteca”, sorted by gallery. The map shows which 

parts of today’s Italy that are presented in each of the galleries.   

 

The geographical categories of the galleries present many of the most 

famous Italian schools of art to the visitor. The artworks are said to be 

representative for which Italian art is considered important within 

European art history through the centuries.282 

 

 
282 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023. The Capitoline museum  guide p. 
156-179 
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“The Pinacoteca Capitolina houses paintings by Italian and 

foreign painters. You have to consider that we are in Rome and 

artists from all over Europe arrived in this city and collectors 

bought their works. So we have paintings by van Wittel, 

Velazquez, Rubens and van Dyck and all regions of Italy.”.283  

 

The statement made by scientific technical officer at Musei Capitolini, 

Federica Papi, supported by a similar statement from Dr. Serafini, argue 

that the artistic importance of Rome is to be kept in mind when 

considering the exhibition “Pinacoteca”.284 In her statement she 

emphasizes the importance of Italian painters, and how Rome was a 

centre for European artists and collectors, in a context of art history.  

Considering the geographic origin of the paintings in “Pinacoteca”, 

their origin is limited to the regions of central and northern Italy. The 

statement from Papi consider the “Pinacoteca” art collection to be 

representative of Italian art, and thus arguing that the important Italian 

art history relevant to Italy is the art of the central and northern Italy, 

excluding the southern parts of the country as necessary for a national 

art collection.  

The European art that is displayed is downplayed or put in relation to 

how they are either influenced by, or influenced, Italian art. Some of 

these, such as Romulus and Remus by Rubens,285 are presented as a 

mythological representation of Rome, while the art historical significance 

of Rubens as an artist is completely ignored. 

The differences in how the art collections have been used and 

displayed regarding their theme, national annotations and as art history, 

is done differently between the galleries.  

“Sala I” display late medieval, Christian art from central Italy. The 

gallery contains individual object descriptions with historical information 

such as “Tuscan pictoral language and traditional Bizantine culture”.286  

“Sala II” also display art with visual and textual references to 

Christianity from the area of bologna in the sixteenth century. There is 

no art historical references to style period, but the motives are of 

Baroque and Mannierism. 

“Sala III” is dedicated to Venetian art, which is also described in the 

object texts. The motives have similar art historical qualities, and all the 

paintings appear to be from the original art donation to Pinacoteca. 

 
283 Federica Papi, personal communication 7.4.2023 
284 Dr. Serafina, personal communication, 3.8.2022. 
285 MC-P-9 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
286 MC-1-6 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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“Sala IV” display Baroque art from the region of Emilia, and 

mythological motives. In this gallery the theme of Emilian Baroque art is 

presented through examples from the Carrachi family and their 

contributions to art history. The texts include stories of the motives, 

history and iconographic analyses, with no mention of Rome. 

“Sala V” is the gallery with the least amount of information, where 

artists and years of creation often is listed as “unknown” and centuries. 

The information about art historical periods, schools and technical 

features in the motives is instead clarified in the object texts.The 

paintings are Baroque, with motives from the regions of Rome, Naples 

and Bologna, making the art historic theme Baroque art.  

“Sala VI” is situated around the Bolognian artist Guido Reni. The main 

attraction is the classical Baroque painting Blessed soul by Reni.287 Other 

paintings are displayed around the painting to accentuate its technical 

and allegorical features.  

“Galleria Cini” is the largest gallery and is put together by three 

collections formerly belonging to Bishop Francesco Cini. The collections 

contain a variety of artistic, geographical and art historic style, but 

contain many Christian motives. The origin of the picture collection span 

from Piemonte, Venice and Rome, to Spain and Netherlands, and from 

the fifteenth century until the middle of the eighteenth century. A 

painting of the founder of the “Pinacoteca”, Cardinal Sillvio Valenti 

Gonzaga, is on display in this gallery, where the object text offers a short 

biography.288 Many of the object texts refer to Rome, when possible.  

“Sala Pietro di Cortona” display paintings made by Cortona and his 

student, and consists of Baroque paintings. The large paintings are 

displayed pendent and are easy to appreciate. The texts provide an art 

historical and historic context to the paintings. The art studio of Cortona, 

with Romanelli’s paintings are described in relation to Cortona. Romanelli 

was a student of Cortona, but the importance of his work in Rome is 

underestimated in the thematic text where his influence by other artists 

as Saccheti, turning from high Baroque and towards more classical ideals 

inspired by the Renessaince masters, and not Cortona.289  The gallery, 

being the original picture gallery, also holds a symbolic value that is 

displayed by presenting the paintings of Cortona, which was “one of the 

dominant figures of the Italian art of the XVII century”.290 

 
287 MC-6-20 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
288 MC-Ci-3 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
289 Witkower p. 86-87 
290 MC-Co-9 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
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“Sala di Petronilla” is situated around the large glass mural The Burial 

of Saint Petronilla.291 All paintings of the gallery are described in relation 

to Rome, including the paintings by European artists. Sala Petronilla is 

centered around Rome with both the texts and the large glass mural. 

Historic references to the napoleon war, the unification of the nation of 

Italy and the catholic church in Rome is done through stories of how the 

glass mural have been commissioned, looted, removed and changed 

hands through the centuries. 

 

Quality, discussion, purpose of elements individually and 

together 

There is no occurring theme that compared or discussed against or with 

one another in “Pinacoteca”, but it is a focus on the rooms as examples 

of an art historic periods, displayed with a connoisseur hang. 

The art historic terms of “renaissance”, “mannerism” and “Baroque” is 

not mentioned in all galleries or in context to more than specific 

paintings. It can therefore be assumed that any visitor without extensive 

art history knowledge will not consider the development of art history as 

a theme since the object texts does not convey an overview of art 

history. Instead, the galleries are focused on focus on specific artists and 

regions, and the historical or mythological motive of the objects. 

Each gallery is based on one theme, art school, art historic period or 

geographical area. While the images created in each gallery is difficult to 

comprehend, it is an art historical narrative based on art schools and 

geographical areas. This makes the galleries a contrast to one another as 

the content of each gallery can be compared art historically and 

geographically. The use of a connoisseur hangs draw association to the 

original picture gallery of the eighteenth century where the different art 

schools were displayed to showcase their different qualities to the 

viewer.292 That galleries convey Italian art history based on different 

periods and art schools is not mentioned anywhere in the exhibition. To 

get information about the geographic themes of the galleries, the visitor 

must read all the object texts and have prior knowledge of art.  

The collections at “Pinacoteca” are displayed as to show of the city of 

Rome, using objects which are not about Rome, but who can be 

associated with the city when displayed in the current order, with its 

belonging texts and explanations. While this seems to be the case, and 

also the case that is argued by the staff at the museum, some of the 

 
291 MC-P-14 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix 
292 Duncan 1995 
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texts mention Rome in connection to Rome, but instead displays art 

historic themes.293  

Vasari published his bok Le vite de’piu eccellenti pittori, scultori, e 

architettori about the most excellent painters of the time in 1550 and 

1568.294 There, he pays tribute to the artists he considers most 

important. Many of the objects displayed in “Pinacoteca” are dated prior 

to the publication made by Vasari. Yet, there are very few artists that are 

displayed in Pinacoteca, that is acknowledged by Vasari for their great 

skill.295 The artworks from before 1568 that are displayed in “Pinacoteca” 

are a part of art historical, thematic displays based on genre. Based on 

this, it seems that “Pinacoteca" emphasizes the different art schools and 

geographical characteristics of art, as general concepts, rather than to 

focus on singular artistical achievements.  

The exhibition is centred around Italy, with international artists and 

artistic influences downplayed. Where international artists are 

mentioned, such as Romulus and Remus by Rubens, the object text refer 

to how the theme is connected to Roman mythology instead of 

emphasizing the art historical importance of Rubens.296There are 

references to different geographical regions of Italy, with for example 

Sala Petronilla being centred around Rome, and Sala VI displaying 

Emilian counter reformative art.297 

There is a national theme in the exhibition with the representation of 

art from across most regions in Italy. This theme of representation of 

important schools of art, art historical periods and artists, that is said to 

convey Italian art history, only display art from central Italy and north, 

and Italy south of Naples is not mentioned. The national narrative that is 

conveyed, that does not acknowledge Italy south of Naples, can be 

explained with what the museum considers the master narrative of 

Italian art history and culture. 

 

  

 
293 Federica Papi, personal communication, 7.4.2023  
294 Vasari 1568 
295 One exception being Veronese 
296 MC-P- 9 in “Dataset ‘Pinacoteca’” in appendix. Kleiner 2015, chapter 25.  
297 The Capitoline Museum Guide, p. 166-171 
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Images of the national created in the exhibition 
“Pinacoteca” display images of the national, and is “arguably, a most 

distinguished art, used to convey an image of a unified, national Italy”.298  

“Pinacoteca” uses art history to create a national narrative for visitors. 

This narrative is about a unified history of Italy, and consists of several, 

smaller images. The most significant ones that are repeated through the 

exhibition are Rome, art history, mythology, and the catholic church.  

The images of the national and art historical, as they are conveyed by 

the museum, are created within a master narrative. Art history with the 

many art schools and famous artists is one of these. The exhibition 

displays art of local, national, and international importance, as well as 

religious and art historical value.  

The importance of Rome as a centre for artists and collectors is stated 

many times throughout the galleries, both directly in texts, but also 

through the galleries dedicated to Roman art. Other important cities such 

as Bologna are also dedicated much attention in the exhibition, with 

artists such as Cortona and Emilian baroque having their own thematic 

galleries.  

The papacy is a part of the Italian heritage, displayed through the 

“Pinacoteca” by the initiative they gave to the City of Rome to have the 

museum, and later the “Pinacoteca”, built. Their influence is also directly 

addressed throughout the exhibition in the artwork motives, thematic 

texts, and object texts where they are presented in different ways. Yet, 

the exhibition is not about Catholicism, but about how objects, people 

and motives in the paintings is connected to the church also are 

examples of heroes or values important to a national image of Italy. 

Throughout the exhibition mythological and allegorical themes have 

been addressed. The theme is visible without any textual context by 

displaying easily recognizable motives, like Romulus and Remus about 

Rome, or The Annunciation as a Christian motive. These are created 

within the theme of Italian art.  

The image created based on the themes of art history, mythology, and 

religion are displaying a golden age in the exhibition, consistent with the 

application dominant national narrative that values myths over reality to 

display an idealized image of the national. This is meant to enhance the 

current narrative, which consistent with a statement made by Aronsson 

regarding the value of storytelling within the museum.299  

 
298 Dr Serafini, personal communication 3.8.2022, Federica Papi, personal 
communication 7.4.2023 
299 Aronsson 2011 
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By addressing dominant narratives based on semantic memories, 

“Pinacoteca” creates an image which legitimises the past of Italy as a 

nation with one common, cultural past, based on the great cultural 

achievements of Italy, based on art from before the unification of Italy in 

1871. 

The geographical placement of the museum is, literally and 

figuratively, pointing towards the Roman empire as the golden age or 

Rome, as the exhibition appear to convey as a national image. 
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“Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum in 

Stockholm, Sweden 

Nationalmuseum in Stockholm, illustration of façade by architect Friedrick August Stücker, 

1849. Illustration used in “about the museum” at the Nationalmuseum webpage.  From 

collection.nationalmuseum.se 

 

[Nationalmuseum] provides contemporary perspectives on the 

past and historical perspectives on the present.300  

 

Background 
Nationalmuseum is the Swedish national museum of art and design. It 

was founded in 1792 by King Gustav III, who donated the collection of 

the queen mother Lovisa Ulrika. This first donated collection consisted of, 

amongst other, twenty-two antique marble busts and two sculptures.301 

Its first name was Kungliga museum (The Royal Museum). The current 

museum building opened to the public in 1866. Nationalmuseum is 

situated next to the Royal Palace and the old city centre of Stockholm, on 

an islet accessible by bridges. The museum building was built in 1866 

based on an idea of the public museum with an all-inclusive cultural 

 
300 Petterson 2018 
301 Nationalmuseum 1967, s. 28 
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institution with art, design, music, library and more, made available to 

the public. The top floor was to be dedicated to sculptures and paintings. 

The façade displays this idea through neo classical sculptures acting as 

personifications of each cultural virtue.302 During the nineteenth century 

the museum changed from a royal collection to an idea of a national 

cultural building, and eventually into the national museum of art and 

design, as it is presented today. The museum was renewed between 

2012 and 2018, resulting in a complete makeover of the exhibition as 

well as drastically changes to the physical layout of the museum, 

exhibitions, and its functions.303  

 

In 2018 the newly renovated museum building on Blaiseholmen 

provides different opportunities for the public to study the rich 

collections of the Nationalmuseum consisting of paintings and arts 

and crafts from the sixteenth century up to our own time. 

Through an ever-changing selection of objects and exhibitions the 

museum invites the public to new meetings with our collections, 

who are much larger than what the museum building can display 

during one visit.304 

 

The museum houses art from the fourteenth century to the 1960s and 

design up until today.305 The permanent exhibitions are situated over to 

floors, with 8 main rooms, and eighteen small and one large cabinet.306 

The galleries on the top floor that display the period from the sixteenth 

century to the eighteenth century will be the focus of this thesis. 

 
302 Nationalmuseum 2018, p. 7. Guided tour 28.7.2022. ReOpen 2018  
303 Nationalmuseum.se/om-nationalmuseum/myndigheten 
304 Nationalmuseum. Konstskatter ur samlingarna. S. 22. Freely translated by the 
author 
305 Modern art was moved into the Moderna Museet.  
306 See exhibition schematics in the appendix. 
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The galleries and general information 

 
The top floor of Nationalmuseum, see appendix for overview of exhibition rooms. Cabinets 

numbered by letter, in correspondence with overview in the appendix. 

 

The National Museum consists of three floors, and the permanent 

exhibition “Tidslinjen”307 is situated over the middle and top floor of the 

museum. On the top floor “Tidslinjen” occupies three large galleries 

containing the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth century, with 

additional nineteenth cabinets with objects and paintings. This thesis will 

focus on the galleries dedicated to the exhibition “Tidslinjen” on the top 

floor, where the collection from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century is 

displayed.   

 

 

  

 
307 “The Timeline” 
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Text in the exhibition 
There are three types of text plaques in each gallery in “Tidslinjen”. 

There is one large thematic text on the wall by an entrance of each 

gallery that holds the title of the room and two to three paragraphs 

about the theme of the room. Then, there are group texts that belong to 

each section of the room. Each object also has an object text with title, 

artist, media, year of creation, year of acquisition, and museum 

catalogue number. Many object texts also contain a short descriptive 

text. The plaques for the group texts and the object texts are located on 

the wall, on a base or on a security line in front of the objects in 

question. The group texts and object texts can be separated by font size 

and content. The word limit is 450 words for each text, limiting how 

much information the exhibition developers can give the visitors, but also 

encouraging a choice of which information is more important or beneficial 

to the visitor.308 

 

Digital resources 
The museum has its own free app for smart phones: “Nationalmuseum 

Visitor Guide” with both Swedish and English language.309 The app 

contains information about current exhibitions, new acquisitions, audio 

guides, a code function for objects in the exhibitions, and the possibility 

to mark favourite objects. The information about the exhibitions contains 

both an introduction to the exhibition, and more in-depth information 

about the collection, themes and objects displayed. The audio guide texts 

have a different content than the texts in the exhibition. With the 

reopening of the museum in 2018 the museum had created several audio 

guides for the permanent exhibitions, including “Tidslinjen”. Due to 

changes made in the exhibition since the reopening all but one audio 

guide has been discontinued due to too many objects having been 

removed from their original spot.310 The only audio guide about 

“Tidslinjen” is therefore “Introduction to Nationalmuseum”.311 This audio 

guide is available from “The timeline. From the sixteenth century to the 

Present day”, which is about the museum and its collections.  

The audio guide “Introduction to Nationalmuseum” covers general 

information about the museum and its history, and “Tidslinjen” from the 

sixteenth century to the eighteenth century on the top floor of the 

 
308 Lena Eriksson, personal communication 28.7.2022 
309 Nationalmuseum app 
310 Lena Eriksson, personal communication 28.7.2022 
311 Audio guide in Nationalmuseum App 
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exhibition.312 The audio guide consists of seven audio tracks that each 

are twenty to thirty minutes long. The first audio track is an introduction 

to the content of the audio guide and practical visitor information. The 

narrator talks about how the visitor will be given a brief history of the 

museum, and guided through several of the museum galleries, 

supplemented by expert opinions and detailed information about some 

selected objects. The audio guide also contains a general introduction of 

the museum building, including depiction of the worlds most famous 

artists, such as Durer, Leonardo and Michelangelo, as important fixtures 

in art history. It includes a description and interpretation of why there 

are a lot of columns, reliefs, and marble in the museum’ architecture, as 

this was to be seen as a display of the purpose of the museum and its 

content in the contemporary late nineteenth century when the museum 

was built. “We want to challenge through innovation and reflect on the 

history of art from a contemporary viewpoint. Nationalmuseum is the 

museum of tomorrow” is a statement from the museum director in the 

audio guide.313 “Tidslinjen” in “introduction to Nationalmuseum” contains 

one audio track for each room with an introduction for each decade from 

the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, and a cohesive story covering 

the “Tidslinjen” collection on the top floor. 314  Each audio segment inside 

“Tidslinjen” is 20 to 30 minutes long, allowing the visitor to wander 

through the exhibition and study many objects in detail. The tour takes 

the visitor through the galleries in chronological order. Some of the 

objects mentioned in the audio guide is available in the app for further 

reading.  

There are four-digit museum codes on the thematic text as well as on 

the group texts, and there are selected objects in each gallery that have 

digital information available in addition to their physical object text. 

These codes can be typed into the app for more information. The 

information available physically and in the app appears to be mostly the 

same with a few exceptions where there is no descriptive text on the 

object text, but just a museum code.  

 

  

 
312 Audio guide in app 
313 Nationalmuseum Audio guide “introduction to NAtionamuseum”. Third track 
314 Nationalmuseum Audio guide “introduction to NAtionamuseum”. First track 
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Guided tours 
The guided tours in the museum are scheduled in both Swedish and 

English several times a week with the museum’s own guides for groups 

with up to twenty people each time at the cost of 100 SEK per person. 

The themes of the tours rotate between the current exhibitions. All 

guided tours with time, date and language are published online, 

physically in the museum, and announced over the speaker prior to each 

tour. Each guided tour lasts about one hour and is conducted by someone 

in the museum’s pedagogy staff, or by a hired art historian. There is no 

guided tour covering the entire “Tidslinjen”, but the guided tour of the 

museum and permanent displays include selected parts of the exhibition. 

While the theme of each guided tour and which areas of the museum 

they cover is pre-determined, the guides are given autonomy in their 

guiding, resulting in small differences in how the tour is conveyed and 

which objects that are highlighted by the guide.315  

 

“Tidslinjen” 
Upon entering “Tidslinjen” the visitor walks up the stairs to the top floor, 

and at the entrance to the exhibition, there is a large mural on the wall 

above the entrance. This is “The entry of King Gustav Vasa of Sweden 

into Stockholm, 1523” painted by Carl Larsson, originally for the stairway 

at the museum in 1908, but moved to its current position in 1993.316 

While it is not a part of the exhibition “Tidslinjen”, it showcases many 

aspects of what is to be seen inside the exhibition, with Gustav Vasa 

presented as the first king of Sweden. A theme of Swedish national art 

and history is introduced with a painting of the first king of Sweden is 

introduced before the first gallery of the exhibition.  

The exhibition “Tidslinjen” is a chronological presentation of art and 

design through the centuries, presenting both an overview of the time 

periods in their main galleries, as well as incorporating more nuanced 

themes in the galleries. The smaller cabinets supplement the main 

galleries with themes relevant to the period by introducing theory, 

cultural influences, politics, and culture through the display of museum 

objects centred around smaller, more specific themes or groups of 

objects.  

All the main galleries are equipped with removable walls. The objects 

of a room are divided into themes, where the removable wall contribute 

 
315 28.07.2022, guided tour, All descriptions done by the author is documented in my 
notebook. 
316 Museum app code 4665 
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to create an illusion of separated spaces. The spaces created are adapted 

to the individual gallery and works with the outer walls of each gallery 

and room dividers, creating the illusion of smaller rooms where the 

visitor is presented with smaller themes. In these enclosed spaces the 

visitor can turn around and still look at paintings within the same theme. 

Each corner of the room creates an illusion of a smaller room with the 

help of the removable walls. 

 

Sixteenth century gallery 

Overview of the Sixteenth century gallery 

 

The first gallery in the exhibition “Tidslinjen” is dedicated to the sixteenth 

century, both in Sweden and Europe. The thematic text introducing the 

room is on the wall to the left introducing the sixteenth century as a time 

of central states and strong royal power, with King Gustav Vasa being 

elected king of Sweden in 1523.317 The following division between the 

catholic church and Protestantism, and the hereditary monarchy to the 

nation is also presented. The importance of material displays of wealth 

and power, such as royal palaces and art, and war looting is 

emphasized.318  

 
317 Thematic text, museum app code 1622 
318 Thematic text, museum app code 1622 
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The gallery is painted in dark burgundy with furniture, tapestry, 

sculptures, and paintings displayed between marble columns.319 The 

entrance to a series of cabinets behind the main galleries is located to 

the far left of the room. The gallery has natural light coming from large, 

covered windows. Following the room clockwise from the thematic text, 

the room illusion consists of sculptures and paintings with antique or 

mythological motives. A group text introduces the theme as “antiquity 

and mythology”. There are also portraits and Christian motives, as well 

as a few sculptures. On the right side, facing the horse sculptures, there 

is a painting by Cranach of Martin Luther.320 The theme of the object 

group is “The reformation” where the dispute between Catholicism in 

Rome and Protestantism in northern Europe and Sweden is highlighted 

through both text and the objects on display.  

The final, right, part of the room, opposing the antiquity theme is 

tapestry and paintings of Gustav Vasa. Tapestries are exhibited on the 

walls and as a baldachin it is possible to walk beneath. A small class 

cabinet with silverware behind the tapestry is accompanied by a group 

text highlighting how the dynasty of Vasa included looting and war 

treasures. On the outer wall there are paintings of the family Vasa, as 

well as a group text about Gustav Vasa as the first king of Sweden.  

According to the object texts, the objects of the gallery originate from 

all over Europe. Many were displayed in the previous, Kungliga Museum 

before the building of the current museum in 1866, having belonged to a 

collection of objects that belonged to, or is associated with, Gustav Vasa 

himself.  

The audio guide track about the sixteenth century gallery introduces 

the Gustav Vasa collection from Gripsholm with “Gustav Vasa knew 

exactly what he was doing. He was a nobleman that rose quickly to 

power”.321 Objects that are chosen in the audio guide track is centred 

around the royal family of Sweden, with historic facts highlighting details 

of royal life at the time, including harsh realities regarding laws, 

corruption, death, and international relations. The history of the 

hereditary monarchy is also highlighted. The tapestries, originally 

Danish, are presented as Danish with no mention to their Swedish 

presence but illustrates transnational relationships.  

 

 
319 Personal visit 25.-30.7.2022 
320 NM-1-18 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
321 Audio guide “introduction to Nationalmuseum” track 3 
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Analysis 

The gallery is inviting, with its marble columns and burgundy colour 

creating an impression of power and wealth. The visual and physical 

separation of the objects into thematic groups allows the visitor to 

investigate and reflect over different themes relevant to Swedish national 

history. The thematic text in the room is an obvious starting point to 

explore the gallery while also providing a context for the objects on 

display. The smaller themes and texts let the visitor reflect over the 

differences on the north and south of Europe during the sixteenth 

century with the Swedish as a backdrop. According to art historian Helen 

Gardner, Northern Europe had more lay patrons than religious 

commissioned art already before the reformation.322 This balance of 

nationality, culture and religion is accentuated by the oncoming of more 

natural light and shadow use of the renaissance.323 The audio guide track 

also refers to the royal lineage of Gustav Vasa but focuses on the Danish 

tapestries and their depiction of Danish power. 

Protestantism and Catholicism is also a point of reference which is 

repeated through the gallery as a source of power to the king.324 This 

leaves the impression of how the change of power was a peaceful 

process with phrasings like “elected king”, creating connections to 

Sweden today as a strong monarchy and protestant nation.325 The 

beginning of the modern state of Sweden as it is known today, came to 

pass, presents an romanticised  image of war, unification and living 

conditions of the time were. The paintings displaying the Vasa family is 

consistent in their technical qualities of popular courtly paintings of the 

time, displaying wealth and courtly manners in everyday motives, as art 

historian Helen Gardner emphasizes was a common difference between 

the northern and southern Europe.326 

The different levels of detail displayed in the texts depend on the text 

level and which objects they talk about. This results in many narratives 

displaying dynamics within the Swedish royal family, politics, culture and 

power; spanning from the very general thematic text introducing the 

time period, to details about people, such as “Lucy Harington was one of 

a circle of women at the British court who were active in politics and the 

arts”, in the object texts.327 The mixed perspectives makes the 

 
322 Kleiner 2015 chapter 20. 
323 Kleiner 2015  
324 Thematic text, museum app code 1622 
325 Museum app code 1622 
326 Kleiner 2015, chapter 20 
327 NM-1-1 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix, museum app code 2106 
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information conveyed in the exhibition more credible. The nuances of the 

image presented depends on which visitor resources the visitor chooses 

to make use of as the different levels of information shifts the image 

between national, historical, and international connections.  

 

Seventeenth century gallery 

The seventeenth century gallery, with walls filled with paintings, and the famous self 

portrait of Rembrandt placed alone in the middle of the removable wall, drawing attention 

from visitors.  

 

The second gallery is dedicated to the seventeenth century and Baroque 

art in Europe.328 The seventeenth century gallery is situated between 

cabinets, the top floor entrance hall, and the eighteenth-century gallery. 

It is accessible from the cabinets and the main hall. The thematic text 

introduces the seventeenth century as the decade of the art style 

Baroque, its dynamic and elaborate characteristics, as well as origin in 

“catholic Europe”.329 The text is dedicated to the artistic development of 

the century, with emphasis on the religious motives and important cities 

in Europe where artists frequented.  

The gallery is painted in a blue colour and is divided into sections and 

all the paintings along the walls are placed close together in several 

 
328 Thematic text, museum code 1621 
329 Thematic text, museum code 1621 
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heights. 330 The theme “The Dutch republic”, about the newly freed nation 

of Netherlands is presented in a group text.331 The focus of the group 

text is the rich middle class that bought art and was Christian protestants 

meaning that they created a market for secular art. Among the objects in 

this group are several paintings of Rembrandt, portraits and still lives, all 

displaying the characteristics and diversity of northern European art. The 

theme of international art repeats itself with the groups “The Baroque in 

Flanders”, presenting among others, works of Paul Peter Rubens, 

“France” and “Rome and Italy”, all with art historical descriptions 

highlighting the international community of artists to explain and 

illustrate the accompanying paintings and sculptures.332  

 The history of the Baroque presented in the group texts is a 

continuation of the introduction provided in by the thematic text. The 

different developments of the Baroque are contributed to their 

geographical areas, also highlighting how the classical education of art in 

Italy was a popular destination among artists from all over Europe.333 

 

The self-portrait by Rembrandt, exhibited in a small frame without distractions from other 

artworks makes it stand out in the gallery.  

 
330 Personal visit 25.-30.7.2022 
331 Group text, museum app code 1023 
332 Museum app codes 1022, 1023, 1024 1025, 1026 
333 Group text, museum app code 1022 
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A self-portrait by Rembrandt is placed into one of the removable walls, in 

the middle of the room. The object text explains how the painting is 

made, exemplifying his use of uncommon techniques.334 The portrait is 

accompanied by other works of art by him. The object text emphasizes 

how his use of various techniques were different than other artists of the 

time, where he amongst other used thick layers of paint and achieved 

great nuances in the use of light and dark to capture emotions and 

motivations.335 

The guided tour presents two of the paintings in this gallery. One was 

the self-portrait by Rembrandt, and the other was the very large painting 

The conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis, also by 

Rembrandt. The last of which was presented as a very pellicular painting 

as a commissioned work to symbolize the Dutch independence from 

Spain with a roman motive that turned out to be too rough for the liking 

of the commissioner. The story of the painting today is that is does not 

belong to Nationalmuseum, but is on “forever loan” due to technicalities 

described by the guide during the guided tour.336 

 

Analysis 

The seventeenth century gallery is introduced by a thematic text defining 

the art period as Baroque and originated in Catholic Europe before 

spreading to Protestant areas, and how the seventeenth century gallery 

is dedicated to art from the cities of Rome, Antwerp, Paris, and 

Amsterdam as these were popular places for travel for aspiring artists. 

This emphasis on art historical exchange is supported by Witkower in his 

study.337 Moreover, Gardner points out that the characteristics of the art 

historical periods, due to this travelling, developed similarly across 

Europe.338 With this introductory description the gallery presents itself as 

a presentation of Great Baroque art. The smaller themes of the gallery 

are also dedicated to geographic areas or styles, such as “Rome and 

Italy”, “Flemish Baroque” and “Rembrandt” with motives of Christianity 

and vanitas. The distinction between popular motives can be seen 

between countries, as pointed out by Gardner, is illustrated by the 

 
334 Museum app code 2245 
335 museum app code 1024 
336 NM-2-5 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix. Museum app codes 2245, 2183. 
Information from guided tour 
337 Witkower 1999 p. 148 
338 Kleiner 2015 chapter 24,  p.703 
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exhibited paintings in the different groups by nation in the gallery.339 

Among these paintings, scattered between categories, Swedish royal 

paintings are put in context of art historic and geographic themes of 

Europe.  

There are many themes within the gallery enhanced by the removable 

walls and the group texts explaining how the objects work together. 

Many of the text talks about painting techniques or art history in relation 

to the paintings, as well as how the Baroque was an international art 

movement across Europe with geographical distinctions.340 This content 

is presenting the period in increasing detail to the visitor allows for a 

greater understanding of the art historical period. The chosen objects 

exemplify the art historical details mentioned in the texts.  

The seventeenth century gallery display many objects, with the art 

displayed in several heights on the walls. The display of paintings from 

many schools of art and nations combined with the large number of 

paintings have a historic reference to the connoisseur hang, as it is 

presented by Duncan.341 The self-portrait by Rembrandt is the only 

object that is presented alone in the gallery. Rembrandt is given his own 

group text in the gallery, as one great northern European Baroque 

painter. Paintings by Paul Peter Rubens are also displayed but are not 

provided with their own group theme. Gardner argues that Rubens was 

the greater of the two painters, with Rembrandt more known for his 

distinct style and Rubens more inspired by Italian artists.342 The fact that 

both artists are presented in the same gallery, alongside artworks from 

different regions and schools, provide the visitor with an opportunity to 

learn and compare art, similar to how the connoisseur hang was intended 

in the seventeenth century.  

 The art in the gallery varies aesthetic based on their geographic 

origin, with very varied motives depending on the artists. The wide 

spectrum of art works, geographical origin and motives create an 

international framework for the gallery.  

 

  

 
339 Kleiner 2015 chapter 22 
340 Museum app codes 1022, 1023, 1024 1025, 1026 
341 Duncan 1995, p. 23-27 
342 Kleiner 2015 chapter 25 
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Eighteenth century gallery 

Overview of the eighteenth-century gallery 

The third gallery is dedicated to the eighteenth century and the period of 

1720–1770. It is located next to the seventeenth century gallery, 

accessible from the cabinets and painted in an intense yellow.343 The 

thematic text is about the new royal palace in Stockholm, which was 

inspired by the French rococo style.344 Ambassador Carl Gustav Tessin is 

mentioned as an important acquisitor of art on the behalf of the state all 

while he had to be saved from personal economic ruin by the king 

Fredrik I. How Sweden by the middle of the century had managed to 

achieve fame for its artistic development outside of the country is also 

spoken of. This is reflected in the objects and object groups in the 

gallery, where colleting art, “the grand tour” of Europe among the 

aristocracy, and the enhanced interest in classical art and sculpture is 

repetitive themes in both group texts, objects texts, the audio guide 

track, and the guided tour.345  

The group “four art collectors” is about aristocratic art collectors 

traveling in Europe to collect art for themselves and for their crown.346 

The idea of travel for culture and art is also discussed in the group text 

 
343 Personal visit 25.-30.7.2022 
344 Museum app code 1044 
345 Audio guide track 
346 Group text “four art collectors.”  
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“The grand tour- study travels”. This text tells the story of how ever since 

the Renaissance, princes and aristocrats went to visit the south of 

Europe, with the idea of a grand tour where they could see, experience, 

and collect classical pieces of art.347 The group text tells the visitor about 

how Carl Gustav Tessin on behalf of the royal family negotiated with 

French artists in 1739 to acquire paintings. These paintings were also 

among the ones transferred from Kungliga Museum to the new 

Nationalmuseum in 1865 and is now located in the eighteenth-century 

gallery under the group text “Public paintings – Stockholm’s royal 

palace”.  

One other theme is “children” and how they were viewed in the 

eighteenth century contemporality where they were starting to be 

considered as children and not small adults in portraits.348 Alongside this, 

the focus on a person’s physical appearance as a “mirror of the soul” and 

personalities in art became more popular.349  This is described as a 

theme that is focused on the Royal Academy of Painting and Sculpture 

and an idea from the seventeenth century about physiognomic studies 

and standardised depictions of human emotions. The text introduces 

Maurice Quentin and his “smiling models”, portraits by the Loo brothers 

as well as self-portraits by Joseph Decreux as depictions of different 

emotions.350  

The eighteenth-century audio guide track is divided into to the main 

gallery and a cabinet, where the first gallery and audio track describes 

the rococo period, with focus on five paintings in the app.  

 

Analysis 
The thematic text presents the outlines of the century and a context for 

the themes introduced in the gallery and surrounding cabinets, with 

focus on an increase in cultural travelling and the beginning of a French – 

Swedish cultural exchange. The themes are related to the development 

of the Swedish nation and international connections, or trends within art 

history. The smaller themes with objects provide further insight and 

examples into the chosen objects, with the themes highlighted by the 

explanation provided in the group text such as “The Gustavian art” that 

describe a change in the demand for contemporary art.351 What is not 

mentioned in the texts under the theme “Gustavian art” is how this trend 

 
347 Museum app code 1603 
348 Museum app code 1045 
349 Museum app code 1042 
350 Museum app code 1042 
351 Museum app code 1046 
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of contemporary and everyday motives is named “Genre paintings” and 

is unique to northern European art.352 The object texts provide 

interesting reading due to the combination of details and digressions, 

that are interesting facts by themselves, but also expands how the visitor 

views the century’s international and local interests from a Swedish 

national perspective. For example, the royal family and international 

relations is displayed through art and Tessin is mentioned many times 

through the gallery. The royal family is presented many times as context, 

but the texts present the different stories as facts without speculations or 

controversy. 

The use of a of paintings, furniture and statues divide the gallery into 

themes based on historic and art historic references, creating a dynamic 

layout for the visitor to roam the gallery and viewing the smaller themes 

in any chosen order. This display with art historical references is similar 

to eighteenth century historical art hangs.353 The great variety in motives 

and colours encourage the visitor to look closer at some or more of the 

paintings and investigate visual differences in the objects from the 

eighteenth century.  

The Royal family is presented directly in texts, but also indirectly, with 

how the paintings are distributed on the walls based on categories like 

Grand Tours, collectors, artistic expressions, or how objects by foreign 

artists are acquired through diplomacy.  

 

Cabinets 
Surrounding the main galleries there are smaller galleries called cabinets 

or “Kabinett”.354 Each of these contain one theme or subject that is 

relevant to one or more of the main galleries, with a chronological 

sorting.355 They are located behind main galleries, encouraging visitors to 

walk through and observe them.356 To enter the second and third gallery 

from the first, you must either walk through the cabinets or re-enter 

through the main hall of the museum. There are nineteen cabinets that 

highlight different aspects of history and the changes in art history 

alongside it in a more thorough way than it is explained in the main 

galleries. When naming the cabinets for this thesis, the names are based 

 
352 Kleiner 2015, 
353 Duncan 1995, p. 23-27 
354 The word cabinet has been used alongside kunstkammer, wunderkammer and 
studiolo to describe collections, collection displays and small exhibition rooms since 
the renaissance. (Tzortzi 2015, p. 14) 
355 Interview Lena Eriksson. Personal visit 25.-30.7.2022 
356 See Nationalmuseum schematics. 
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on the title of the group texts and subsequent theme found in each 

cabinet. All cabinets will be briefly introduced in the order that they are 

located. 

The name “cabinet” illustrates that it is like a cabinet – a small, 

enclosed space with art, only focusing on one theme, story, technique 

and detail, just as the cabinets used to display and separate different 

themes of smaller objects within an exhibition.  

 

1770–1800 large cabinet 

In addition to the three main galleries, there is a fourth large gallery that 

is labeled a cabinet despite being the same size as the main galleries.357 

It also contains a thematic text, and the theme of the cabinet, the late 

eighteenth century, is the most recent time-period presented on the top 

floor of “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum.  

The marble statue collection by Johan Sergel 

 

The theme is introduced in the thematic text as “1770–1800” and 

Sweden in the transition from rococo to neoclassicism with art by Johan 

Tobias Sergel and landscape paintings.358 The cabinet provides 

information about Johan Tobias Sergel who lived in Rome for eleven 

years, and later influenced Swedish art from rococo to neoclassicism, 

 
357 Personal visit 25.-30.7.2022 
358 Thematic text, museum app code 1603 
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with his sculptures. The marble sculptures by Sergel are presented as 

“among the era’s highlights” in the thematic text.359 The establishment of 

neoclassicism in Sweden is then connected to Gustav III and his “Italian” 

Grand tour in 1783 and 1784, where he acquired works by leading 

artists. British influence in landscape paintings is also introduced in the 

text as a genre not in the Nationalmuseum’s collections before the 

twentieth century, but now presented to the audience in “Tidslinjen”.360 

The cabinet has marble busts placed out on the floor, with large 

paintings on the walls and two glass cabinets placed to one side. The 

busts are made by Sergel, and the paintings are a combination of royal 

portraits and landscape paintings.  

The audio track of the 1770-1800 cabinet is dedicated to 

neoclassicism, with the painting The coronation of King Gustav III of 

Sweden and the statue Venus aux belles fesses is accessible with more 

detailed information in the app.   

 

Analysis 

The marble sculptures, displayed around the gallery, supplements the paintings to create 

an aesthetic and educational gallery.  

 

 
359 Thematic text, museum app code 1603 
360 Museum App code 1603 
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The size and presentation of the room with a thematic text provides a 

coherent theme similar to the other main galleries.361  The large cabinet 

displays a theme spanning over a short period of time, as the other 

cabinets, while the large galleries display longer time periods with more 

quantity in the themes displayed in the group texts. A large contrast to 

the other cabinets, however, is that the theme of Swedish and British 

portraits, as it is displayed, is directly correlated to another, small cabinet 

about Swedish and British portraiture.362  

While the larger cabinet is not considered one of the main galleries, it 

is the main attraction for objects from the period of 1770 to 1800 and 

similar in size to the main galleries, but presents a more specific theme, 

like the cabinets. This cabinet is also introduced through a thematic text, 

unlike the other cabinets.363 The cabinet is large and does not have any 

removable walls but displays a collection of marble statues around the 

room, while the walls showing off large paintings. The marble statues are 

a complete collection displayed, with a group text to introduce the Sergel 

and his works and art historical importance in Sweden and Europe.364 

The gallery stands out from all the other rooms in the exhibition in 

appearance as it is a large room without any interferences that affect the 

size. This makes it appear grander than the other galleries. The objects 

around the room are divided into groups with group texts and object 

texts highlighting themes, political alliances, and art history in Sweden 

during the time-period with displays of Swedish and British portraiture.  

 

Small Cabinets 

When the visitor is moving chronologically through the exhibition, as 

intended, from the sixteenth century gallery, the first cabinet displays 

the theme “drawings” and is a small, dark blue room with doorways on 

three walls and windows on the last.365 The visitors can enter from the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century gallery. The cabinet does not have 

any group text or general description. It is made up of Flemish, Italian, 

and French drawings from the sixteenth century depicting design 

suggestions for tapestry ordered by different European courts. 

The second cabinet is “the collectors cabinet” which highlights how 

private homes in Antwerp during the sixteenth century created 

collections of art, books, and curiosities, influenced by Italian 

 
361 Thematic text, app code 1603 
362 NM2339, NM6350, NMSk1115, NM5893 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
363 Thematic text, museum app code 1603 
364 Marble collection 1770-1800 
365 Cabinet a) in the schematics in Appendix 
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collectors.366 To display these collector’s cabinets the cabinet shows 

popular items like bronze sculptures, paintings with Christian motives 

and still life, a richly decorated small cabinet, and a roman funeral altar, 

as well as a marble bust and two class cabinets with small bronzes and 

sculptures displayed in a small orange room with a groin vault ceiling.  

The cabinet “Close to Nature”367 displays how interest in botany and 

zoology became more common in the sixteenth century with naturalistic 

depictions of flora and fauna, before its popularity made it into an 

established art form in the seventeenth century displaying idealizations 

of animals and nature from every corner of the world with the overseas 

trade.368 The cabinet contains still life paintings as well as paintings of 

animals in different landscapes against a light grey backdrop.  

In the cabinet “Kunstkammer – A  World of Wonders”369 is a display of 

objects in exotic materials made available to Europeans through trade, 

colonization, and missionary journeys in unexplored parts of the world 

from the fourteenth century and onwards.370 The cabinet have neutral 

green walls and consist of objects made with ivory, gold and coloured 

glass, a painting of a dark-skinned man with parrots and monkeys, and a 

large vase which at the time was thought to have held the water Jesus 

turned into wine.371 

The cabinets “Private devotion” and “Icons” are placed next to one 

another by the seventeenth century gallery.372 While “Private Devotion” 

tells the story of religious art in Western Europe from the 1300s and the 

focus on personal prayers, the “Icons” cabinet introduces orthodox 

Christianity and their use of icons.373 The two cabinets are very 

differently decorated. The “private devotion” cabinet is painted in a 

saturated yellow and displays icons and explain their usage and 

symbolism around the theme of Jesus’ life and the Virgin Mary through a 

triptych, paintings symbolizing devotion and a display case of psalm 

books. Some of the paintings are by the artists Francisco de Zurbaran 

and El Greco and displays motives associated with legends of miracles 

and saints based on catholic Christianity. The “Icons” cabinet is darker, 

with a neutral, dark blue colour and spotlights highlighting each of the 

 
366 Cabinet b) in the schematics. Museum app code 1020 
367 Cabinet c) in the schematics 
368 Museum app code 1019 
369 Cabinet d) in the schematics 
370 Museum app code 1018 
371 Museum app code 1018 
372 Cabinets e) and f) in the schematics 
373 Museum app codes 1015, 1016 and 1017 
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orthodox icons displayed. This gallery requires the visitor to move around 

a central cabinet to view all the objects in the room.  

The cabinet “Italian Silver and French Bronze”374 is situated next to 

the seventeenth century gallery and contain two glass cabinets with 

silverware from Italy, sculptures of King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden in 

Bronze, John II Casimir Vasa, King of Poland, and Queen Lovisa of 

Gonzaga-Nevers, queen of Poland, in Italian marble facing different 

entrances to the cabinet, and paintings from Flanders. The cabinet does 

not contain any group text and is larger than the other small cabinets 

with a bright yellow wall colour.  

“Scenes of Daily life” is also a theme displayed in the cabinets.375  The 

theme is focused around Dutch painters in the seventeenth century who 

painted ordinary scenes of daily life in the cities and countryside. The 

scenes often contained moral lessons and symbolism while entertaining 

stereotypes of farmers, beggars, and social status, all of which are 

motives displayed in this small, blue space.376 

The cabinet “In great Houses” presents aristocratic homes of the 

Baroque period.377 The blue cabinet is decorated as a Baroque 

bedchamber with woven tapestries on the walls. There are several 

paintings of Swedish aristocrats, including a portrait of Nils Bielke, whom 

the bed once belonged to according to the object text.378 Two paintings 

are of the kings King Louis XIV of France and King Karl XI of Sweden. 

The object texts to these two paintings display them as oppositions 

where King Lous XIV is displayed as an invincible hero, whereas King Karl 

XI’s role as a military monarch in a simple uniform is emphasized.  

The cabinet “Portraiture in Northern Europe”379 is about art in 

Northern Europe in the seventeenth century. The genre is described in 

the group text as “public manifestations of the model’s standing in 

society” as well as being a recollection of a person’s appearance or a 

diplomatic gift or part of a marriage.380 There is one paragraph dedicated 

to the importance of portraits to royalty, where it was a symbol of unified 

kingdoms. Most of the paintings in this cabinet is of Swedish Royals 

including two paintings of King Karl XII where his reluctancy to be 

 
374 Cabinet g) in the schematics 
375 Museum app code 1029 
376 Museum app code 1029 
377 Museum app code 1012. Cabinet i) in the schematics 
378 Museum app code 2450 
379 Cabinet j) in the schematics 
380 Museum app code 1028 
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portrayed is described in the object text.381 The object texts are also 

explaining how idealization of royalties in paintings were common. There 

are also two anonymous portraits of an elderly couple and one dog who 

belonged to the Swedish Queen dowager Hedvig Eleonora depicted by 

the court painter, all displayed against a blue background.  

The cabinet “The Shape of Time – Constant Change”382 is a small 

cabinet presented around the use of clocks and table clocks in lavish 

interiors in the 1700s against the red walls of the cabinet. It is described 

as a presentation of status symbols as well as being practical objects in 

the early period of the Rococo.383 The table clocks displayed show a 

variety of table clocks with the artistic design, porcelain figures and 

flower ornamentations that is described in the belonging group text.  

Three cabinets with similar themes are located different places among 

the series of cabinets. These are the cabinets “Fetes Galantes and 

Masquerades”, “The Rococo in Sweden” and “Pastel painting during the 

rococo”, and they display themes relevant to the Rococo period, all in 

pastel green and greenish yellow walls.384 Details on how the aristocracy 

in the eighteenth century held courtship parties and masquerades is 

introduced in the cabinet of “Fetes Galantes and Masquerades” where the 

paintings display festive motives, and fancy dress portraits of women. 

The cabinet also displays a boudoir, a piece of furniture that became 

popular during the era.385 Objects in the cabinet of “Rococo in Sweden” 

consist of paintings of aristocracy and landscape, two glass cabinets with 

royal and domestic appliances, and objects displaying the inspiration of 

the period and furniture, including a longcase clock and a Rörstrand 

stove. “The pastel painting in the rococo” is introduced with how the 

technical detail of pastel painting varies from the tradition of oil paintings 

illustrated by portrait paintings with a wide range of gender, age, 

ethnicity and social standing. Carl Hårleman and Carl Gustaf Tessin is 

introduced as some of the foremost representatives of the Rococo in 

Sweden, being responsible for bringing the style to the Swedish Royals 

and contributing to its popularity among the court and aristocracy.386 

 
381 NM883, NMGrh4297 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
382 Cabinet k) in the schematics 
383 Museum app code 1070 
384 Cabinet m) in the schematics. Museum app codes 1064, 1065, 1069 and 1058 
385 Museum app code 1066 
386 Museum app code 1058 
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The cabinet “Large Construction projects”387 is dedicated to the 

construction of Stockholm’s Royal Palace.388 The theme of large 

construction projects is introduced by the headline and a short summary 

of the creation of Stockholm’s Royal Palace in the object text, including 

delays and progress alongside information about the Swedish architects 

Carl Hårleman and Eric Rehn, kings and art historic periods and artists 

involved in the project.  

The cabinet “Europe in China and Chinese in Europe” is dedicated to 

the exchange of culture between Europe and China in the eighteenth 

century.389 This cultural exchange is introduced in a group text as a result 

of Jesuit missionaries, trades men and the East India company having 

access to the cities of Canton and Macau, while the trade companies 

allowed for Chinese to visit Europe and resulting in a cultural 

exchange.390 One group text tell the story of how chinoiserie were 

popular royal gifts, and even when other nationalities overshadowed the 

imported chinoiserie’s, the motives continued to be used, telling the story 

of the chinoiserie exhibited in the cabinet.  

The cabinet “Gustav III and Kongl. Museum”391 hold many common 

themes with the eighteenth-century gallery.392 It contains objects and 

the history of King Gustav III and the royal museum, as well as 

displaying neo classicism and antiquity as its inspiration. It has three 

general text plaques: “antiquity as inspiration”, “Gustav III and kongl. 

Museum” and Neo-classicism in the applied arts”. 393 The latter is situated 

in a glass cabinet with vases and silverware, while Gustav III and 

antiquity as an inspiration is placed in front of a display of a wall with art, 

vases and furniture placed side by side against the red background and 

groin vault ceiling.  

The cabinet “Academy studies”394 is adjoined to the eighteenth-

century gallery and the large cabinet and have a green background 

colour. The theme of academy studies is described around the use of life 

models and antique sculptures from the renaissance and forwards. The 

group text connects this trend to the founding of art academies 

throughout Europe where aspiring artists needed to be taught lessons of 

 
387 Cabinet n) in the schematics 
388 Museum code, photo 
389 Museum app code 1054 
390 Museum app code 1054,  
391 In English, “The Royal Museum”. Cabinet q) in the schematics 
392 Museum App code 1053,  
393Museum app codes 1051, 1052,  
394 Cabinet r) in the schematics 
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drawing and anatomy. Information about the use of only male models 

until the 1800s is also included.395 The object in this cabinet consists of 

art studies of male nudes in both drawing and painting.  

 

Analysis (all small cabinets) 

The eighteen small cabinets are in the corridor between the main 

galleries and are easily accessible. The visitor runs the risk of missing out 

on one or more cabinets, depending on their choice of movement 

through the exhibition. The content of the cabinets consists of a few 

objects, a group text and object texts, and the choice of objects and 

themes are within a chronological theme, just as the main galleries. The 

information provided in each cabinet references the information in the 

main galleries while also creating independent references about objects, 

themes and historical events and influences. This makes the cabinets 

function as a source of further reading to the main galleries, providing 

even more information about the centuries and themes of the exhibition. 

Some of the themes in the cabinets are related to one another. The 

themes of the cabinets can therefore seem to be placed in a somewhat 

chronological order.   

The cabinet “Kunstkammer”, with objects considered to be exotic, and collected for the 

Swedish aristocracy. Including china porcelain, objects made of ivory, The Alhambra Vase, 

and a painting of a black boy with a parrot at the Swedish Court.  

 
395 Museum app code 1048 
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The one exception to the identical physical and digital information is in 

the “kunstkammer” cabinet where exotic objects from trade is presented. 

The physical information consists of a group text about exotic import, 

and the object text plaque names the title of the painting, artist, year 

and country of origin, when included in the Nationalmuseum collection, 

and a museum app code.396 The group text describes the theme of the 

cabinet as an illustration of what European noble men considered exotic 

and worth collecting and displaying. Amongst this a painting of a black 

man with monkeys and parrots.397 The digital text provide critical 

information about how the black boy in the painting is considered exotic 

while still holding representations of the Swedish court, where he was 

considered both a member of the court, but also viewed as an exotic 

being that was kept for his colour. Without the digital information, the 

visitor is left with a group text that does not address the boy in the 

painting at all, but rather focuses on how the objects of the cabinet 

represents objects of unexplored parts of the world which contained 

exotic objects of nature that was collected and admired by European 

aristocracy.398 The information in the app adds context to how exotic 

animals were brought to the courts, with emphasize on how the man in 

the painting is both an exotic trade object, but also a member of the 

court milieu. As the text emphasizes can be seen on his courtly outfit and 

familiar gestures. Through the content of the app the museum 

encourages the visitor to discover how a dualistic view on human worth 

affected how the court viewed others by displaying how he is made out 

to be almost equal, but not quite.399 Without the app text, the cabinet is 

presented as a collection of then-considered exotic objects to display, 

and therefore not encouraging the visitor to be as critical to an 

informative display about Sweden in regards to overseas trade. Whether 

the cabinet appeals to the critical sense of the visitor in regard to a 

critical dialogue with its visitor, or if it is just passed along as informative, 

without a horrible inhumane backdrop, very much depends on how of the 

textual material the visitor accesses. 

 

  

 
396 Museum app code 1018 
397 NM1401 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
398 Museum app code 1018 
399 NM1407 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix. Museum app code 2213 
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When Gustav III arrived in Florence […] he noted that there was 

only one important painter in Italy, Pompeo Batoni. Still, the king 

never bought any of the artist’s works. The reason was a lack of 

funds. This work by Batoni […] was added to the museum’s 

collection much later.400 

 

The text on the museum plaque in the Gustav III cabinet beneath a 

painting by Pompeo Batoni provides less information about the artist and 

the motive and focus more on the economic and cultural surroundings of 

the king. By also highlighting economic challenges and culture associated 

with the royal family, the visitor is provided with a more nuanced, less 

perfect image of how the dynamic in Swedish aristocracy, international 

affairs and culture have been dynamic as well as having faced challenges 

in the past, to become what it is today.  

The use of smaller cabinets provides an opportunity to view it as an 

extension of the main galleries. The consistency between text, object and 

theme also provides the visitors with an opportunity to examine and 

compare the different objects, as the technical, art historical and 

thematical differences are explained in the texts in more detail. The 

objects’ texts are more focused on the general theme of the cabinet than 

on details and differ from many of the objects in the main galleries. This 

creates a more thorough in-depth study of the theme, rather than giving 

out as much information as possible.  

There are variations as to how the cabinets are displayed. Many of the 

cabinets are presented in a similar matter to the main galleries with 

paintings on the walls alongside other objects, as historical art 

arrangements that display themes, artists or art schools together.401 

Other art displays are used, such as in the cabinet “Great Houses” where 

the room is decorated as a bedroom similar to the one the Bielke bed 

would have been placed in.402 The varied, yet historically relevant, 

displays keep the exhibition exciting for the visitor and encourage further 

movement, as discussed by Tzortzi.403  

 

 
400 NM-KQ-8 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
401 Duncan 1995, p. 23-27  
402 Audio guide Nationalmuseum 
403 Tzortzi 2015, p. 113 
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The cabinet about great houses, containing the Bielke Bed, and decorated as a period 

room, like a contemporary bedroom.404  

 

The cabinets are small and contain less objects than the main 

galleries. The themes are more specific, allowing the visitor to learn 

details that are too specific to include in the main galleries. Other objects 

are accompanied by detailed explanations of their decorations and the 

implications of those regarding style, period, colour, creator, and historic 

dating.405  

The royal family is a repetitive theme in the cabinets, being mentioned 

explicitly and indirectly through the mentions of royal families within 

Europe, aristocracy, acquisition of art on the behalf of the state, The 

grand tour, power to influence Swedish culture through commissioned 

work, and economy.  

 

  

 
404 NMK1-1914 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix  
405 NMK130/1926 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
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Exhibition analysis, full exhibition 

Physical aspects 
Considering the geographic location and original purpose of the museum 

building, with its placement close to the Royal Palace, other museums 

and the city centre and open surroundings, Nationalmuseum can be seen 

as a central cultural institution in the centre of Stockholm.  

The physical exhibition holds subtle variations between the galleries, 

with different colour schemes and displays, referencing popular museum 

displays and colour choices of the presented period: burgundy red for the 

sixteenth century main gallery, a greyish blue for the seventeenth 

century, and a bright yellow presenting the eighteenth century. The 

cabinets are painted in different colours, where each colour seems 

relevant to the theme and period addressed. Archaeologist Stephanie 

Moser suggest that the conscious use of such colour schemes can provide 

additional context to the exhibition: E.g. all the cabinets covering themes 

within the rococo are painted in shades of light green, both used in the 

contemporary society of the rococo period, as well as providing 

associations to the organic, ornamented and naturalness associated with 

the rococo as an art historic style.406 Moser postulates that by having a 

colour scheme associated with the art historic period, the cabinets can 

increase the aesthetical association to the rococo period.407 

Based on the locations of texts and chronology, it seems like a 

predicted pattern of movement through the exhibition by the museum is 

established. Visitors view the main galleries chronologically, starting with 

the sixteenth century gallery and finishing with the 1770–1800s cabinet. 

In between these two, the two other main galleries are available from 

several cabinets, and thus encouraging the visitor to stray from the path 

through the small cabinets and into the large, spacious, and well-lit main 

galleries. Smeds argues that the contents of the exhibition need to be 

understandable, no matter which order it is viewed in.408 Thereby, while 

the visitors most likely enter all the main galleries, the layout between 

the main galleries and the cabinets makes it possible to walk past some 

cabinets if one enters and exits the main galleries through different 

cabinets. While the cabinets provide an additional level of information to 

each century, they are not crucial to understand the main galleries, and 

thus, the visitor movements between the main galleries does not affect 

whether the themes of the main galleries are understood. 

 
406 ReOpen 2018 xx 
407 Moser 2010 
408 Smeds 2017, p. 19 
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Textual content 
Text in “Tidslinjen” include the contents of the thematic texts, group 

texts and object text in the exhibition, as well as the audio guide and 

guided tour.  

Texts influence how the objects are understood together in the context 

of the exhibition in which they are placed together in new ways. These 

texts facilitate a dialogue between the visitor and the museum objects, 

and together with all other features of the exhibition a meaningful 

content is created.409 Placement, information, and layout affect how the 

texts are used as a visitor resource. The visitor experience of museum 

exhibitions is based on the understanding that is created between the 

objects and the texts that give them context and explanation, and the 

visitor.410 To understand how an exhibition convey different images to the 

with the visitor, one must consider the value and content of the provided 

texts in connection to the objects displayed. 

 

The use of text in the museum. Here from the eighteenth century gallery, with the thematic 
text on the wall, and two object texts with a group text in the middle on white plaques.  

 

 
409 Bennike 2017,  
410 Bennike 2017, p. 192 
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The importance of a common framework of the texts is stated by 

Bennike.411 The cabinets only have group texts and object texts, without 

the need for a large overview in the smaller rooms. The physical layout 

of the texts consists of the thematic text being displayed on the wall. The 

group texts and object texts at hip height on white plaques, and the 

thematic texts are eye-catching and easy to read to any visitor standing 

within a few meters of the text, providing. All the texts in the exhibition 

are easily available to all visitors, with no more than 450 symbols to 

make the texts easy to keep up with for the visitor.412 

“In an ideal world, the exhibition texts provide the museum visitor 

with an opportunity to alternate between reading and looking at the 

objects and room.”413 

Ida Bennike states the importance of the museum texts being easy to 

read.414 The texts in “Tidslinjen” with a consistent layout and easily 

understandable content, the theme of the exhibition becomes clearer, 

and the texts work together with the objects to connect the theme of the 

exhibition to the world outside of the museum. Neither the texts or 

objects are isolated in the exhibition, and thus need a context that allows 

the visitor to interact with both momentarily.The use of objects and texts 

together in the exhibition connect individual objects to a larger theme is 

suggested by historian Kristin Asdal to be a tool similar to how you 

identify a landscape by its features.415 This is done throughout the 

exhibition, but as an example, the eighteenth century gallery display  

 

Social references and contexts 
The social context and references are about considering the exhibition 

within a larger context than what the exhibition display visually. This 

means to consider the exhibition itself, but to also examine the greater 

social and cultural context in which it is narrated.416 The goal is to 

understand how art historical and national is displayed and discussed in 

each of the galleries and in the exhibition as a social construct. 

The sixteenth century gallery focus on the creation of Sweden as a 

nation state, within a context of Protestantism and the group of Gustav 

Vasa with family, as the beginning of hereditary monarchy in Sweden.  

 
411 Bennike 2017, p. 190 
412 Lena Eriksson, personal communication 28.7.2022  
413 Bennike 2017, p.192, translated by author 
414 Bennike 2017, p.195 
415 Asdal, Reinertsen 2021 
416 Asdal, Reinertsen 2021, p. 2-3 
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The seventeenth century gallery is a display of Baroque art, 

categorized by geography and art historical important regions, displaying 

famous art and motives with the very large painting The conspiracy of 

the Batavians under Claudius Civilis by Rembrandt being emphasized in 

both the physical text, the audioguide and guided tour.417 This painting 

illustrate the cultural and political interests of the period with the 

Spanish-Dutch war illustrated through a picture of a roman rebellion.  

The eighteenth-century gallery has divided the displayed objects into 

groups like “the grand tour” and “four collectors”, which are all themes 

that turn the visitors’ attention to how Sweden culture interacted with 

the rest of Europe. A result of these interactions, as it is described in the 

gallery, was the creation of a Swedish royal art academy. This gallery 

tells the story of a new era in Swedish history, with increased artistic and 

cultural exchange with Europe.  

The large cabinet “1770-1800” is large and bright, with fewer objects 

and themes displayed. The marble statues by Sergel are introduced in 

the thematic text as a great Swedish artist that had a classical art 

education form Rome. Sergel is introduced in the story of Swedish art 

history as an important character, with the theme of the gallery evolving 

around him. European royal families and the art historical interest in 

mythological themes in art and influencing the creation of art through 

commisions are both present in the motives and texts in this gallery. 

The cabinets cover a variety of smaller themes and anecdotes that are 

relevant to the main galleries. Some reoccurring trends in the galleries 

are the displays of royal art, busts, traditions, and court life to illustrate 

art historical periods and features. For example, does the cabinet “fetes 

galantes and masquerades” display rococo paintings about festivities at 

court, and “in great houses” evolves around the Bielke bed, with Swedish 

and French diplomatic connections and royalty as context combine a 

European art historical narrative with one of aristocracy throughout 

Europe into a social context. In my opinion, the small themes with large 

variations placed together, where the visitor can observe, examine, and 

analyse different trends and curious details about larger periods of art 

and history, seems to be inspired by the curiosity cabinets of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and pique the curiosity of the visitor. 

The cabinets tackle historical moments and trends, as with orthodox 

icons, the grand tour, and international commerce and cultural exchange, 

illustrated through the trends and developments of art and architecture 

 
417 Museum app code 2183, NM2-5 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
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through the centuries. History and art are presented as two sides of the 

same coin, where one can be used to explain the other.  

A Swedish national identity, international connections, art and 

architecture through the centuries, and European royal families with 

references to the Swedish royal family are all connected narratives 

through the galleries to create a thought through, thorough image of 

Sweden through the centuries. 

The ambassador Carl Gustav Tessin is a reoccurring fixture through 

several of the galleries, where he is mentioned as an influence with the 

aristocracy in different contexts. He is mentioned in the group text “Four 

Collectors” in the eighteenth century gallery, where he is one out of four 

collectors.418 By repeating information about Tessin and mentioning him 

in connection to different themes in the exhibition, the museum establish 

his importance between Swedish royalty and art history as someone 

influential intertwining art and royalty as a national image of Sweden.  

 

Quality, purpose of elements individually and together 

The contrast between the large and chronological main galleries and the 

smaller, thematical cabinets provide the visitor with an opportunity to 

compare, interpret and connect the different stories provided, as 

stipulated by museologist Simon Knell in exhibitions where the objects 

are separated by category.419 While the large galleries provide an 

overview of each century, with focus points and highlights of the national 

and art historical developments in Sweden and Europe, the small 

cabinets are smaller and intimate with small themes and anecdotes in 

the information and objects available, creating a more nuanced image. 

A reoccurring theme throughout the exhibition is the royal 

descendants. It is first introduced in the sixteenth century gallery with 

the Vasa king. This is described through a group text about objects 

related to the Vasa dynasty with portraits of the family and objects text 

that explain the artistic and historic references to the family regarding 

Swedish monarchy.420  

The exhibition can be viewed without much context, and the texts can 

be ignored. The educational and aesthetical value, as explained by 

MacCall, are present, and convey narratives through the art historical 

and visual themes in each gallery.421 An example of such a theme visible 

to the visitor without the textual context is the group “Portraits” in the 

 
418 NM-3-36 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
419 Knell 2007 
420 Museum app code 1001 
421 McCall 2013, p.4-5 
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eighteenth century gallery, where the visitor can observe a number of 

portraits. The objects are carefully selected to present art history and the 

history of Sweden through examples and images of nobility, which are 

depicted in many of the portraits. The royal family and other members of 

the aristocratic family are often depicted in the motives, making them 

easily distinguishable even without the context provided by the text. 

Likewise, the development of art historical periods is illustrated 

chronologically and geographically, so that the visitor can see the 

continuous development of art history, as they are developed from 

Vasari, simply by observation. Considering the arguments from Carol 

Duncan about educational and aesthetical value in art museums, I argue 

that “Tidslinjen” is more of an educational art museum seeing as the 

exhibition have an educational output with its art historical and historical 

content that appeal to all visitors through the careful construction of a 

narrative.422 The aesthetical focus is present as well through the selection 

of art presented, with for example the Siegel marble statues, which are 

put into an art historical context in the thematic text, but is also 

presented as important to development of Swedish Rococo.  

  

The sculptures by Sergel, displayed in the cabinet 1770-1800 have visual and 

aesthetical value, displaying what the museum writes out as “internationally as 
well, his sculptures are among the era’s highlights. These sculptures are 
displayed without any object texts to provide educational output. 

 
422 Duncan 1995 
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Images of the national 
Based on the analyses of the art historical exhibition “tidslinjen”, I argue 

that the royal family is the backdrop to the entire exhibition. In all the 

main galleries, the themes that are singled out by the thematic texts or 

the audio guide, or is repeated through the exhibition, are all connected 

to royal influences abroad and throughout Swedish history. Art history 

genres are displayed as context to themes of royalty, travel, and 

everyday life, but with references to an image of Swedish as a nation. 

For the entirety of this exhibition, which presents the national history of 

Sweden chronologically, the royal family plays a vital role. The presence 

of the royal family in the exhibition starts with the museum building 

itself, which is located facing the Royal palace in Stockholm.  

The exhibition displays the continued social development of Swedish 

culture and heritage through the centuries, from medieval times, through 

increased national focus and influences from abroad, to the Swedish 

nation as a player in European culture and diplomacy, depicted through 

art. Within the contemporary context of the museum, the influence of the 

Swedish royal family appears less present but is still tightly connected to 

the idea of the nation, as it is presented. For “Tidslinjen” the visitor 

enters the exhibition from the main hall staircase on the top floor, with a 

mural over the door into the sixteenth century gallery of Gustav Vasa, 

who is also presented in the same gallery as the first king of Sweden. In 

the fifteenth century gallery, the creation of the Swedish national identity 

in a historic lighting is established as a result of a unification and 

crowning of a king, and thus establishing the importance of Swedish 

royalty.423 

The object texts provide a deeper level of knowledge of the Royal 

family, their travels and influences, showcasing how the king on his 

grand tour was in financial trouble.424 By pointing out that fact, rather 

than focusing on the greatness of the artist or the splendour the royals 

lived in, the painting can be seen as a symbol of a weakened Swedish 

monarchy, which reflects both Sweden and the king in a more critical and 

less rose red light than they appear in the rest of the museum. By 

presenting these historical fluctuations and relationships across Europe, 

the museum approach the national as a less-than perfect history, and 

create a counter narrative, as discussed by Anderson, to the image of 

Sweden and the Swedish royal family as an ideal.425  Instead it displays a 

 
423 Audio guide, 1500 century. Museum app codes 1001, 1622 
424 NM-Kq-8/NM6662 in “Data set ‘Tidslinjen’” in Appendix 
425 Anderson 2020, p. 492-493 
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cultural process that is in constant change while interacting with the rest 

of Europe. The royal presence in the exhibition is not the only take on 

Swedish history, but a choice made by the museum, to narrate the 

exhibition through displays related to the royal family as seen today. 

Despite my argument the exhibition revolves around the Swedish 

Royal family, there is no continuous narrative about the Swedish Royal 

family. Instead, different storylines and themes are conveyed with the 

Swedish royal family as a backdrop or context. The kings Gustav Vasa 

and Gustav III are displayed and presented in the exhibition. Gustav 

Vasa is presented as the first king of Sweden, and king Gustav III as the 

founder of the Kongliga Museum426 and the collector of the later public 

collections that are now at Nationalmuseum. The royal family is also 

mentioned and displayed regarding many of the themes presented in 

“Tidslinjen”, such as travelling, art collecting, their relationship with the 

Swedish aristocracy, and life at the courts. However, they are used to 

contextualize Swedish and European art and culture through the 

centuries and are not centre pieces of the story about Sweden that is 

being told through the exhibition. Artists and themes from around Europe 

are presented, with the Swedish collections as background. Historic 

trends like the grand tour and royal art academies, the creation of 

national museums, are intertwined to convey the art historical of the 

exhibition. The art history of Swedish art is presented through the royal 

family, with little to no focus on art outside of Stockholm and the 

aristocracyThe master narrative of “Tidslinjen” convey the relationship 

between Sweden and the rest of the world, around the theme of 

aristocracy as an established image of the nation.  

 Based on the analysis above, I argue that the image of the national 

that is produced and conveyed in “Tidslinjen” is a coherent image that 

does not contest the national values, but rather use the established 

national identity to educate and create nuances to the image of Sweden 

as an old, established monarchy with strong international influences.  

Many storylines that align to display a comprehensive image of what 

the national is in Sweden.  

Coherent theme of art history, from a Swedish point of view. One 

long, comprehensive story about Swedish art and culture, presented 

through Swedish and European art history. The different images 

presented in the exhibition are different stories woven together into a 

larger image of Sweden, based on a contemporary view on Swedish 

national heritage.  

 
426 The Royal museum 
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4. Discussion/Results 
In this thesis I have examined and compared how images of the national 

are created, presented, and conveyed to the visitor in the exhibition 

“Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini, and “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum. 

In this chapter I am going to discuss my results from the previous 

chapter about what images of the national that are created and conveyed 

to visitors in “Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen”.  

The final part of the thesis will be a comparative analysis based on the 

conclusions from the individual museums and discussed with relevant 

theories and perspectives with the purpose to try and generalize and 

discuss the idea of the national and art historical in each of the 

exhibitions and as a general concept.   

 

Comparing images of the National 
Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen” have much in common. The museums are 

located in the capitals Rome and Stockholm. They are both art 

exhibitions created based on collections donated from either the papacy 

or the royal family in Sweden, and the exhibitions contain both local and 

international art that is displayed thematically and chronologically across 

several galleries. As a result of these similarities, the images of the 

national that is discovered in the exhibitions have a similar art historic 

starting point when it comes to investigating the image of the national in 

each exhibition. 

The image of the national discovered in “Pinacoteca” is based on the 

narratives of the art historical, Rome, mythology, and the catholic 

church, and together these create an image of the national in Italy as a 

nation with a collective past. By addressing different art historical 

themes, periods and motives, and connecting these to collective 

memories associated with a Italian national identity, the museum 

enhance the idea of a common past. The narratives that are created in 

the exhibition all work together to convey and enhance an image of Italy 

that is somewhat coherent.  

In “Tidslinjen”, the national image that is conveyed, work to display 

how Sweden is a nation of international relations and cultural exchange. 

The multitude of themes and narratives that are displayed as parts of the 

national heritage, all evolve around the fixed image of the royal family as 

innovators for cultural progress.  

While the image of the national created in “Pinacoteca” use the stories 

of art history, mythology, catholisism and Rome to display a unity in this 

image, the image of the national in “Tidslinjen” have done the opposite. 
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In “Tidslinjen”, the backdrop of Swedish nobility is used to paint an 

image of Sweden as international, artistic, and diverse.  

The Swedish nation state is presented with Gustav Vasa in the 

sixteenth century, as it presented in “Tidslinjen”.  The unification of Italy 

in1869 is not addressed in “Pinacoteca”, but the much older art from city 

states that is now a part of Italy is presented as Italian. The 

contemporary view of Italy is used when constructing the image 

presented in “Pinacoteca”. Aronsson argue that the age of a nation affect 

how it conveys its national heritage.427  

Nationalmuseum based their collections on a royal donation and 

subsequently purchases done by swedes with international connections, 

and the Capitoline Museum continued to get donations from the catholic 

church up until the foundation of the Vatican Museum. One thing that 

affect the theme of these museums are their history and how this history 

has provided the premises for what objects the museums have gotten to 

include in their collections, such as war treasures in France, and antique 

and catholic objects in Rome, and acquired international art from the art 

collections of King Gustav III in Sweden.  

 

The creation of a national image 
“The exhibition represents a reality (existing outside of the museum), It 

is just a selection, one section of this reality, often also a section of time 

(history)”.428 Smeds argues that the museum is a representation of 

reality, but is imaginary and based on a selection of choices that include 

and exclude parts of the real world.429 The selection can enhance or 

dismiss narratives that does not fit into the image that the museum 

wishes to express to its visitors. Nationalmuseum is a museum that was 

designed to display all matters of national heritage in one place instead 

of many small collections.430 Their collection increased too much in size 

for the museum building, causing the collection to be divided between 

several museums. The collection of today is still influenced by this, where 

the museum does not only display art, but also furniture and smaller 

objects. As a contrast to the exhibition Nationalmuseum has been able to 

produce with their large collection of various objects, Pinacoteca offers 

the visitor an experience consisting of paintings organized around a 

theme of Italian art, with a mixture of connoisseur hangs and historical 

 
427 Aronsson 2011 
428 Smeds 2017, p. 14 
429 Smeds 2017, p. 14 
430 Museum beyond the nation, p. 10 
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presentations. While the theme of Italian art is present, the content is 

aesthetical with less text and more independent stories of art, artists, 

mythology, and the papacy, where the visitor is left to study the objects 

to figure out how they are connected.  

A common theme between “Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen” is that the 

papacy and royal family work as a backdrop to any theme that is 

presented in the exhibition, whether it is art history or national history. 

Both exhibitions use specific and historical relevant themes, a semantic 

memory, as a point of reference throughout the exhibition. All other 

themes displayed are conveyed regarding this storyline as episodic 

memories that convey stories within the more general context of the 

papacy and royal family.  

Museologist Peter Aronsson argue that national images are structured 

around existing images and interpretations of the national, and can 

either be presented as an ideologic nationalistic construct, have a 

materialistic focus, or evolve around a heroic episode or individual.431 In 

“Tidslinjen”, a semantic memory of the national, illustrated by the 

Swedish royal family through the centuries, is used to address the role of 

Sweden in an international world with stories of noblemen, art history, 

travels and other cultural influences that are displayed to the visitor. 

This, I argue, is an ideologic nationalistic construct that can be used to 

display specific ideas and images within this construct. 

At “Pinacoteca”, the exact opposite is done, with many small stories of 

art history, papal donations to the city of Rome, and mythological 

narratives, that together create a master narrative in the exhibition. In 

“Pinacoteca”, these stories enhance the national values already existing 

in Italy, as Anderson argue that master narratives can do.432 When it 

comes to existing images of the national in “Pinacoteca”, the exhibition 

have a materialistic focus where each object is narrated in such a way 

that all these objects work as pieces of a puzzle to create a national 

image.  

 

  

 
431 Aronsson 2012, p. 20-22 
432 Anderson 2020, p. 492-493 
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Chapter 7: Appendix 

List of objects and themes in the exhibitions  
Galleries in “Tidslinjen” at Nationalmuseum 
Main galleries 

1) Sixteenth century gallery- the rise of Sweden 

2) Seventeenth century gallery-  

3) Eighteenth century gallery- 

4) Nineeenth century gallery-  

Cabinets 

a) Drawings 

b) The Collectors Cabinet 

c) Close to Nature 

d) Kunstkammer – A World of Wonders 

e) Private Devotion 

f) Icons 

g) Italian Silver and French Bronze 

h) Scenes of Daily Life 

i) In Great Houses  

j) Portraiture in Northern Europe 

k) The Shape of Time - Constant Change 

l) The Rococo in Sweden 

m) Fetes Galantes and Masquerades  

n) Large Construcion Projects 

o) Europeans in China and Chinese in Europe 

p) Pastel During the Rococo 

q) Gustav III 

r) Academy Studies 

Galleries in “Pinacoteca” at Musei Capitolini 
• Sala I 

• Sala II 

• Sala III 

• Sala IV 

• Sala V 

• Sala VI 

• Sala Petronilla 

• Galleria Cini 

• Sala Pietro da Cortona 
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Interview guide 
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Consent form/information letter 
“Are you interested in taking part in the research project?”    

“How is national heritage presented in museum exhibitions?” 

  

This is an inquiry about participation in a research project where the 

main purpose is to examine how museums display and present national 

heritage through their exhibitions, to foreign visitors. In this letter we will 

give you information about the purpose of the project and what your 

participation will involve.  

Purpose of the project  
The project is a master thesis with the goal of looking into how museums 

project and convey images of national heritage and culture through their 

exhibitions, both intentional and unintentional. The research question is 

“how does the Musei Capitolini and the Nationalmuseum Stockholm 

produce, convey and problematise pictures of the national in and through 

their exhibitions to foreign visitors?” The goal is to look at the museum’s 

role in conveying a picture of “the national” to foreign visitors.  

This project will use art exhibitions and their additional resources 

available to foreign visitors in Musei Capitolini and Nationalmuseum 

Stockholm to map how these museums to answer the research question.  

Who is responsible for the research project?   
The Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU) is the 

institution responsible for the project, with Mattias Bäckström as 

supervisor.   

Why are you being asked to participate?   
You are being asked to participate in this project because of your work 

with museum exhibitions at museum based on a recommendation from 

contact person.  

What does participation involve for you?  
If you chose to take part in the project, this will involve an interview 

where you are interviewed about your work, the museum, and its 

exhibitions in regard to the heritage presented at the museum, and how 

this is conveyed to its visitors. The interview will be conducted as a semi 

formal interview and will be audio recorded.   
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Participation is voluntary.   
Participation in the project is voluntary. If you chose to participate, you 

can withdraw your consent at any time without giving a reason. All 

information about you will then be made anonymous. There will be no 

negative consequences for you if you chose not to participate or later 

decide to withdraw.   

Your personal privacy – how we will store and use your personal data   

We will only use your personal data for the purpose(s) specified in this 

information letter. We will process your personal data confidentially and 

in accordance with data protection legislation (the General Data 

Protection Regulation and Personal Data Act).   

Any personal data and digital recordings will only be available to the 

student and supervisor on this project, and the data will be stored on a 

device belonging to NTNU.  

In the publication you might be recognizable through acknowledgement 

of participation or referenced in a professional capacity. If this is 

applicable, you will be asked to confirm your statements or comments 

before publication.   

What will happen to your personal data at the end of the research 

project?   

The project is scheduled to end on 31st of January 2023. After this any 

digital recordings and personal data will be deleted.  

Your rights 
So long as you can be identified in the collected data, you have the right 

to:  

- access the personal data that is being processed about you.   

- request that your personal data is deleted.  

- request that incorrect personal data about you is 

corrected/rectified.  

- receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and  

- send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian 

Data Protection Authority regarding the processing of your 

personal data.  

  

What gives us the right to process your personal data?   

We will process your personal data based on your consent.   

  

Based on an agreement with NTNU, NSD – The Norwegian Centre for 

Research Data AS has assessed that the processing of personal data in 

this project is in accordance with data protection legislation.   
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Where can I find out more?  

If you have questions about the project, or want to exercise your rights, 

contact:   

• NTNU via supervisor Mattias Bäckström at 

mattias.backstrom@ntnu.no, or student Astrid Østigård at 

astrid.ostigard@ntnu.no.  

• Our Data Protection Officer: Thomas Helgesen (email: 

Thomas.helgesen@ntnu.no)   

• NSD – The Norwegian Centre for Research Data AS, by email: 

(personverntjenester@nsd.no) or by telephone: +47 55 58 21 17.  

  

  

Yours sincerely,  

  

  

Project Leader      Student  

(Researcher/supervisor)  

  

  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------  
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Consent form 
  

I have received and understood information about the project [insert 

project title] and have been given the opportunity to ask questions. I 

give consent:   

  

 to participate in an interview  

 to the interview being recorded  

 for information about me/myself to be published in a way that I 

can be recognised by name or occupation   

  

I give consent for my personal data to be processed until the end date of 

the project, approx. 31st of January 2023  

  

  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------- (Signed by participant, date)  
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Exhibition schematics Pinacoteca 

 

Exhibition schematics Tidslinjen 
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Data sets 
Explanation to data models.  

Data sets, codes in the excel file. All objects with object texts have been 

given a number based on their location within each exhibition. The codes 

of all categorized exhibition objects are provided, with details, in the 

excel file. Details include a number which is used as reference through 

the thesis, the museum registration code where this was available, title, 

artist, year created, geographical origin, current gallery, theme within the 

gallery, if used in the audioguide(s), and a summary of the information 

available in the object text.  

Explanation for the numbers:  

First letters - Museum, NM=Nationalmuseum, MC=Musei Capitolini 

Second symbol - gallery. 1= 1.gallery, 2=2.gallery, Ci=gallery Cini, etc 

Third number- number in the exhibition (eg. 1,2,3 etc) 

 

Numbers are distributed clockwise within each gallery.  

The catalogue numbers at Nationalmuseum date the earliest acquisitions 

to 1865- when the new museum building was opened as the official date 

the objects were brought into the Nationalmuseum collection, despite 

being displayed earlier by the museum. 
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Data set “Pinacoteca” and “Tidslinjen” 
 

 

 



NN GN Tittel Kunstner År Land Sted Periode Rom I samlingen fraTekst AudioguideThe CollectionHistory and mythMen and GodsWeapons and powerAR+Art history periodAnnet
MC-Ci-1 1 Camillus and the schoolmaster from FaleriiDomenico Corvi italia Roma Sala Cini 1764 Old plaque, without year. Inspired by Poussin. 2
MC-Ci-2 2 The goddess Roma enthroned Domenico Corvi italia roma Sala Cini 1764 Based on statue "Roma Rei" in Palazzo Conservatori in the 18th century. 1
MC-Ci-3 3 Portrait of Cardinal Silvio Valenti GonzagaPierre Subleyras 1740 Belgia Roma Sala Cini 1995 The cardinal was a founder of the Pinacoteca through purchases of the Sacchetti and Pio collections.
MC-Ci-4 4 Still life Spadino 1703 italia roma stilleben Sala Cini 1949
MC-Ci-5 5 Romulus and Remus Andrea Lucatelli italia roma Sala Cini 1949
MC-Ci-6 6 The vestal virgin Tuzia Domenico Corvi 1700 italia Roma Sala Cini
MC-Ci-7 7 Romulus and Remus Domenico Corvi 1700 italia Roma Sala Cini 1750 Copy of painting by Rubens. Original in Sala Petronilla.
MC-Ci-8a 8 Landscape with Ruins Maestro dei capricci di Prato1700 italia Prato Landskapsmaleri Sala Cini 1930 8,9. Landskapsmaleri+ 1700tall -> nasjonalromantikk?
MC-Ci-8b 9 Landscape with Ruins Maestro dei capricci di Prato1700 italia Prato Landskapsmaleri Sala Cini 1930 8,9. Landskapsmaleri+ 1700tall -> nasjonalromantikk?
MC-Ci-9 10 The holy family pompeo Batoni 1760 italia roma Sala Cini 1937 Influenced by raphael and parmigianino
MC-Ci-8c 11 landscape with ruins Maestro dei capricci di Prato1700 italia Prato lanskapsmaleriSala Cini 1930
MC-Ci-8d 12 Landscape with ruins Maestro dei capricci di Prato1700 Italia Prato landskapsmaleriSala Cini 1930
MC-Ci-10 13 Portrait of a man Marescaleo 1500 italia Vicenza Sala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-11 14 Portrait of a man Federico Zuccari 1600 italia Ancoa/RomaMannierisme Sala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-12 15 Picture of Pio IV ukjent tizian-student? italia Sala Cini 1748 Art community around Tizian
MC-Ci-13 16 The de Jode engravers Anton van Dyck 1627 belgia Antwerpen (Anversa) Sala Cini 1822
MC-Ci-14 17 Portrait of a man Pietro della Veccia 1600 italia Venezia Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-15 18 Portrait of a man ukjent 1500 italia Sala Cini Possible emiliansk artist, influenced by Venetian painting
MC-Ci-16 19 Portrait of a woman Girolamo siciolante da sermoneta1550 italia Roma Mannierisme Sala Cini 1748 Influenced by Raphael 
MC-Ci-17 20 Portrait of a lady ukjent 1550 italia Sala Cini 1748 Tidligere tilegnet toscansk maler, nordlig innflytelse
MC-Ci-18 21 Portrait of Cassiano dal Pozzo Bernardino Lanino 1558 italia Vercelli Sala Cini Motiv er Biella- første president I Senato del Piemonte
MC-Ci-19 22 Lucas and Cornelius de Wael Anton van Dyck 1627 GB/tysklandGenova Sala Cini 1822 65 ja
MC-Ci-20 23 Portrait of a man Bartolomeo Passerotti1585 Italia Bologna Manierisme Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-21 24 Portrait of a man with a dog Bartolomeo Passerotti1585 Italia Bologna Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-22 25 double portrait of musicians Bartolomeo Passerotti1570 Italia Bologna Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-23 26 Nathan e David Giovanni Bonati 1663 Italia Roma Sala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-24 27 Supper in the house of the PhariseeMaria Felice Tibaldi Subleyras1748 Italia roma Sala Cini 1752 kopi, original I Louvre
MC-Ci-25 28 Esther and Ahasuerus Giovanni Bonati Italia Roma/Ferrara Sala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-26 29 The peninent St. Francis Bottega di Annibale Carrachi1600 Italia Bologna Sala Cini 1748 Possible student of Annibale Carracchi
MC-Ci-27a 30 Glory of saints- triumph of the crossukjent 1600 Italia roma sen barokk Sala Cini 30,31 late baroque 2 bilder
MC-Ci-27b 31 Glory of saints ukjent 1600 italia Roma sen barokk Sala Cini Ingen plansje, antar det henger sammen med 30 basert på motiv og omtalelse som "to verk"late baroque
MC-Ci-28 32 Prometheus chained (tizio?) Jacopo Negretti Italia venezia Sala Cini 1750 mytisk motiv, "palma il Giovane" som kunstner fra gammel inventarliste.
MC-Ci-29 33 The holy family Carlo Maratta 1675 Italia camerano klassisisme Sala Cini 1882 classicism
MC-Ci-30 34 the banishment of hagar and IshmaelGiovanni Bonati 1670 Italia roma/ferrara Sala Cini 1750 Bonati var maler til kardinal pio di savoia
MC-Ci-31 35 biblical episode Ciro Ferro 1600 Italia Roma/Cortona Sala Cini 1748 gjort av student av Cortona (ciro ferri?)
MC-Ci-32 36 View of St. Nile in Grottaferrata Gaspar van Wittel 1690 nederlandRoma realisme, nord-europeiskSala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-33a 37 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-33b 38 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-33c 39 view of Ponte Rotto Gaspar van Wittel 1685 nederlandroma/Amersfoort sala cini 1748
MC-Ci-33d 40 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-33e 41 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-33f 42 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-33g 43 Views of Rome Gaspar van Wittel 1682 nederlandAmersfoort Sala Cini 1748 Serie på 7 bilder
MC-Ci-34a 44 View of Vesta's temple Gaspar van Wittel 1685 nederlandroma/Amersfoort Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-34b 45 View of Vesta's temple Gaspar van Wittel 1685 nederlandroma/Amersfoort Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-35a 46 A witch Salvator Rosa 1646 Italia Firenze Tidlig romantikkSala Cini 1750 romanticism
MC-Ci-35b 47 A solider Salvator Rosa 1646 Italia Firenze Tidlig romantikkSala Cini 1750 romanticism



MC-Ci-36 48 battles jaques Curtois 1640 Italia Roma Sala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-37a 49 Peasant weaving Michael Sweerts 1646 NederlandRoma bambocciantiSala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-37b 50 peasant Michael Sweerts 1646 nederlandroma bambocciantiSala Cini 1750
MC-Ci-51 51 Dance of peasants michelangelo Cerquozzi1600 Italia roma bambocciantiSala Cini 1748
MC-Ci-52 52 Landscape with hermits ukjent 1590 nederlandAmsterdamlandskapsmaleri, FlamskSala Cini 1954 "this work could have been painted by a flemish artist 
MC-Ci-53 53 Crusifixion Gabriel Metsu 1657 nederlandAmsterdam Sala Cini 1926
MC-Ci-54 54 The triumph of the cross Leonard Bramer 1617 nederlandDelft Sala Cini 1750 helgenmotiv, st. helena og konstantin
MC-Ci-55 55 landscape ukjent 1600 nederland flamsk, naturalisme, landskapsmaleriSala Cini 1954 27, 28, 29
MC-Ci-56 56 landscape ukjent 1600 nederland flamsk, naturalisme, landskapsmaleriSala Cini 1954 27, 28, 29
MC-Ci-57 57 winter landscape ukjent 1600 nederland flamsk, naturalisme, landskapsmaleriSala Cini 1954 27, 28, 29
MC-Ci-58 58 Orpheus ukjent 1600 nederland flamsk Sala Cini 1748 "shows influence of Jon Brueghel the elder"

59 Sala Cini
60 Sala Cini
61 Sala Cini

MC-1-1 62 the infancy of christ ukjent 1376 italia Siena/umbria Rom 1 1936 ett av 5 panel, tilhørende dør til skulptur-boks. 
MC-1-2 63 madonna and child with saints ukjent 1400 italia marche rom 1 1936
MC-1-3 64 the coronation of the virgin ukjent 1400 italia firenze fransk gotisk rom 1 1936
MC-1-4 65 Baptism of christ- the stigmata of st. francisBicci di Lorenzo 1400 italia firenze rom 1 1936 del av polyptyk
MC-1-5 66 st. bartholomew ukjent 1300 italia Umbria/terni rom 1 1936 del av triptyk
MC-1-6 67 the ascension barnaba da modena 1300 italia Genoa/bologna rom 1 1936 toskansk og bysantisk inflytelse
MC-1-7 68 the trinity niccolo di pietro gerini1400 italia firenze rom 1 1882 1400 ganske nøyaktig datering. Inkluderer portrett av rik handelsmann fra prato. Inflytelse fra giotto
MC-1-8 69 madonna and child with saints agostino marti 1513 italia lucca rom 1 1766
MC-1-9 70 madonna and child with saints macrino d'alba 1495 italia Alba rom 1 1826 vanlig italiensk motiv fra perioden
MC-1-10 71 st. bartholomew bartolomeo bulgarini 1350 italia Sienna/Firenze/Lucca rom 1 1936 del av polyptyk. Andre deler I national gallery washington og museum villa guinigi I Lucca. 
MC-1-11 72 st. mary magdalen bartolomeo bulgarini 1350 italia Sienna/Firenze/Lucca rom 1 1936 sammen med st. bartholomew (122)
MC-1-12 73 madonna and child with angels giovanni antonio sogliani1500 italia firenze rom1 1748 elev av lorenzo di credi
MC-1-13 74 death and assumption of the virgincola dell'amatrice 1515 Italia ascoli rom 1 1824 49 ja ja ja
MC-1-14 75 allegorical figure ukjent 1500 italia emilia rom 1 1748 generisk allegori(?)
MC-1-15 76 The presentation of jesus in the templefrancesco francia + bartolomeo passerotti1580 italia bologna rom 1 1750 påbegynt av francia, fullført av passerotti50 ja ja
MC-1-16 77 allegorical figure ukjent 1500 italia emilia rom 1 1748 muligens I samme serie som 126. scuola ferrara
MC-1-17 78 magdalene with the jar of ointmentukjent 1500 italia firenze mannierisme rom 1 påvirkning fra bartolomeo og andrea del arto. Mulig kunstner er domenico puligiomannierism
MC-1-18 79 st. blaise ukjent 1450 italia firenze renessanse rom 1 1936 generisk kunstner, identifisert som neri di bicci renaissance

80 Rom 1
81 Rom 1
82 Rom 1

MC-2-1 83 St. Nicholas Ortolano Giovanni battista benvenuti1520 Italia Ferrara Rom 2 1750 del av polyptyk Samme plansje som 132
MC-2-2 84 St. Sebastian Ortolano Giovanni battista benvenuti1520 italia Ferrara rom 2 1750 del av polyptyk Samme plansje som 131
MC-2-3 85 Portrait of young woman ukjent 1505 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 tidligere tilegnet domenico panetti. Påvirket av ferrarisk og bolognesisk skole
MC-2-4 86 the nativity ludovico mazzolino 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750
MC-2-5 87 Madonna and child with infant st. johnBottega del Garafolo 1525 Italia ferrara rom 2 1748 veneziansk innflytelse
MC-2-6 88 The marriage of the virgin ukjent 1535 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 innflytelse: garafolo
MC-2-7 89 Christ among the Doctors ukjent 1540 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 innflytelse: mazzolino
MC-2-8 90 the mystic marriage of st. catherineBottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750
MC-2-9 91 the adoration of the magi Bottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 av garafolos elev, ikke ham selv. 
MC-2-10 92 madonna and the child in glory garofalo (benvenuto tisi)1520 Italia garofalo/ferrara rom 2 1750 raphael inspirasjon
MC-2-11 93 virgin mary adoring the child ukjent 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 Filippi studio, Ferrara. Veneziansk inflytelse
MC-2-12 94 the adoration of the shepherds Bottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia Ferrara rom 2 1748
MC-2-13 95 the annunciation garofalo (benvenuto tisi)1528 Italia garofalo/ferrara rom 2 1750 emiliansk kunstner 51 ja ja blinde-bilde



MC-2-14 96 the holy family dosso dossi (giovanni lutteri?)1528 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 veneziansk innflytelse 52 ja ja ja
MC-2-15 97 Madonna and child with saints Niccolo Pisano 1515 Italia Pisa rom 2 1926 innflytelse fra garofalo og ferrara
MC-2-16 98 madonna and child with saints ukjent 1500 italia ferrara Manniersme rom 2 1750 ett av flere arbeid, nå I ulike samlinger. Tilegnet Dossi eller Filippimannierism
MC-2-17 99 the ascent to Calvary ukjent 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1748
MC-2-18 100 Madonna and child garofalo (benvenuto tisi)1512 Italia garofalo/ferrara rom 2 1750 Samarbeid med Raphael. Veneziansk innflytelse
MC-2-19 101 Saint Lucy Bottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750 Mulig kopi
MC-2-20 102 The Holy conversation garofalo (benvenuto tisi)1528 Italia garofalo/ferrara rom 2 1750 veneziansk innflytelse
MC-2-21 103 St. Sebastian Bottega del Garafolo 1510 Italia ferrara rom 2 Eldre plansje, annerledes tekst, formuelring og informasjon
MC-2-22 104 Madonna in Glory with saints  bottega del garofolo 1500 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750
MC-2-23 105 Virgin and saints Bottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia ferrrara rom 2 1750 replika
MC-2-24 106 The baptism of christ Scarsellino 1585 italia ferrara rom 2 1748 veneziansk innflytelse. Påvirket av Annibale Carracci
MC-2-25 107 the adoration of the magi Scarsellino 1598 italia ferrara rom 2 1748
MC-2-26 108 The flight into Egypt Scarsellino 1590 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750
MC-2-27 109 The cleansing of the temple Scarsellino Italia ferrara Manniersme rom 2 1750 mannierism
MC-2-28 110 the adoration of the magi Scarsellino 1590 Italia ferrara rom 2 1750
MC-3-1 111 The holy family with saints Polidoro Lanciani italia Venezia Rom 3 1750 veneziansk innflytelse
MC-3-2 112 The good samaritan Jacopo Bassano 1550 italia Bassano rom 3 1748
MC-3-3 113 Maddalena Penitente ukjent 1600 italia rom 3 1748 plansje om utbytting I utstillingen. Dette erstatter 114 på grunn av utlån til musei di san domenico.
MC-3-4 114 Penitent Magdalene Dominico Tintoretto italia Venezia rom 3 På utlån
MC-3-5 115 The baptism of christ Domenico Tintoretto 1579 italia venezia Rom 3 1750
MC-3-6 116 The flagelation Domenico Tintoretto 1590 italia Venezia Rom 3 1750
MC-3-7 117 christ crowned with thorns Domenico Tintoretto 1590 italia venezia Rom 3 1750
MC-3-8 118 Christ in glory Bottega dei Bassano 1500 italia Veneto Rom 3 1750
MC-3-9 119 The adoration of the magi Bottega di Jacopo Bassano1500 italia veneto Rom 3 1750 kopi av verk av Jacopo Bassano (original I galleria Borghese)
MC-3-10 120 Cristo e l'adultera Jacopo Negretti 1500 italia Venezia Rom 3 1750 på utlån til filminnspilling
MC-3-11 121 The baptism of christ Tiziano Veccellio 1512 italia Venzia Rom 3 1750 typisk tidlig verk av Titian 53 ja ja
MC-3-12 122 Portrait of Crossbowman Lorenzo Lotto 1551 italia Ancona/Venezia Rom 3 1750
MC-3-13 123 portrait of a woman giovanni girolamo savoldo1525 italia Brescia/Venezia Rom 3 1750 inspirert av Lotto 55 ja ja ja
MC-3-14 124 Allegory of Peace Veronese 1551 italia Verona/Venezia Rom 3 1750 pendant of Allegory of Good Government, 125
MC-3-15 125 Allegory of good government Veronese 1551 italia Verona/Venezia Rom 3 1750 middle part hanging in the vatican picture gallery
MC-3-16 126 Ascension Veronese 1585 italia Verona/Venezia Rom 3 1750
MC-3-17 127 The rape of Europa Veronese 1580 italia Vene Rom 3 1750 Kopi malt av veronese til Palazzo Ducale Venezia54 ja ja ja
MC-4-1 128 The innocence Giovanni Francesco Romanelli1650 Italia Viterbo klassisisme Rom 4 1748 classicism
MC-4-2 129 David and Goliath Guillaume Courtois 1650 Italia roma barokk Rom 4 1999 baroque
MC-4-3 130 Death of Adonis Emilio Savonanzi 1628 Italia roma, Bologna Rom 4 1953
MC-4-4 131 Diana and Endymion Pier Francesco Mola 1660 Sveits Roma Barokk rom 4 1750 56 ja ja ja baroque
MC-4-5 132 Santa Cecilia Giovanni Francesco Romanelli1645 Italia Paris Rom 4 1748
MC-4-6 133 Moses drawing water from the rockfrancois perrier 1641 frankrike paris barokk Rom 4 1748 introduserte romersk barokk til frankrike baroque
MC-4-7 134 the worship of the golden calf francois perrier 1600 frankrike Paris barokk Rom 4 1748 baroque
MC-4-8 135 Youth with a melon ukjent 1600 Italia roma Rom 4 1954 caravaggio-inspirert tilegnes "kunstner fra roma"
MC-4-9 136 Erminia among shepherds Giovanni Lanfranco Italia Roma/parma Rom 4 1750 pupil of Annibale Carracci
MC-4-10 137 Landscape with Hercules Giovanni Battista Viola Italia Roma/bologna Rom 4 1748 ulik tekst om samme kunstner, 40, 42,
MC-4-11 138 Landscape with a flock Pietro Paolo Bonzi italia Roma/Cortona Rom 4 1748
MC-4-12 139 Landscape with St. Sebastian Giovanni Battista Viola Italia Roma/bologna Rom 4 1748
MC-4-13 140 landscape with magdalene Giovanni Battista Viola Italia Roma/bologna Rom 4 1750 også tilegnet Antonio Carracci
MC-5-1 141 Madonna and child with infant st. johnBottega del Garafolo 1500 italia Ferrara Rom 5 1750 for privat tilbedelse
MC-5-2 142 the coronation of st. catherine Bottega del Garafolo 1500 italia ferrara rom 5 1750
MC-5-3 143 Christ among the Doctors ukjent 1500 italia ferrrara Rom 5 1750



MC-5-4 144 the holy family with st. jerome Bottega del Garafolo 1500 Italia ferrara rom 5 1748
MC-5-5 145 The mystical marriage of St. Catherineukjent 1500 italia Bologna rom 5 1748 kopi av emiliansk 1500-talls verk av Antonio Allegri (correggio) fra 1520, nå I Napoli. 
MC-5-6 146 Virgin with child and saints magdalene and lucia (madonna di albinea)ukjent 1500 italia Regio emilia rom 5 1750 kopi av emiliansk 1500-talls verk av correggio 
MC-5-7 147 St. Anthony abbot cavalier d'arpino (giuseppe cecari)1635 italia arpino rom 5 1748
MC-5-8 148 diana as huntress cavalier d'arpino (giuseppe cecari)1601 italia arpino rom 5 1748 kunstneren lagde også fresker i campidoglio
MC-5-9 149 the dispute of st. catherine prospero fontana 1551 italia Bologna mannierisme rom 5 1748 tilbragt tid I roma (som de fleste andre) mannierism
MC-5-10 150 st. jerome's last communion ukjent 1594 italia Bologna/emilia rom 5 1748 emiliansk kunstner, kopi etter agostino carracci.
MC-5-11 151 the holy family with saints usikkert 1545 italia emilia/venezia rom 5 1750 tilegnes både venezianske lambert sustris og emilianske girolamo da Carpi. Uferdig. 
MC-5-12 152 the holy family with st. francis ukjent 1550 italia ferrara rom 5 1750 Emilian and Ferraran influence
MC-5-13 153 st. john the baptist ukjent 1580 italia/nederlandbologna/flamsk rom 5 1748 ukjent kunstner, men kan tilegnes Denis Calvaert, en flamsk maler
MC-5-14 154 the vision of st. francis ukjent 1600 italia rom 5 1748 kopi av verk av annibale carracci, emiliansk
MC-5-15 155 the coronation of the virgin and st. john the baptistukjent 1600 italia parma rom 5 1748 ukjent kunstner, påvirkning fra flere skoler
MC-5-16 156 judith with the head of holofernesukjent 1500 italia Bologna? rom 5 1748 tidligere tilegnet girolamo da carpi. Emiliansk og raffaello- inflytelse
MC-5-17 157 the mystic marriage of st. catherinepietro faccini 1595 italia bologna rom 5 1748 References caravaggio and Venezian art
MC-5-18 158 head of madonna ukjent 1500 italia parma rom 5 1748 Emilian artist
MC-5-19 159 st. jerome ukjent 1600 italia bologna rom 5 1748 Reference to carracci
MC-5-20 160 Amorino ukjent 1650 italia Bologna rom 5 1748 possibly by a student of Guido Reni
MC-5-21 161 st. barbara ukjent 1600 italia roma rom 5 1750 emiliansk innflytelse, nært opp mot domenico zampieris kunst
MC-6-1 162 St. Sebastian Guido Reni 1615 Italia Bologna rom 6 1750 Another version exist in Palazzo Rosso Museum in Genoa ja
MC-6-2 163 Penitent Magdalene Guido Reni 1640 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 devotional theme
MC-6-3 164 Jesus and the infant St. John Guido Reni 1640 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 devotional theme
MC-6-4 165 Rape of Europe Guido Reni 1637 Italia Milano rom 6 1748 copy of Emilian 17th century art work
MC-6-5 166 Amorino ukjent 1600 italia Bologna Rom 6 1748 tilegnet Guido Reni, men av emiliansk skole
MC-6-6 167 Polyphemus ukjent 1600 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 Emilian, inspired by Reni
MC-6-7 168 The mystical marriage of St. CatherineDenis Calvaert tyskland roma/bologna rom 6 1748 Emilian
MC-6-8 169 The penitent st. Francis Annibale Carracci 1585 Italia roma rom 6 1750
MC-6-9 170 Madonna and child ukjent 1600 Italia Roma rom 6 1748 emiliansk kunstner, tidligere tilegnet Annibale Carracci
MC-6-10 171 Portrait of young man Ludovico Carracci 1680 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 The artist is annibale or ludovico carracci
MC-6-11 172 Madonna and child Francesco Albani Italia Bologna rom 6 1748
MC-6-12 173 The holy family with saints Ludovico Carracci 1589 italia bologna rom 6 1748
MC-6-13 174 Allegory of Providence Ludovico Carracci 1605 Italia bologna klassisisme rom 6 1748 Non typical presentation of classicism 58 ja ja ja classicism
MC-6-14 175 st. cecilia Ludovico Carracci 1607 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 annen beskrivelse av S. cecilia enn det andre bildet av henne.
MC-6-15 176 Blessed soul Guido Reni Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 Sketch of 85
MC-6-16 177 St. Francis adoring the crusifix Ludovico Carracci 1583 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 tekst beskriver s. francis som populær helgen I middelalderen
MC-6-17 178 St. Jerome Guido Reni 1633 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 describing  s.jerome
MC-6-18 179 magdalene with the jar of ointmentGuido Reni 1640 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 alt. title: "woman with flask in her hands"
MC-6-19 180 Young woman with a crown Guido Reni 1642 italia Bologna rom 6 1748 ukjent subjekt I serie med 86 og 87
MC-6-20 181 Blessed soul Guido Reni 1640 italia Bologna rom 6 1748 About the paiting- late period Reni 57 ja ja ja samme som 80
MC-6-21 182 Lucretia Guido Reni 1642 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 I serie med 84 og 87
MC-6-22 183 Cleopatra Guido Reni 1642 Italia Bologna rom 6 1748 I serie med 84 og 86
MC-6-23 184 The pool of bethesda Lucio Massari italia Bologna klassisisme rom 6 1750 classicism
MC-6-24 185 Judith Guido Reni 1625 Italia Bologna rom 6 1750 Kopi av verk av Carlo Maratta
MC-6-25 186 Madonna and child with st. francisAntonio Carracci 1600 Italia roma rom 6 1748 forbundet med Annibale carracci og guido reni. Annen versjon I museum capodimonte i Napoli
MC-6-26 187 Madonna and child with saints Lorenzo Garbieri 1610 italia Bologna rom 6 1748 emiliansk skole
MC-Co-1 188 The Alum Mines in Tolfa Pietro da Cortona 1630 italia Cortona Cortona 1748
MC-Co-2 189 Madonna and Child with angels Pietro da Cortona 1625 italia Cortona/Roma Cortona 1748
MC-Co-3 190 Landscape Pietro da Cortona 1630 italia Cortona/RomaLandskapsmaleriCortona 1748 samme plansje 190,191 landscape painting
MC-Co-4 191 Marine Landscape Pietro da Cortona 1630 italia Cortona/RomaLandskapsmaleriCortona 1748 samme plansje 190,191 landscape painting



MC-Co-5 192 The abduction of Helen Giovanni Francesco Romanelli1631 italia Viterbo Cortona 1748 samarbeid med Cortona
MC-Co-6 193 David Giovanni Francesco Romanelli1640 italia viterbo Cortona 1750 innflytelse av Cortona, Reni, Raphael
MC-Co-7 194 The sacrifice of Polyxena Pietro da Cortona 1624 italia cortona Cortona 1748 Toskansk innflytelse
MC-Co-8 195 Portrait of Matteo Sacchetti? Pietro da Cortona 1630 italia cortona/RomaPortrett Cortona 1748 Sammenlignes og finnes dårligere enn to andre portretter fra samme kunstner/periode/familie (brødre)
MC-Co-9 196 The triumph of Bacchus Pietro da Cortona 1625 italia Cortona/Roma Cortona 1748 196,199- plassert mot hverandre
MC-Co-10 197 Portrait of Pope Urban VIII Pietro da Cortona 1627 italia cortona/Roma Cortona 1748
MC-Co-11 198 Triumph of flora Jean Lemaire 1627 frankrike Gaillon Cortona 1748 Kopi av verk av Poussin, malt I Roma, nå I Louvre
MC-Co-12 199 The encounter of Esau and JacobGiovanni maria Bottalla1638 italia Savona Cortona 1748 Motstående pendant. 196
MC-Co-13 200 The chariot of Venus Pietro da Cortona 1622 italia Cortona/Roma Cortona 1748 Plassering I tak originalt
MC-Co-14 201 Madonna and child with saints Pietro da Cortona 1625 italia Roma Cortona 1748 Kopi/studie av verk av Tizian
MC-Co-15 202 Joseph Sold by his brothers Giovanni maria Bottalla1640 italia Savona/roma Cortona 1748
MC-Co-16 203 Landscape Crescenzio Onofri 1600 italia Roma/Firenze Cortona 1748
MC-Co-17 204 The rape of the Sabine Women Pietro da Cortona 1629 italia Roma Cortona 1748 tekst mangler- avlglemt notert. 64 ja ja ja ja

205 Cortona
MC-P-1 206 Christ among the Doctors ukjent 1600 Italia Roma Petronilla 1748 Tilegnet romersk kunstner, caravaggio-inspirert
MC-P-2 207 Lazarus and the Rich man Carlo Saraceni 1550 Italia Venezia Petronilla 1750
MC-P-3 208 The penitent Magdalene Francesco Albani Italia Bologna Tidlig barokkPetronilla 1748 baroque
MC-P-4 209 Madonna and child with angels Francesco Albani Italia Bologna Petronilla Fra Palazzo Senatorio
MC-P-5 210 The birth of the virgin Francesco Albani 1598 Italia Bologna Petronilla Stjålet til paris, inspirert av Raphael og veneziansk maleri
MC-P-6 211 Sheperds and sheeps ukjent 1625 Italia Napoli Petronilla 1958 caravaggio-inspirert, ref. til spansk inflytelse I napoli
MC-P-7 212 Allegory Simon Vouet 1624 FrankrikeRoma Petronilla 1748 Fransk kunstner på besøk I Roma, med italiensk påvirkning
MC-P-8 213 David and Goliath Bartolomeo Manfredi 1615 Italia Roma/ Lombardy Petronilla 1750 Caravaggio-inspirert. Fra Lombardy. Lik posering som et kunstverk St. Jogn the baptist I Pallavicini galleriet, roma
MC-P-9 214 Romulus and Remus Peter Paul Rubens 1600 tyskland Antwerpen (Anversa) Petronilla 1750 61 ja ja ja ja Anversa- by I Abrozzo
MC-P-10 215 Cumaean Sibyl Domenichino 1622 Italia Bologna Petronilla 1750 Student av Carracci 63 ja ja ja ja lignende bilde I Villa Borghese
MC-P-11 216 Ulysses and Circe Giovanni Andrea Sirani Italia bologna Petronilla 1748
MC-P-12 217 Persian Sybil Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1647 Italia Bologna Petronilla 1750 malt for guvernøren I Cento
MC-P-13 218 Cleopatra before Octavianus Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1640 italia bologna Petronilla 1748 "historisk maleri" malt på bestilling av kardinal g. sacchetti
MC-P-14 219 Burial of saint Petronilla Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1621 Italia roma Petronilla altertavle I st.peter 62 ja ja ja befunnet seg både I quirinale, louvre, og tilbake til roma etter napoleons fall

MC-P-15 220 The washing of feet Giovanni Baglione italia roma Petronilla skisse for en freske til s.peter plassert I et hjørne, skjult bak 57
MC-P-16 221 St. John th Baptist Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1650 Italia Bologna Petronilla 1748
MC-P-17 222 The holy family Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1615 Italia Cento Petronilla 1750
MC-P-18 223 St. Matthew and the Angel Guercino (Giovanni Francesco barbieri)1621 Italia Roma Petronilla 1750
MC-P-19 224 Madonna in Glory Giovanni Baglione 1638 italia roma Petronilla plassert I hjørne, skjult av 57, symmetrisk på 57, overfor 58
MC-P-20 225 S. John the baptist Caravaggio Italia Milano Barokk Petronilla nytt oppsett 60 ja ja baroque
MC-P-21 226 Velazques Spania Sevilla/MadridBarokk Petronilla nytt oppsett baroque
MC-P-22 227 The fortune teller Caravaggio 1597 Italia Milano Barokk Petronilla nytt oppsett 59 ja baroque
MC-P-23 228 Petronilla

Petronilla
MC-4- The innocence Giovanni Francesco Romanelli1626 Italia Viterbo klassisisme Rom 4 classicism
MC-Ci- Tapestry and china collection Cini 66 ja



NM-1-13 NM296 Malius Torquatus fighting a Gaul Ludwig Refinger Germany Renessanse 1 1865
NM-1-14 NM253 Christ and the Woman taken in Adultry Lucas Cranach the Elder Germany Renessanse 1 1865 Belonging to Gustav Vasa Belonging to Gustav Vasa
NM-1-15 NMGrh2335 The feeding of the 5000 Lucas Cranach the Elder Germany Renessanse 1 1884 Gustav Vasa art collection 2008 Gustav Vasa art collection
NM-1-16 NM2636 Madonna and Child Francesco Napoletano 1485 Italy Milan Renessanse 1 1927
NM-1-17 NM2703 Saint Sebastian Pietro Perugino 1485 Italy Renessanse 1 1928 popular motive 2084
NM-1-18 NM5017 Martin Luther, theologian, reformer 1526 Katharina von Bora, married to Martin LutherLucas Cranach the Elder 1527 Germany Renessanse 1 1887 The reformation 2 paintings
NM-1-19 NM264 The Crucifixion Cornelis Engebrechtsz 1520 Netherlands Renessanse 1 1865 The reformation Royal collection at Gripsholm from 1547
NM-1-20 NM6783 The laughing fool unknown Netherlands Renessanse 1 1984 The reformation
NM-1-21 NM422 The Wedding at Cana Ambrosius Benson 1540 Netherlands Renessanse 1 1865 The reformation Copy after Gerard David
NM-1-22 NM2140 The virgin and child Jan Sanders van Hemessen 1544 Netherlands Renessanse 1 1919 The reformation italian influence with northern european fantasy landscape
NM-1-23 NM4617 Erik xIV, king of Sweden Domenicus Verwilt 1561 NetherlandsFlamsk Renessanse 1 1950 Vasa-ætten 2005 ja ja
NM-1-24 NM910 Erik xIV, king of Sweden Domenicus Verwilt NetherlandsFlamsk Renessanse 1 1865 Vasa-ætten
NM-1-25 NMGrh418 Gustav I Willem Boy 1550 NetherlandsFlamsk Renessanse 1 1865 Vasa-ætten 2001
NM-1-26 NMGrh451 Unknown woman/Margareta Eriksdotter Vasa Master Hillebrandt 1528 Germany Renessanse 1 1822 Vasa-ætten similarities with Cranach
NM-1-27 NM1410 Erik xIV, king of Sweden Domenicus Verwilt 1560 NetherlandsFlamsk Renessanse 1 1889 Vasa-ætten 2004
NM-1-28 NMK124/1992 Vevd tapet Paul de Bucher 1550 NetherlandsSverige Renessanse 1 1992 Textile splendor
NM-1-29 NM1271 Johannes Mellinchus Jan van Scorel Netherlands Renessanse 1 1885 Portrett
NM-1-30 NM37 Isabella de'Medici Agnolo Bronzino 1552 Italy Renessanse 1 1865 Portrett
NM-1-31 NMSk2132 Young Sicilian Nobleman Francesco Laurana 1490 Italy Sicily Renessanse 1 1972 Portrett Marble Sculpture
NM-1-32 NMGrh1227 The Jurist, possibly Ulrich Zasius, Humanist and lawyerGiuseppe Arcimboldo 1566 Italy Renessanse 1 1865 Portrett
NM-1-33 NM6897 The Chef Giuseppe Arcimboldo Italy Renessanse 1 1993 Portrett Illusionary image/can be turned upside down to show different motive. Formerly a part of the Empreror Rudolf II's collection in Prague
NM-1-34 NM6836 Double portrait of en Elderly Couple Lucas van Valckenborch, Georg Flegel1600 Germany Flamsk Renessanse 1 1988 Portrett double portrait, finished by a second painter
NM-1-35 NM730 Shipwreck of the Greek Fleet on the voyage Home from TroyJoos de Momper 1585 Netherlands Renessanse 1 1865
NM-1-36 NMSk352 Psyche, carried by cupids Adrian de Vries 1590 NetherlandsPrague Renessanse 1 1863 7057 Commisioned by emperor Rudolf II
NM-1-37 Kabinett Sweden Renessanse 1 International court culture4700, 4701, 4702, 4890
NM-1-38 NMSk749 Emperor Rudolf II Giovanni da Bologna NetherlandsFlamsk Renessanse 1 1884 Rudolf II 7060 War booty 1648, based on Marcus Aurelius Sculpture Rome
NM-1-39 NM258 The Ill-matched couple Lucas Cranach the Elder 1532 Germany Renessanse 1 1865 Allegoric motive, several titles. Shows old man and prostitute
NM-1-40 NMK17/1918 The return of Vasco da Gama Jean Grenier 1522 NetherlandsFlamsk 1 1918 tapestry 2030 ja ja
NM-1-41 NMK1/2008 Table Canopy of Frederick II Hans Knieper 1585 NetherlandsFlamsk 1 2008 tapestry 2031 ja ja information available in the app.

NM-2-1 NM308 Queen Kristina of Sweden David Beck 1650 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 2159 Queen Kristina in a time of emergency, shown as a philosofical defence of royal power
NM-2-2 NM6880 The disobedient Prophet Lambert Jacobsz 1620 Netherlands Baroque 2 1992 The Dutch republic History of motive
NM-2-3 NM500 Dido's Sacrifice to Juno Pieter Pietersz. Lastman 1630 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1865 The Dutch republic Roman influence, relation to Rmbrandt, Amsterdam
NM-2-4 NM4567 Simeon with the Christ child in the temple Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1669 Netherlands Baroque 2 1949 The Dutch republic 2239 Rembrandt's last painting. Describtion of picture
NM-2-5 Deposited The Conspiracy of the Batavians under Claudius Civilis Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1661 Netherlands Baroque 2 deposited 1865The Dutch republic 2183 yes yes Mentioned by Gøran in guided tour about museumUsed to be larger. History of the Batavians (Rome  AD70). On continuious borrow to the Nationalmuseum
NM-2-6 NM7087 The apostle Paul Jan Lievens 1627 Netherlandsleiden Baroque 2 2012 The Dutch republic fellow artist of Rembrandt. Shows in picture
NM-2-7 NM618 View of Egmond aan Zee Jacob Isaackszoon van Ruisdael 1648 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 The Dutch republic
NM-2-8 NM393 The penitent Magdalen Gerrit Dou 1635 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 The Dutch republic
NM-2-9 NM1157 Jupiter and Callisto Cesar van Everdingen 1655 Netherlands Baroque 2 1872 The Dutch republic 2210
NM-2-10 NM7311 Portrait of a young man with gloves Isaack Luttichuys 1661 Netherlands Baroque 2 2015 The Dutch republic
NM-2-11 NM709 Nobleman's sleight on the ice Philips Wouwerman 1646 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 The Dutch republic
NM-2-12 NM1150 Young man writing by candlelight Toussaint Gelton 1663 Netherlands Baroque 2 1872 The Dutch republic
NM-2-13 NM6958 Flower still life with a bowl of fruit and oysters Jan Davidsz. Heem 1665 Netherlands Baroque 2 1996 The Dutch republic
NM-2-14 NM494 Achilles discovered amongst the daughters of LycomedesGerard de Lairesse 1675 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 The Dutch republic Greek myhology motive
NM-2-15 NM6421 Unknown woman Frans Hals 1643 Netherlands Baroque 2 1972 The Dutch republic Describtion, pluss characteristics of Hals as a painter
NM-2-16 NM3384 Portrait of a boy Judith Leyster 1640 NetherlandsHaarlem Baroque 2 1940 The Dutch republic female artist with works attributed to male artists (often Frans Hals). Only accepted as Leyster's work in the 1970s
NM-2-17 NM607 The Daughters of Cecrops Discovering Erichtonius Peter Paul Rubens 1632 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque 2189 story behond picture, as well as about Rubens
NM-2-18 NM7505 Flower Garland with the virgin and child Daniel Seghers 1645 NetherlandsAntwerpen Baroque 2 2019 Flemish baroque describtive and symbolism
NM-2-19 NM603 Susanna and the elders Peter Paul Rubens 1614 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque rubens favroite motive, about motive
NM-2-20 NM599 worship to venus Peter Paul Rubens 1630 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque copy of painting by Tizian. Describtion
NM-2-21 NM303 Landscape with tall trees near ravine Philip Augustyn Immenraet Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque
NM-2-22 NM433 Still life of Abudant Game Jan Fyt 1651 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque
NM-2-23 NM1393 Flowers surrounding a Cartouche with a bust of the VirginDaniel Seghers 1650 Netherlands Baroque 2 1887 Flemish baroque about seghers- jesuitt, flower painter. About motive
NM-2-24 NM489 Old Satyr Holding a flute Jacob Jordaens 1620 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque about seghers- jesuitt, flower painter. About motive
NM-2-25 NM3331 Still life with cherries Osias Beert 1600 NetherlandsAntwerpen Baroque 2 1939 Flemish baroque describtion of painting
NM-2-26 NM343 The four evangelists Pieter Claesz Soutman 1616 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque



NM-2-27 NM409 Portrait of a middle-aged woman Cornelis de Vos 1630 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque Describtion of unknown woman
NM-2-28 NM404 St. Jerome with an angel Anthony van Dyck 1618 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque Copy of work in Museum Boijmans van Beuningen in Rotterdam. About motive
NM-2-29 NM653 Tavern interior with smokers David Teniers the younger 1635 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque about motive
NM-2-30 NM488 The adoration of the sheperds Jacob Jordaens 1618 NetherlandsAntwerpen Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque discribtive about gospel, holy family. Inspiration for painting
NM-2-31 NMGrh1217 Anne of Austria, queen of France with her sons Charles Beaubrun 1646 Netherlands Baroque 2 1865 French baroque 2154 Gift to queen Kristina of Sweden in 1646. History of the monarch. Painted by Charles and Henri Beaubrun
NM-2-32 NM1486 Fable of the Fo and the Heron Frans Snyders, Jan Wildens 1630 Netherlands Baroque 2 1895 Moral of the fable/motive. Made by two painters
NM-2-33 NM2669 Bacchus-Appollo Nicolas Poussin 1620 Netherlands Baroque 2 1928 French baroque Second image beneath. About Bacchus/dionysos, art history of image
NM-2-34 NM6544 Landscape with Rebekah taking leave on her father Claude Lorrain 1640 Netherlands Baroque 2 1974 French Landscape painting Nekst to Poussin. Landscape painting in Europe. 
NM-2-35 NM5179 Artemisia Building the Mausoleum Simon Vouet 1640 Netherlands Baroque 2 1954 French baroque Describtion of motive- greek mythology and king Mausollos (s. 352 BCE in Turkey)
NM-2-36 NM2026 The penitent Saint Jerome Georges de La Tour 1630 Netherlands Baroque 2 1917 French baroque 2224 about saints in paintings. And about catholic church
NM-2-37 NM1072 Christina, Queen of Sweden Sebastien Bourdon 1653 NetherlandsStockholm Baroque 2 1869 French baroque Bourdon as court painter. Interpretation of painting and the queens black clothes- dedication to science
NM-2-38 NM3110 Moonlit Landscape Giovanni Francesco Barbieri 1616 Netherlands Baroque 2 1936 Landscape painting describtion about painting. About landscape paintings as a genre
NM-2-39 NM7077 Sleeper Awakened by a Young Woman with Fire Nicolas Regnier 1620 Belgium Baroque 2 2011 Flemish baroque About the motive
NM-2-40 NM1487 Boy playing the lute/Hearing Hendrick Terbrugghen 1620 Netherlands Baroque 2 1895 Flemish baroque Two paintings (NM1487/1488). Of singing and music, describtion. About lower classes and entertainment
NM-2-41 NM1488 Girl holding a glass/taste Hendrick Terbrugghen 1620 Netherlands Baroque 2 1895 Flemish baroque Two paintings (NM1487/1488). Of singing and music, describtion. About lower classes and entertainment
NM-2-42 NM7291 Allegory of Justice Bernardino Mei 1656 Italy Baroque 2 2015 Rome and Italy
NM-2-43 NM2784 The virgin in Prayer Sassoferrato (Giovanni battista salvi1650 Italy Baroque 2 1930 Rome and Italy
NM-2-44 NM80 Judith with the head of Holofernes Bernardo Cavallino 1650 Italy Napoli Baroque 2 1864 Rome and Italy About the motive. Details about painting style
NM-2-45 NM12 The penitent Magdalen Cecco del Caravaggio Italy Baroque 2 1866 Rome and Italy About Cecco del Caravaggio- pupil and motive associated with caravaggio. About painting teqnique
NM-2-46 NM1496 St. Paul the Hermit Jusepe de Ribera 1644 Italy Baroque 2 1896 Rome and Italy about motive/christianity. About painting style
NM-2-47 NM7538 A female saint and martyr (St. Catherine of Aleksandria)Artemisia Gentileschi 1630 Italy rome Baroque 2 Rome and Italy 2172 Artemisia as a female famous painter, including inspirations from all over italy and caravaggio
NM-2-48 NM11 Judith with the head of Holofernes Antiveduto Gramatica 1610 Italy Baroque 2 1865 Rome and Italy About the motive
NM-2-49 NM759 Still life with fish and oysters Giovanni battista Recco 1653 Italy Napoli Baroque 2 1865 Rome and Italy About artist. About still life, describtion and interpretation
NM-2-50 NM7280 David with the head of Goliath Domenico Fetti 1620 Italy Baroque 2 2014 Rome and Italy about the scene. Including political value
NM-2-51 NMK93/1968 Dish, Europe and the Bull Carel Bolcool 1674 Belgium Genoa Baroque 2 1968 2130 about the baroque motive. Travelling artists, infleunce and silversmith as artist
NM-2-52 NM6970 Vanitas, Allegory Willem de Poorter 1630 Netherlands Baroque 2 1997 About motive and painting style- closeness to Rembrandts circle.
NM-2-53 NM579 Old Scholar in a vaulted chamber Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1631 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1866 Rembrandt about motive. Painting teqniques
NM-2-54 NM5324 Self-portrait Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1630 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1956 Rembrandt 2245 About Rembrandt and painting tecnique
NM-2-55 NMSk1442 Queen Kristina of Sweden Jean Baptiste Theodon 1697 France Baroque 2 1939 Bronze bust. In roman imperial style. Probably made after the queens death
NM-2-56 NMSk1455 Cardinal Decio Azzolino Pietro Balestra 1667 Italy rome Baroque 2 1940 Rome and Italy Marble bust. About the relationship between queen Kristina and cardinal Azzolino. About the bust/roman baroque style
NM-2-57 NM82 the penitent mary Magdalene Carlo Dolci 1635 Italy Baroque 2 1865 Rome and Italy Theme during the counter reformation. About motive
NM-2-58 NMSk404 Mary Magdalene Antonio Novelli 1649 Italy Baroque 2 1865 Rome and Italy Marble sculpture. About motive. Owned by queen Kristina.
NM-2-59 NM1349 Saint Peter Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1632 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1881 Rembrandt About the motive and symbolism. 
NM-2-60 NM583 Young woman in profile Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1632 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1865 Rembrandt Non commisioned portrait. About motive. 
NM-2-61 NM584 Girl at a window, the kitchen maid Rembrandt Hermensz. Van Rijn 1651 NetherlandsLeiden Baroque 2 1865 Rembrandt 2186 One out of several productions. 
NM-2-62 NM7504 The Wedding at Cana Frans Francken the Younger 1618 Belgium Antwerpen Baroque 2 2019 Flemish baroque biblical motive, describtion
NM-2-63 NM7328 Still life of flowers and an overturned jug Jan Fyt 1659 Belgium Baroque 2 2016 Flemish baroque
NM-2-64 NM7295 Study of a boy's head Thomas Willeboirts Bosschaert 1644 Belgium Antwerpen Baroque 2 2015 Flemish baroque 2515 speculations of identity. Information about copies made and art studio traditions in antwerpen
NM-2-65 NM410 Amor Triumphant amidst emblems Thomas Willeboirts Bosschaert 1645 Belgium Antwerpen Baroque 2 1865 Flemish baroque 2170 about motive- allegory.  Cooperation between Willeboirts Bosschaert and Paul de Vos
NM-2-66 NM7010 The Zijlpoort in Haarlem Gerrit Adriaensz Berckheyde 1670 NetherlandsHaarlem Baroque 2 2002 About the port. Details about painting process
NM-2-67 NM740 The death of Seneca unknown, copy after Rubens Belgium Antwerpen Baroque 2 1884 Flemish baroque 2200 copy of Rubens. 
NM-3-1 NM847 A river god Carle Vanloo 1740 France Paris 3 1865 Public collecting 2664 ja ja Same text as NM848. Painters history, paintings shown at salon in paris in 1740, aqquired for the Royal palace in 1745-47.
NM-3-2 NM848 A water nymph Carle Vanloo 1740 France Paris 3 1865 Public collecting 2665 ja ja Same text as NM847
NM-3-3 NM797 Rabbits Francois Desportes 1720 France Paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors About the artist, often commisioned by french kings. Painting is probably an unfinished study .
NM-3-4 NM 798 Breakfast piece with Oysters ja 1729 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors Same text as NM799. About the still life. History of acquirement. 
NM-3-5 NM799 Breakfast piece with ham Francois Desportes 1729 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors Same text as NM798
NM-3-6 NM866 Spaniel pointing partridge Jean-Baptiste Oudry 1742 France Paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors About artists friendship with Carl Gustav Tessin (swedish ambassador), painting of his spaniel
NM-3-7 NM845 Fastening the Skate Nicolas Lancret 1743 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors Comissioned by Carl Gustav Tessin. Large dimensions make it exeptional in Lancret's oeuvre
NM-3-8 NM864 The Dachshound Pehr With dead game and rifle Jean-Baptiste Oudry 1740 France Paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors 2671 ja ja Another of Tessin's pets. Could be regarded as portrait of Tessin, despite him not being depicted. Gift from the artist to Tessin
NM-3-9 NM773 Pensent-ils aux raisins? Francois boucher 1747 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors Idyllic image, inspired by Charles Simon Favart's painting Les vendagnes de tempe. Decribtion of the image - including deliberate play of gender roles (sheperd played by woman). Commisioned for queen Lovisa Ulrika/Drottningholm. 
NM-3-10 NM793 The judgement of Paris Noel-Nicolas Coypel 1728 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors About the motive- Trojan sheperd Paris  that is forced to choose which goddess is most beautiful.
NM-3-11 MNGrh4345 Lovisa Ulrika, as Aurora Francois Adrien Grasognon Latinville1744 France paris 3 2004 Four Art collectors Portrait of Lovisa Ulrika, sweden's new crown princess depicted as rosetinted dawn goddess Aurora. Commisioned in secret by Tessin in 1744. Frame carved in paris. Also about the court superintendent Hårleman and details about production. 
NM-3-12 NM770 The triumph of Venus Francois boucher 1740 France 3 1865 Four Art collectors About the motive Venus. Interpretation of details and motive. Mention of how the artist only used a few sketches. Commisioned by Tessin
NM-3-13 NM854 Les Adieux Venus et Adonis Francois LeMoyne 1729 France paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors Describing the motive- adonis and Venus. Comissioned by Tessin and the choice of a vertical format
NM-3-14 NM849 Shipwreck Philippe-Jacques Loutherbourg 1760 France paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors about the painter and his career at the royal academy and paris salons. +connection to swedish ambassador, and how he was accused of imitating other painters. Known for specialization in disaster paintings
NM-3-15 NM195 The family of darius pealding to Alexander gasparo diziniani 1740 Italy Venezia 3 1865 Four Art collectors depiction of scene of alexander the greats victory over Darius' army. Based on another venetian version of the motive
NM-3-16 NM850 Battle at sea between soliders and oriental pirates Philippe-Jacques Loutherbourg 1767 France paris 3 1865 Four Art collectors exhibited at paris salon in 1767. one of five of his paintings owned by swedish ambassador Creutz. Later sold to Gustav III
NM-3-17 NM2794 View of the Park of Mereville Hubert Robert 1790 France 3 1930 Hubert Robert's pictoral world How painter is associated with picturesque views from Rome, where he lived. Role of the paintings done abroad, and who he painted the two paintings for. Same text as NM2795
NM-3-18 NM2795 View of the great cascade and the rustic wooden bridge in the park of merevilleHubert Robert 1790 France 3 1930 Hubert Robert's pictoral world same text as NM2794
NM-3-19 NM6765 The fire of Hotel-Dieu in Paris Hubert Robert 1772 France Paris 3 1983 Hubert Robert's pictoral world The depiction of a fire in paris. The focus of the painter on violent and destructive moments. 
NM-3-20 NM50 Stairwell in a renaissance house Michele Marieschi 1740 Italy Venezia 3 1865 The grand tour- study travels Same text/plaque as NM51. About artists landscape paintings, being particularly a fan of renaissance palaces and Venice. 
NM-3-21 NM51 courtyard in a renaissance house Michele Marieschi 1740 Italy Venezia 3 1865 The grand tour- study travels Same text/plaque as NM50
NM-3-22 NM7071 Sermon of an Apostle Giovanni Paolo Panini 1730 Italy 3 2004 The grand tour- study travels Landscape painter, often with ancient ruins. About the motive with antique details and an apostle's sermon in front. Located to some place in the roman empire
NM-3-23 NM7581 View of Solfatara Pierre-Jacques Volaire 1770 France Toulon/Naples 3 2021 The grand tour- study travels About the artist and how he travelled to italy to become popular with the grand tour travellers, depicting coastal landscapes and Vesuvio.
NM-3-24 NM5830 Piazza San Marco in Venice **Giacomo Guard OR francesco Guardi Italy Venezia 3 1964 The grand tour- study travels Giacomo, son of Francesco, other possible painter. About venezian paintings. Also imaginary landscapes as a popular theme. Argues for father and son as possible painters
NM-3-25 NM218 View of the church San Geremia and Cannaregio Antonio Canaletto 1720 Italy Venezia 3 1865 The grand tour- study travels Canaletto famous painter in venezia. About venezia as destination of grand tours. 



NM-3-26 NMSk405 Louise Julie Constance de Rohan-Rochefort-Montauban, Countess de Brionne, Princesse de LorraineJean-Baptiste Lemoyne the Younger1739 France paris 3 1865 The grand tour- study travels Bust. Story of who the countes was (literary salons in paris) and how she was known to king Gustav III. With story
NM-3-27 NM4793 View of Paris from the Embankment beneath the pont NeufElias Martin 1766 Sweden Paris 3 1872 The grand tour- study travels Story of Elias. Studied at french academy. 
NM-3-28 NM2253 Dancing children Lorens Pasch the Younger 1760 Sweden Stockholm 3 1872 Possibly of Gustav IIIs siblings. Unfinished work, inspiration may be painting from the paris opera ballett. 
NM-3-29 NM4888 Sofia Magdalena, Princess of Denmark Carl Gustav Pilo 1765 Sweden 3 1951 Portraits Describtion of princess of denmark, future wife of king gustav III
NM-3-30 NM2367 Unknown Lady, Called Baroness de Neubourg-CromiereAlexander Roslin 1756 Sweden Paris Rococco 3 1923 portraits Describtion of Rococco portrait. Speculations around identity- no one with that name in Paris at the time of creation.
NM-3-31 NM1533 Claude Joseph Vernet Alexander Roslin 1767 Sweden Paris 3 1899 Portraits Roslin in Paris (career), showing offf his skills. How his paintings were harshly critiqued by Denis Diderot
NM-3-32 NM7297 Portrait of a violinist Ann Vallayer-Coster 1773 France 3 2015 portraits About the motive. Woman at the french academy. Mentioning her age (26) and status- unmarried, which made her election at the french academy an exeptional acheivment
NM-3-33 NM1566 John Jennings Esq., his brother and sister-in-lalw Alexander Roslin 1769 Sweden Paris 3 1901 Portraits About the motive and how it refelcts the artist's skill. How art critic Diderot critizised it at the Salon.
NM-3-34 NM6941 Unknown man, called Baron de Neubourg-Cromiere Alexander Roslin 1756 Sweden paris 3 1995 Portraits Accompanying the painting 137. About motive and attire, how it's depicted in detail. Better preserved than wife's painting
NM-3-35 NM6872 Zioe Ghika, Moldavian Princess Alexander Roslin 1777 Sweden St. Petersburg 3 1992 Portraits Moldovian princess at the court of Catherine the great of russia. Describtion of cources.
NM-3-36 NM7331 Hubert Drouais, the artist's father Francois Hubert Drouais 1760 France 3 2018 portraits The artist's father in his studio. The father was a leading portraitist, which is shown in the painting.
NM-3-37 NM844 Cardinal de Fleury Hyacinthe Rigaud 1731 France Baroque 3 1865 portraitg The french prime minister. Official gift to Sweden, confirming a political alliance. Periode of Luis IV- baroque. Fourteen versions of this portrait
NM-3-38 NM5535 Count Carl Gustav Tessin Jacques-Andre-Joseph Aved 1740 France 3 1960 portraits 2725 ja ja Swedish ambassador Tessin with his collections.  Gift to his friend architect carl Hårleman
NM-3-39 NM1186 Duchesse de Chartres as Hebe Jean-Marc Nattier 1744 France paris 3 1873 portraits Celebrated beauty duchess of chartes, disguised in the painting as Hebe- goddess of Youth. Symbolic painting with Jupiter. Nattier's role when painting the motive. Several copies, although this is the original, first shown at the Paris salon in 1745
NM-3-40 NMGrh1057 Carl Hårleman, Marchal of the Court, Architect Martin can Meytens the Younger 1730 Sweden Stockholm 3 1865 portraits Painted by imperial court painter whilst in Stockholm. Hårleman had been to Rome, which the motive reflects with roman monuments in the background. Hårleman became main architect of the works in the royal palace. 
NM-3-41 NM1142 Marquise de Broglie as Sultana Jean-Marc Nattier 1742 France paris 3 1872 portraits Painted while the ottoman empire ambassador was in paris- leading to a turkish inspired fashion style. The marquise, a friend of Tessins wife, was painted in the sultana costume
NM-3-42 NMGrh2145 The Sackska Family Painting Martin can Meytens the Younger 1730 Sweden 3 1936 portraits 2712 Comissioned by Carl Gustav Tessin, showing his family. Describtion of who's who. Everyone in costumes. 
NM-3-43 NM1141 Elisabeth-Louise De Boullogne, Marquise de l'Hospital Jean-Marc Nattier 1739 France paris 3 1872 portraits History of how Nattier became a member of the French Royal academy, and about Tessin as swedish ambassador+connections and friendships in the french court.
NM-3-44 NM2388 Carl Gustav Tessin, Count and Statesman Louis Tocque 1741 France Paris 3 1865 portraits Tessin shown in cuirass despite never being an officer. Symbolic painting of Tessins heroic efforts to save Sweden in the ongoing war with Russia, with French alliances. Mentions how he became prime minister in 1747
NM-3-45 MNSk1446 Unknown man, formerly known as the artist Martin Meytens the YoungerCharles Guillaume Cousin 1740 France 3 1939 About Cousin hired for palace works. Comments on the (casual) clothing style, and how this suggests it being an artist portrait. How the identity was earlies believed to be Martin van Meytens the younger. Comment on the unusual realistic style, concidering the periode.
NM-3-46 NM863 Leopard in a cage Confronted by Two Mastiffs Jean-Baptiste Oudry 1739 France 3 1865 Public collecting Based on studies at the royal Menagerie gardens in Versailles. Last of a long series bough by Tessin for the [Swedish] Royal palace, and was severly criticised when arriving in Sweden.
NM-3-47 NM861 Spaniel seizing a bittern Jean-Baptiste Oudry 1739 France 3 1865 Public collecting Speculations on inspiration for painting- probably comissioned paintings by Louis xV. Sold to open market, but Oudry refused to lower prices. Tessin spent 4 years striking a deal for the painting (1739)
NM-3-48 NMSk847 Guillaume Taraval, artist jacques philippe Bouchardon France 3 1893 Public collecting Bust. Subject, and how he was hired for palace works and running the future swedish royal academy of fine arts. About the sculpturer
NM-3-49 NM794 Large buffet with flowers, fruit and costly vases Antoine Monnoyer 1733 France Stockholm 3 1865 Public collecting 2652 ja ja Placed in between two busts. About the artist's travel studies across europe. Painted during stay in Stockholm for queen Sofia Magdalena's future bedroom in the Royal Palace. Similar paintings in other wing, now replaced by mirrors.
NM-3-50 NMSk960 Unknown artist, formerly known as Carl Johan CronstedtCharles Guillaume Cousin or Jacques Philippe BouchardonFrance 3 1905 Public collecting 2764 Lots of unknowns, even the subject. Speculations around the motive being of count carl johan cronstedt, but more likely of someone in the artist's cirle.
NM-3-51 NM7591 The school teacher Noel Halle 1751 France 3 2020 Public collecting The story of Halle as an artist. Received the Royal academy of painting and Sculpture's prix de rome scholarship. Most famous for roman and greek motices, his paintings being shown at the paris salon
NM-3-52 NMK35 Bureau Carl Petter Dahlstrøm, Nordin 1755 Sweden Furniture 3 1894 Public collecting Bureau, furniture. About material/gilt bronze
NM-3-53 NM785 Rabbi and Copper Pot Jean Simeon Chardin 1735 France 3 1865 Describtive describtion of the painting. How the painting shows unique style of painter. Still life. Painter elected to France's royal academy for it.
NM-3-54 Indep 92 Cupboard for coin collection Sven Bromander 1748 Sweden furniture, roccoco 3 1915 Public collecting History of Crown princess Lovisa Ulrika's purchase of the tessin collection in 1746. Cabinets designet to this event. High class Rococco.Later comissioned additional 6 cabinets for Drottningsholm palace.
NM-3-55 NMSk2246 Putti carrying a lantern jacques philippe Bouchardon 1740 France sculpture 3 1979 hubby cherubs. Describtion of lantern-bearing bronze figures. Models for the once that still flank stairs at royal palace. About how the artist came to sweden (through talent-searching Cronstedt in paris in 1731)
NM-3-56 NM780 The washerwoman Jean Simeon Chardin 1733 France 3 1865 Interior: children First shown in 1734. flemish 17th century style, first billed as work of david tenier. Shown at paris salon 1737. compared to rembrandt. Chardin influenced by old masters while still giving frank describtion of household chores in contemporary french mileu
NM-3-57 NM781 Woman drawing water from a water urn Jean Simeon Chardin 1733 France 3 1865 Interior: children Bought by tessin on behalf of crown prince adolf fredrik and lovisa ulrika. Everyday motive, compared to old flemish masters. 
NM-3-58 NMK6 Armchair 1760 Sweden Furniture 3 1924 2848
NM-3-59 NMK252 Wall pan with mirror 1760 Sweden furniture 3 1921 2848
NM-3-60 NMK CxV 2171Writing desk 1760 Sweden furniture 3 1873 2848
NM-3-61 NMK45 Bird-cage clock Pierre Jaquet-Droz 1780 Switzerland clock 3 1892
NM-3-62 NMK 212-213 Pug dogs with green collar and with puppy Johann Joachim Kandler 1740 Germany porselain 3 1950
NM-3-63 NM882 Boy in a child's chair, the artist's son Jean-Bernard RestoutJean Restout the Younger 1736 France 3 1865 Interior: children About artist. Elected to france's royal academy of painting. Portrait of 4 year-old son. One of Restout's most popular paintings due to honest unsentimental depiction
NM-3-64 NM17 Girl Showing a piece of Jewellery Antonio Amorosi 1690 Italy 3 1865 Interior: children About amarosi as painter of children, and how he portrayed them. About the motive
NM-3-65 NMSk1625 Crown prince Gustav (III), Seven years old jacques philippe Bouchardon 1753 France Stockholm sculpture 3 1930 Interior: children 2776 About motive and situation- play performed 21.12.1753 at the royal palace. Of three scupltures, only the one of the crown prince remains intact.
NM-3-66 MN5015 The love lesson Antoine watteau 1716 France 3 1953 Describing the motive. Poetic park scenes were typical for Watteau
NM-3-67 NM5650 The Italian Serenade Antoine watteau 1716 France 3 1962 Describing the motive. Theathical motives were typical for Watteau. Scene moved from a stage to a parkland. 
NM-3-68 NMlä383 Mirror 1750 Sweden Stockholm Furniture 3 2002 From The Swedish Royal Palace
NM-3-69 NM782 The morning toilet Jean Simeon Chardin 1740 France 3 1865 Describtion of motive. Interpretation. Chardin tells stories in his paintings
NM-3-70 NM786 Domestic Pleasures Jean Simeon Chardin 1746 France 3 1865 Commisioned by crown princess lovisa ulrika thorugh Tessin. Shown at the 1747 paris salon. Admired for its details through centuries.
NM-3-71 NM870 Still life with a game and a silver terrine on a turkish rugJean-Baptiste Oudry 1738 France 3 1865 Rococo Oudry most favoured artist for the new Royal Palace of Stockholm. Exhibited at Paris saon. Presented latest rococo style. Terrine depicted was just created by leading goldsmith Jacques Roettiers when the painting was painted. 
NM-3-72 NMK11 Chest with marble top 1725 France Paris Furniture 3 1986 Rococo Describtion and symbolism of ornaments. Probably gidt from Louis xv to Lotta Sparre- neice of Tessin
NM-3-73 NMK110A-B Ewer and dish Christian Precht 1745 Sweden Stockholm Furniture 3 2006 Rococo Christening basin- first swedish example of silver object in rococo style. Knowledge brought to Stockholm from Paris in 1731. Basin made for Grill family, a leading merchant family. Donated to the Dutch Reformed church in Stockholm
NM-3-74 NMK135-136 Appliques 1740 France Furniture 3 1919 Rococo Two French appliques based on originals by Juste-Aurele Meissonier, a french designer and influential figure in Rococo. Typical with lots of engravings
NM-3-75 NMK7 Longcase musical clock L.C. Krüger 1770 Germany berlin Clock, neoclassical style 3 2004 rococo Musical clock made in berlin. Can play minuets. Told to be a gift from Fredrik II of Prussia to his sister Lovisa Ulrika of Sweden.
NM-3-76 NM7539 The engraver and Goldsmith Jacques Roettiers Louis -Michel van Loo 1735 France Rococco 3 2019 rococo About artist and goldsmith Roettiers. References to his porfession in the painting. 
NM-3-77 NMK99 Table with marble top 1750 Sweden 3 1919 rococo
NM-3-78 NM7488 Portrait of a Royal Muscian Jean Baptiste Vanloo 1742 France Paris 3 2018 Mirror of the soul About the artist- from a famous dutch artist family. Worked in paris for king Louis xv at Versailles. Viewed the model as an actor
NM-3-79 NM2449 Michel-Etienne Turgot, Marquis de Sousmont, presumed portraitCharles-Andre Vanloo France paris 3 1924 Mirror of the soul The more famous little brother of Jean-Baptiste Vanloo, court painter and director of the royal academy of painting and sculpture in paris. Portrait of the mayor of Paris with ironic gaze.
NM-3-80 NM7495 Self portrait, called Le Silence Joseph Decreux 1790 France 3 2018 Mirror of the soul Text same as 188
NM-3-81 NM7496 Self portrait, called La Surprise Joseph Decreux 1790 France 3 2018 Mirror of the soul Text same as 187. Painter painted marie antoniette in vienna, which made him fortune. Made baron and court painter. Only 20 self portraits, where 6 have a physiognomic character, making these two portrait very rare.
NM-3-82 NM6727 The Cabak, a tavern outside of Moscow Jean-Baptiste Le Prince 1767 France Moscow 3 1981 From travel to russia in 1756, where the sketches were made. Costumes typical for different ethnic groups. Shown at the paris salon 1769
NM-3-83 NMK925 Bureau Georg Haupt 1780 Sweden Stockholm Furniture, neoclassisism 3 1927 Journeyman, became most sought-after cabinetmaker in stockholm thanks to Lovisa Ulrika's commision from him. Neoclassical bronze and polychrome intersia
NM-3-84 NMSk2262 Chryses Rene Michel Slodtz 1737 France Rome sculpture 3 1986 Scultpure. Imaginary portrait of Chryses, a trojan priest of greek antiquity. A companian piece is in the Louvre. The sculptor worked in rome with the nickname Michel-Ange [michelangelo]
NM-3-85 NMK92 Mirror Samuel Bomansson 1770 Sweden furniture 3 2003 The Gustavian period
NM-3-86 NMK80 Console table 1770 Sweden furniture 3 19443 The Gustavian period
NM-3-87 NMK1388 Table clock Antoine Crosnier 1780 France clock 3 1895 The Gustavian period
NM-3-88 NMK30-31 Appliques 1770 France furniture, neoclassisism 3 1937 The Gustavian period Lamp brackets in 18th century neo-classic-ism. Describtion of decorations and use of natural form
NM-3-89 NM2424 Birgithe Dorthe and Kirstne Margarethe Colstrup Per Krafft Elder 1754 Sweden Copenhagen 3 1924 The Gustavian period Children portrayed to resemble adults of the period with corsets and mid 1700-fashion, expressing mutual affection. Painted in Denmark, where the painter worked a lot
NM-3-90 NM6706 Girl with Bullfinch in a cage Per Krafft Elder 1766 Sweden Bayreuth 3 1979 The Gustavian period 2735 No describtion. Describtion in app: Likely painted during sojourn in Bayreuth, when the artist was a sought after painter.Girl from the city's upper burgoise
NM-3-91 NMK131 Voyeuses Erik öhrmark/johan Erik Höglander1780 Sweden Stockholm furniture 3 1944 The Gustavian period 2598 Same as 199. No describtion. Describtion in app: Voyose- named for its function, connected to card games. Describtion. Chair makers became master craftsmen in stockholm in 1777



NM-3-92 NMK133 Voyeuses Erik öhrmark/johan Erik Höglander1780 Sweden Stockholm furniture 3 1944 The Gustavian period 2596 Same as 199. No describtion. Describtion in app: Voyose- named for its function, connected to card games. Describtion. Chair makers became master craftsmen in stockholm in 1777
NM-3-93 NMDrh499 Repas public, Le Jour de l'an 1779 pehr Hillström the Elder 1779 Sweden Stockholm 3 1865 The Gustavian period 2791 Only depiction of a 18th century royal meal. Painting in the background- Landro Bassano. Describiton
NM-3-94 NMK113 Secretaire en armoire Gustaf Adolph Ditzinger 1878 Sweden Tullgarn Furniture, neoclassisism 3 2019 The Gustavian period Describtion of function and ornaments. Depicts apollo. Explains who Apolo was patron for. Made for Duke Fredrik Adolf's pleasure palace Tullgarn
NM-3-95 NM7051 Boy with map of Scandinavia Ulrica Fredrica Pasch 1771 Sweden 3 2003 The Gustavian period Pasch was first female member of the Swedish Royal Academy of fine arts.  Boy showing a map of the baltic sea and nordic countries, with national borders marked. Emphasises education
NM-3-96 NM2823 Portrait of a Boy Per Krafft Elder 1762 Sweden Bayreuth 3 1930 The Gustavian period Per Krafft was student of Alexander Roslin in Paris. About his career. Portraits of children common theme, with focus on their characteristics and emotions.
NM-3-97 NM6756 A woman Picking Fleas by Candlelight pehr Hillström the Elder Sweden 3 1982 The Gustavian period Depiction of private tasks, dramatic scene, everyday tasks. The artist was inspired by Jean Simeon Chardin and old dutch and flemish masters
NM-3-98 NM1421 The Ebonists Elias Martin 1768 Sweden 3 1890 The Gustavian period _DSC7407.NEF The artists describtion of the painting. What a ebonist was. About Martin's career (english stay, studies in london). Both genre paintings and landscapes
NM-3-99 NM1110 Testing eggs, interior pehr Hillström the Elder Sweden 3 1870 The Gustavian period Describtion. The art of testing eggs for embryos using light. Everyday scene. 
NM-4-1 NMRbg56 Karl xIV Johan, King of sweden and Norway Emile Mascre 1843 France Stockholm 4 1873 Karl Johan and the Arts Painted for the kngs silver jubilee. Describtion of picture and objects, with symbolic meanings. 
NM-4-2 NMK61-62 Torcheres Gustaf E. Klemming 1810 Sweden Furniture, torches 4 2011 Karl Johan and the Arts
NM-4-3 NMK19 Table Lorenz Wilhelm Lundelius 1820 Sweden Furniture 4 1990 Karl Johan and the Arts
NM-4-4 NM1243 Cupid shooting an arrow Fredric Westin 1807 Sweden 4 1872 "Rafael and Correggio had  a renaissance [rebirth]". Hreoic classicism faced competition from erotic and sweeter motifs. Scpultural shapes. Shown at Royal academy in 1808, aquired by art collector Germund Cederhielm, later owned by king karl xV who donated it to NMS. 
NM-4-5 NMK33/2003 Armchair Carl Fredrik Sundvall 1820 Sweden Furniture 4 2003
NM-4-6 NMK110/2013 Armchair, part of ensemble 1830 furniture 4 2013
NM-4-7 NMK33/1935 Mirror table Furniture 4 1935
NM-4-8 NMK3/2009 Urns 1810 Furniture 4 2009 History of how Prince Karl xiv bought the bankrupt Alvdalen porphyry works and placed large orders intended for diplomatic gifts. These urns belonged to diplomat Carl Axel Lowenhielm, probably a gift from the king. "the museum has several unique objects from the prophyry works, most of them donated by the royal family in conjunction with the opening of the museum in 1866"
NM-4-9 NM4852 Review in Ladugårdsgärdde fields during Czar Nicolaus' visit in 1838Carl Stefan Bennet Sweden Stockholm 4 1873 Depiction of the review of troops by Karl xiv johan at ladugårdsgärdet in stockholm in honor of czarNIcolaus' visit in 1838. How the painting showsboth walike exercise and nearness to the citizens. Several famous people are included in the painting in the right forground, f ex Jöns Jacob Berzelius, Esaias Tegner and Per Krafft the younger
NM-4-10 NMSk389 Karl xiv johan of Sweden Johan Niklar Byström sweden sculpture 4 1867 Carrara marble
NM-4-11 NMK30-31/2012Night commodes Carl Christoffer Gjörwell 1809 Sweden furniture 4 2013
NM-4-12 NMSk1211 Nikolaus I, Empreror of Russia Christian Daniel Rauch Germany sculpture 4 1923
NM-4-13 NMSkAv562 Odin Bengt Erland Fogelberg Sweden sculpture 4 Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1086 Aftercast, produced for the museum's cast collection
NM-4-14 NMSk556 Odin Standing Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1828 Sweden sculpture 4 1856 Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1086 Bought from the artist's estate. Plaster cast
NM-4-15 NMSk552 The wounded achilles Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1820 Sweden sculpture 4 1856 Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1086 Bought from the artist's estate. Plaster cast
NM-4-16 NMSk525 Venus and cupid, sketch Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1835 Sweden sculpture 4 1856 Bengt Erland Fogelberg 1086 Bought from the artist's estate. Plaster cast
NM-4-17 NMSk374 Bacchus Erik Gustaf Göthe 1808 Sweden sculpture 4 1866 Gift from Queen dowager Josefina. Marble
NM-4-18 NMSk592 KarlxII, king of Sweden, sketch Carl Gustaf Qvarnström Sweden sculpture 4 1868 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-19 NMSk663 Karl xII, king of sweden, sketch Johan Peter Molin Sweden sculpture 4 1873 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-20 NMSk664 Karl xII, king of sweden, sketch Johan Peter Molin Sweden sculpture 4 1873 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-21 NMSk778 Carl von Linne. Sketch for figure on the statue of Linne Johannes Fritiof Kjellberg Sweden sculpture 4 1886 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-22 NMSk728,730,731Seaborgne traffic. Trade. Wealth. Three sketches Carl Gustaf Qvarnström Sweden sculpture 4 1881 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-23 NMSk732, 729 Prosperity. Diligence. Two sketches. Carl Gustaf Qvarnström Sweden sculpture 4 1881 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-24 NMSk658 Nicodemus Tessin the Younger. Sketch Johan Peter Molin Sweden sculpture 4 1873 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-25 NMSk779 Carl von Linne. Sketch for figure on the statue of Linne Johannes Fritiof Kjellberg Sweden sculpture 4 1886 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-26 NMSk593 Johan Tobias Sergel. Sketch Carl Gustaf Qvarnström Sweden sculpture 4 1868 Public monuments 1085
NM-4-27 NM7468 Belisarius Per Krafft the Younger 1799 Sweden 4 2018 The story of Krafft the younger who left for paris to study under jacques-louis david. The belisarius was a popular theme thanks to Marmontel's novel Belisaire (1767). Story of how the belisarius defeated the ostrogoths in intaly in the 6th century AD. popular theme in late 18th century. 
NM-4-28 NMK3/18892 Candelabra and candelsticks furniture 4 1892
NM-4-29 NMK13/1889 Console table 1800 furniture 4 1889
NM-4-30 NM7103 Two children illuminating a sculpted bust Johan gustaf Sandberg 1839 sweden 4 2012 Painting of Sandberg's daugthers studying a plastercast of antique sculpture of antinous. Shows dutch chiaroscuro inspiration. Fact of how one of the depicted sisters later married artist Gustaf Wilhelm Palm
NM-4-31 NMSk721 Jeanette af Pontin Erik Gustaf Göthe sweden sculpture 4 1881 Plaster
NM-4-32 NM6678 C.J. Lagercrantz, Assessor, and his Family Gustaf Wilhelm Finnberg 1830 Sweden 4 1977 Family portrait. Describtion, with names. About the artist, being inspired by 16th century artist Ehrensdahl, including both living and dead family in portrait. 
NM-4-33 NM7301 Study of a man in turkish dress Amalia Lindegren 1854 Sweden Munich historical painting 4 2015 Bourgeoise Interiors 3314 History of Amalia Lindegren as a female artist- studying next to world leading historical paintings in Munich, being inspired by old and new masters, as well as contemporary art. Unknown reason to why it was painted, but could be biblical subject.
NM-4-34 NMK34/1990 Chair 1820 Furniture 4 1990 Bourgeoise Interiors Mahagony, gilt brass, wool
NM-4-35 NMK34/1990 Chair 1830 furniture 4 1990 Bourgeoise Interiors Mahagony, slik
NM-4-36 NMK2/1909 Chiffonier Lorentz Wilhelm Lundelius 1820 Sweden furniture 4 1909 Bourgeoise Interiors Mahagony, veneer, gilt brass, marble
NM-4-37 NM6867 Sigrid and Anna Mazer, Nieces of the artist Carl Peter Mazer 1858 Sweden Russia 4 1991 About the artist- singular portrait painter. Good on capturing emotions and interactions. Expressive character of the painting due to coloring. Mazer emigrated to Russia in 1830, drawing street life and environments as well as photographing.
NM-4-38 NM4743 View of the Royal Palace of Stockholm. Winter Carl Stefan Bennet Sweden Stockholm 4 1873
NM-4-39 NM1332 Interior of the painter's home, Arvfurstens palats, StockholmCarl Stefan Bennet 1867 Sweden Stockholm 4 1878
NM-4-40 NM1652 A Wedding Party from Österåker Wilhelm Wallander 1857 Sweden 4 1907 Genre scenes of Everyday life About the artist, travelled around sweden to document local customs and costumes. Celebrations were popular motives. 
NM-4-41 NM1320 The Pawn shop II Carl d'Unker 1859 Sweden 4 1876 Genre scenes of Everyday life Describing the motive in detail. How sentimental motives were popular mid 19th century. D'Unker depicted various aspects of class society.
NM-4-42 NM6776 George at Civita Castellana Jean-Joseph-xavier Bidauld 1787 France Rome 4 1984 3167 About Bidauld as open-air painter in around Rome, stayed in Italy for 5 years. How oil studies were sketches for bigger landscape paintings painted in the studio.
NM-4-43 NM7259 View of the Roman Campaign near Subiaco Pierre Henri de Valenciennes 1752 France Subiaco 4 2016 Italian landscapes
NM-4-44 NM7336 View of the Roman Campagna. Study Simon Denis 1800 Belgium Rome 4 2016 Italian landscapes About the artist. About the motive, with interesting details about the tecnique
NM-4-45 NM2060 The Red Rocks at Civita Castellana Camille Jean Baptiste Corot 1827 France Rome 4 1917 Italian landscapes About the landscape of Rome as motive of plein-air paintings. About the motive. Working motives for studio paintings.
NM-4-46 NM7066 View towards Capri Henri Harpignies 1853 France Capri 4 2010 Italian landscapes 3296
NM-4-47 NM7398 View towards Casata Vecchia, Tivoli Jean-Victor Bertin 1806 France Tivoli 4 2017 Italian landscapes About Tivoli as study for artists travelling to Italy. About the artist's creation of the motive, and the painter- early plein-air painter. 
NM-4-48 NM7462 Study of Rocks, Italy (Tivoli?) Jean-Charles-Joseph Remond 1820 France Tivoli 4 2018 Italian landscapes 3297
NM-4-49 NM7350 View of the Pincio and Palazzo Zuccari, Rome Eugen Napoelon Neureuther 1836 Germany Rome 4 2016 Italian landscapes View of the artists' quarter in Rome+location. Describtion of motive and composition. 
NM-4-50 NM7401 The Temple of Antoninus and Faustina, Rome Lancelot-Theodore Turpin de Crisse1807 France Rome 4 2017 Italian landscapes 3351
NM-4-51 NM6771 View over the Tiber to the Aventine, Rome Gustaf Söderberg 1820 Sweden Rome 4 1984 Italian landscapes
NM-4-52 NM7281 Arco Naturale, Capri Thomas Fearnley 1833 Norway Capri 4 2014 Italian landscapes About Fearnley, mostly after his death. How the painting captures light. Speculations about people in the motive
NM-4-53 NM7287 View towards Vesuvio from Villa Quisisana Johan Christian Dahl 1820 Norway Vesuvio 4 2015 Italian landscapes Painted from a roof terrace while being the guest of danish crown prince Christian Frederick 20th june 1820. view of vesuvius, conveying a particular experience
NM-4-54 NM6790 Motif from Capri Joseph Magnus Stäck 1840 Sweden capri 4 1984 Italian landscapes 3291
NM-4-55 NM7472 The waterfalls at Tivoli with ponte lupo, temple of vesta and temple of sybilErnst Fries 1826 Germany Tivoli 4 2018 Italian landscapes 3295
NM-4-56 NM5194 Boat, dragged on shore Christen Købke 1839 denmark 4 1954 Italian landscapes
NM-4-57 NM7447 View towards amalfi from Grotta dei Cappuccini Carl Morgenstern 1834 Germany Amalfi 4 2017 Italian landscapes About artist travelling to italy for 3 years. This study show speciality in air perspectives. Painted from grotta opening
NM-4-58 NM1524 View from the Civita Castellana Gustaf Wilhelm Palm 1846 Sweden Civita castellana 4 1898 Italian landscapes About the artist. Famous for well worked-out compositions, later for oil studies. "magnificant view". Nature studies. Reminder of how old masters painted landscapes, which was still an ideal in the late 19th century.



NM-4-59 NM2761 Cypresses, study Gustaf Wilhelm Palm 1843 Sweden Tivoli 4 1915 Italian landscapes How artists painted the same motives. In this case: cypresses at villa d'este at tivoli. What was percieved as exotic by northern artists. 
NM-4-60 NM2731 The Villa Borghese park, study Gustaf Wilhelm Palm 1846 Sweden roma 4 1915 Italian landscapes Palm painted atmospheric landscapes around Rome. Describtion of the painting, including technique
NM-4-61 NM4829 Landscape. Motif from the Numme Valley in Norway Joachim Christian Frich 1850 Norway Nummedalen 4 1873 The landscapes of the Unoin How Frich was odd among painters due to light in paintings. Norwegian painters were truer to nature. Frich commisioned by Oscar I to produce 6 works of Oscarshall. This one is similar
NM-4-62 NM4768 A waterfall, Älvkarleby Carl Johan Fahlcrantz Sweden älvekarleby 4 1873 The landscapes of the Unoin About the painter; dominated swedish landscape painting, painted landmarks. How artists worked. This: nature portrayed truthpully
NM-4-63 NM1713 Waterfall in Småland Marcus Larson 1856 Sweden Paris 4 1910 The landscapes of the Unoin3131 Painted while the artist was in Paris. Painter trained in Dusseldorf. Romantic taste of the untouched, native sweden. 
NM-4-64 NM3084 Summer landscape Edvard Bergh 1873 Sweden 4 1935 The landscapes of the Unoin About the painter- one of the most influentional landscape painters in Sweden. About painting and -technique
NM-4-65 NM2143 Mountaneous landscape in Valais Alexandre Calame 1840 SwitzerlandValais 4 1919 Mountain Landscapes About the artist, specialized in painting the swiss alps. Works widely distributed, important for swedish landscape painting, teacher of Edvard Bergh
NM-4-66 NM7327 Oak and Birch Tree. Spring Karl Julius von Leypold 1832 Germany 4 2015 Mountain Landscapes About the artist. Student of Caspar David Friedrich. Portraying the spirit and supernatural in landscapes.Interpretation of the motive
NM-4-67 NM5020 Tyrolean landscape Thomas Fearnley 1830 Norway Tyrol 4 1953 Mountain Landscapes
NM-4-68 NM7325 Sunset, Dresden Knud Baade 1838 Norway Dresden 4 2015 Mountain Landscapes 3319
NM-4-69 NM1255 Seascape Peder Balke 1849 Norway 4 1873 Mountain Landscapes
NM-4-70 NM7416 Wanderers pausing in the alps Horace Vernet 1825 France alps 4 2017 Mountain Landscapes About the artist, known for battle scenes- not alpine landscapes. Describtion of the motive. 
NM-4-71 NM6689 Mountain Scenery Johan Christian Dahl 1848 Norway 4 1978 Mountain Landscapes 3315
NM-4-72 NM2927 Norwegian Mountain landscape Johan Christian Dahl 1819 Norway Romanticism 4 1932 Mountain Landscapes Artist moving from copenhagen to dresden under C.D.Friedrich. Not really a norwegian landscape, but based on rocks in dresden. Romantic image
NM-4-73 NM2365 From Nordland Peder Balke 1860 Norway Romanticism 4 1922 About the artist- good at life like depictions, simple composition. 
NM-4-74 NM7308 Fantasy of the Alps Carl Gustav Carus 1822 Germany romanticism 4 2015 about the painting and composition. Describtion of details and their effects. 2 eagles- the symbol of Germany
NM-4-75 NM7564 View from Kullen, Skåne Louis Gurlitt 1838 Germany Skåne 4 2020 How Copenhagen was art center during the Danish Golden age (1810-1864). Kullaberg and Skåne was close, so many artists visited. Dramatic scenery without mountains of the continent. Forbidden and enticing view from Gurlitt
NM-4-76 NMSk648 Eugene de Beauharnais Joseph Chinard France Sculpture 4 1873 marble sculpture
NM-4-77 NM7582 Still life with flower arrangement and fruit basket Antoine Berjon 1800 France Lyon Still life 4 2021 About the artist. Describtion of motive
NM-4-78 MNSk2250 The meeting between general Gobert and the Rebel Leader Pelage in Guadaloupe 1808Pierre Jean David 1847 France 4 1980 Bronze Relieff, placed with 285 (same shape)
NM-4-79 NMSk2251 The emigrants Honore Daumier 1850/1893 France 4 1980 Bronze Relieff, placed with 284 (same shape)
NM-4-80 NMSk2212 Freedom Goddess Francois Rude France 4 1975 About Arc de Triomphe in paris, with Rude as one of the responsible artists. This is one of the arches decoration pieces.
NM-4-81 NM7348 Capaneus- Study called the blasphemic Anne-Louis Girodet-Trioson France 4 2016 About the artist and progress of the painting and its motive. 
NM-4-82 NM2113 The severed heads Theodore Gericault 1810 France 4 1918 How the study (painting) is realistic with severed heads. The artist painted several similar paintings, whereas one is located in the Louvre. How the paintings can be interpreted
NM-4-83 NM6350 The lion hunt Eugene Delacroix 1855 France 4 1970 Describing the painting and it's meanings and interpretations. About the creation of the painting in North Africa and Leonardo da Vinci's Battle of Anghiari
NM-4-84 NMSk1193 Tiger Antoine-Louis Barye Sweden 4 1922 About Barye as an artist. Fascination with exotic animals shared with Delacroix, and how they both frequented travelling zoo's in Paris. 
NM-4-85 NM7567 Savoyard Boys and their Marmots Jean-Claude Bonneford 1817 France Genre painting 4 2020 Genre scenes of Everyday life Genre painting. Artist later had a break through at the paris salon. Debut work purchased by the kings nephew. Motive was poopular in the frenche 1700s. Reminds of dutch 17th century masters
NM-4-86 NM7427 Chactas Meditating on Atala's Tomb Louis Edouard Rioult 1826 France 4 2017 About the motive, including fictional background for characters. Exhibited at the 1827 Paris salon
NM-4-87 NM7592 Self-portrait Merry-Joseph Blondel 1817 France self portrait 4 2020 Probably inspired by Ingres' portrayal of artist FM Granet in Rome in 1807. About that motive. This painting posed the same way. Artist was awarded a gold medal for another painting/compostition the same year.
NM-4-88 NM7628 The last Scene in the tragedy "Rodogune" at Theatre Francais Jacques augustin Catherine Pajou 1810 France 4 2020
NM-4-89 NM7593 Aeneas carrying his father Anchises from the burning city of troyMerry-Joseph Blondel 1803 France historical painting 4 2020 About the artist, winning the Rome price at the french royal academy with this composition. Dramatic subjects- was popular and challenging to depict. Finished version of this painting is in the french academy in paris. Artist went to Rome in 1803
NM-4-90 NMSk2233 Medea Jean-Jacques Pradier France sculpture 4 1977 Bronze sculpture
NM-Kr-1 NM7487 Study of a male nude Jacques-Augustin-Catherine Pajou 1785 France academy study 2018 General information about the Royal academy in paris and the studies happening there in regards to painting models and characters as a part of a more general education to later use similar motives in bigger paintings.
NM-Kr-2 NMH Anck 65 Studies of a male nudes Francois Boucher France academy study 1865 Same as NMH THC5206.  About artists that strengthened the status of drawing in the 1700s as more than a sketch.
NM-Kr-3 NMH THC 5206Studies of a male nudes Francois Boucher France academy study 1896 Same as NMH Anck65
NM-Kr-4 NMH2980 Study of a male nude, Frontally seated full-length figure Edme Bouchardon france academy study 1865
NM-Kr-5 NMH2979 Study of a female nude, turned to the right Edme Bouchardon France academy study 1865
NM-Kr-6 Male nude standing next to a writing board Charles-Andre Vanloo France academy study 1865
NM-Kr-7 Male nude Charles-Andre Vanloo France academy study 1865
NM-Kr-8 NMH2992 Reclining male nude and study of a male nude, seated on a rockGuillaume Taraval France academy study 1966 About the artist, and how the school of the french royal acaemy was introduced to sweden through comissions for the royal palace, later leading to the founding of the swedish academy of fine arts.

applied arts Gustav III Neoclassicism in the applied arts4768,47,67,4766
NM-Kq-1 NM964 The inner gallery of the Royal museum at the royal palacepehr Hillström the Elder 1796 Sweden Stockholm painting Gustav III 1865 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2677
NM-Kq-2 NM965 The gallery of the muses, in the royal museum at the royal palacepehr Hillström the Elder 1796 Sweden painting Gustav III 1865 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2678
NM-Kq-3 NMK94 Table with music stands Dagvid Roentgen 1743 Germany furniture Gustav III 1984 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2668
NM-Kq-4 MNK84 vases in red-figure scene of Apollo Louis Masreliez 1790 Sweden applied arts Gustav III 2011 Gustav III and kongl. Museum Describing greek amphora vases. Motive as tribute to apollon. About the creation of the vases
NM-Kq-5 NMK CVx355 Longcase musical clock Georg Haupt, Charles Penton 1782 Sweden furniture Gustav III 1873 Gustav III and kongl. Museum about english time-pieces (clocks) and their techinical advantage, export and cases. Speculations of owner- special décor.
NM-Kq-6 NMSk331 Apollo di Belvedere Giacomo Zoffoli 1784 Italy sculpture Gustav III 1865 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2745
NM-Kq-7 NMSk332 Sleeping Hermaphrodite Giacomo Zoffoli 1784 Italy sculpture Gustav III 1865 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2746
NM-Kq-8 NM6662 Ati and Galathea Pompeo batoni 1761 Italy Gustav III 1977 Gustav III and kongl. Museum Story about Gustav III visiting Florence, and him not buying works of Batoni
NM-Kq-9 NM1572 Interior from an art collection pehr Hillström the Elder unknown Sweden painting Gustav III 1902 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2692
NM-Kq-10 NMK309/1984 table Gustaf Adolph Ditzinger 1790 Sweden furniture Gustav III 1984 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2624
NM-Kq-11 NM2552 Roman orator, called Orator in prison Hubert Robert 1760 France painting Gustav III 1926 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2709
NM-Kq-12 NMK171/1926 The pegasus vase John Flaxman 1786 Great Britain applied arts Gustav III 1926 Gustav III and kongl. Museum About the sculptor. About the motive, I detail, mentioning Wdgewood ceramics factory and their specialities.
NM-Kq-13 NMK78/2003 Bookcase 1795 Germany Berlin furniture Gustav III 2003 Gustav III and kongl. Museum Unknown origin, but is known to have been a aprt of the foreign office in stockholm. Believed to have been made in Berlin, formerly ascribed to  Gustaf Adolf Ditzinger
NM-Kq-14 NM6758 Satyr and Bacchante Benigne Gagneraux 1784 France painting Gustav III 1983 Gustav III and kongl. Museum
NM-Kq-15 NM7073 Joseph meets his father Jacob in the desert jean-antoine julien de parmeunknown France painting Gustav III 2011 Gustav III and kongl. Museum2927
NM-Kq-16 NMSk31 Muse antique unknown sculpture Gustav III 1865 Gustav III and kongl. Museum NO INFORMATION whatsoever. 

NMB2740-2741The director and th owner Claes Grill and Anna Johanna GrillGustaf Lundberg unknown sweden pastel Europeans in China and chinese in Europe2018 China 27,862,785
NMG2/2018 Euhun Sang Lum Akao Joseph Grozer, Henri Pierre Danloux1793 France mezzotint Europeans in China and chinese in Europe2017 China 2991
NMK72/1941 Longcase musical clock David Roentgen 1775 Germany furniture Europeans in China and chinese in Europe1941 China About the cabinetmaker Roentgen, and how his devices contained surprise mechanisms. This one has 40 tunes
NMK261/2016 Wing chair Ephraim Ståhl 1790 Sweden furniture Europeans in China and chinese in Europe2016 china 2972
NMK250-251/1932Corner cupboards Pierre-Antoine Foullet 1770 france furniture Europeans in China and chinese in Europe1932 china 2621
NMGrh1659 Colin Cambell, supercargo of the Swedish East Indian CompanyJohan Joachim Streng 1755 Sweden painting Europeans in China and chinese in Europe1872 china About the Swedish East indian Company and their first voyage. 
NMGrh 4067 Choi Afock, Aurora Taube and Olof Lindahl Elias Martin 1787 sweden painting Europeans in China and chinese in Europe1992 china 2783 Choi Afock, the first chinese to visit sweden portrayed with swedish merchant with family. The chinese spoke peculiar swedish
NMK122/2009 Folding table Jacob Sjolin 1780 Sweden furniture Rococco 2009 Swedish Rococo 2932
NMK262/1921 Longcase Clock Anders Polhammar 1750 Sweden furniture Rococco 1921 Swedish Rococo



NMK112-113/2006Splat back chairs 1750 Sweden furniture Rococco 2006 Swedish Rococo 2915
NM2338 Sofia Albertina, Princess of Sweden Lorens Pasch the Younger 1768 Sweden painting Rococco 1921 Swedish Rococo Teenage painting of the princess. No obvious signs that she is royal. Painting unfinished, but oil painting managed to look like pastel= rococo character
NMK130/1926 Tile stove Rörstrand 1748 Sweden furniture Rococco 1926 Swedish Rococo The meaning of the signatures- decifering that it was produced at Rörstrand. "that makes it unique". Has ornaments from renesaince, baroque and early 18th century decoration. Checkered board makes it rococo. 
NMGrh4153 Jean Erik Rehn, Architect Alexander Roslin 1756 Sweden Paris painting Rococco 1995 Swedish Rococo When it was painted. Details about motive's travels. Describing the motive. Details painted on later. The motive was important in changing swedish architecture from rococo to gustavian style.
NM2339 The english physician william withering Carl Fredrik von Breda 1792 sweden London painting 1770-1800 1921 Swedish and British portraits about William Withering- the scientist. Painted in london as a comission to paint the Lunar society
NM6350 Portrait of a man Joshua Reynolds unknown Great Britain painting 1770-1800 1962 Swedish and British portraits reynold's developed the portrait style "the grand manner", similar to history paintings, where aristocratic members were portrayed as ancient goddesses and professional roles. More intimate than previous paintings.
NMSk1115 George Washington, american general and president Jean antoine Houdon 1787 France philadelphia/parissculpture 1770-1800 1918 Swedish and British portraits about Houdon's travels to philadelphia with benjamin franklin in 1785. about how the sculpture was created and modelled. References a "heroically naked washington" sculpture
NM5893 Maria, Lady Eardley Thomas Gainsborough 1770 Great Britain painting 17070-1800 1966 Swedish and British portraits Contemporary of Reynolds, specializing in portraits of british aristocraty. Also accomplished landscape painter. Mention of the motive- wife of a knighted banker.

NM-Ki-1 NMK1/1914 The Bielke state bed unknown 1650 furniture 1914 In Great Houses 2450 ja ja In audioguide under 17th century. In a cabinet, I believe?
NM-Ki-2 NMK299C/2016Grotesque de berain The peacock Jean-baptiste Monnoyer 1695 france Beauvais tapestry 2016 In Great Houses 2522 ja ja In audioguide under 17th century. In a cabinet, I believe?
NM-Ki-3 NMK299A/2016Grotesque s de berain "the elephant" Jean-baptiste Monnoyer 1695 france Beauvais tapestry 2016 In Great Houses 2520 ja ja In audioguide under 17th century. In a cabinet, I believe?
NM-Ki-4 NMK299B/2016grotesques de berain "the offering to bacchus" Jean-baptiste Monnoyer 1695 france Beauvais tapestry 2016 In Great Houses 2521 ja ja In audioguide under 17th century. In a cabinet, I believe?
NM-Ki-5 NMK299D/2016grotesques de berain "the ofering to pan" Jean-baptiste Monnoyer 1695 france Beauvais tapestry 2016 In Great Houses 2523 ja ja In audioguide under 17th century. In a cabinet, I believe?
NM-K NM1407 Young Man with Parrots and Monkeys David Kl¨cker Ehrenstrahl 1670 Sweden Painting Cabinet 1888 Kunstkammer 2213 Only info in app. Describes how noblemen collected exotic plants, animals and people. The man is both exotic and a part of the swedish court mileau

NMK CxV1534Cabinet with figures in wax, Diana and her nymphs in their bathunknown 1600s germany furniture cabinet 1873 Kunstkammer
NMK47 The Alhambra Vase unknown 1300s vase cabinet 1865 Kunstkammer 7054 About the vase's mythic origin as the vase jesus turned water into wine with. Later proven to be from Alhambra in Grenada. Repaired while in Drottningsholm by Hårleman




